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doubting!myself.!Without! steering!me,! they!helped!me! to! find!my!voice.! I!will!miss! the!
thoughtSprovoking!discussions!we!have!had!and!their!words!of!wisdom.!!















Young! children’s! writing! activity! in! English! Reception! classrooms! is! framed! by! a! rigid!
developmental!model!whereby!children!are!conceived!of!as!‘becoming’!writers.!However,!
recent! postSstructuralist! research! suggests! that! writing! activity,! as! an! assemblage! of!




understanding! of! young! children’s! writing! and! the! children! were! reSconceptualised! as!
‘becoming’:! creating! and! disrupting! multiple! connections! and! relations! through! their!
actions! as! writers! and! research! participants.! Narrative! observations,! field! notes,!
photographs,!video!and!artefacts!were!analysed!rhizomatically!and!vignettes!of!data!were!
formed!into!discursive!assemblages.!!
The! findings! indicate! that! children’s! writing! within! openSended! play! in! the!
classroom!was!a!moving,!overlapping!and!connective!ensemble,!utilising!many!different!
modes! of! expression! (drawing,! text! making,! map! making,! copying,! etc.).! The! writing!
materials! used! in! these! encounters! ‘mattered’! to! children:! their! sensorial! qualities,! the!
histories!associated!with!them,!and!the!potential!they!had!to!be!adapted.!Writing!activity,!
however,!was!often!organised!by!adults!into!regular!discreet!phonics!sessions!where!the!
children’s! opportunities! for! material! intraSaction,! social! interaction! and! links! to! other!
writing! experiences,! were! limited.! Alongside! this,! discourses! surrounding!writing! in! the!
classroom!were!reflective!of!the!curriculum!‘ideal’,!and!certain!modes!of!expression!were!
privileged.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!The! conclusions! suggest! that! containing! young! children’s! writing! within!
representative! acts! driven! by! external! outcomes! limits! the! potential! of! writing! to! be! a!
sensory,! embodied,! material,! and! connected! activity.! Adults! in! schools! should! foster!
children’s!playful!writing!encounters!where! these!elements!exist.!Effective!practices!are!








































































































































































































































their! first! year! of! school.! It! is! a! study! about! young! children! as! they! continually! gather!
together! and! assemble! multiple! pathways! in! their! writing,! drawing! and! mark! making!
within! a! classroom! context.! I! have! followed! six! children’s! actions! as!writers! during! one!
Reception!year!in!an!English!school,!to!find!out!how!writing,!as!materially!embodied!text!
making,! becomes! socially,! culturally! and!materially!meaningful! through! its! function! and!
purpose.! What! will! be! discussed! within! this! work! is! my! close! examination! of! young!





Young! children’s! writing! in! England! is! of! governmental! concern.! The! Early! Years!
Foundation!Stage!Profile!2013/14!results!in!England,!which!demonstrate!whether!children!
at! the!end!of! the!early! years! curriculum!have!met! the!expected! levels!of!development,!
showed!that!‘As6in62013,6the6four6literacy6early6learning6goals6had6the6lowest6proportion6of6
children6 achieving6 at6 least6 the6 expected6 level.6 More6 specifically,6 the6 lowest6 proportion6




to! be! lagging! behind! other! areas! of! development.! Government! policies! that! directly!
influence!children’s!writing!practices!in!schools!are!concerned!with!bettering!these!results!




and! funded! synthetic! phonics! programmes! to! be! commonly! used! in! many! English!
Reception! classrooms! (Clark,! 2014).! However,! there! are! two! essential! problems! in!
allowing!these!results!to! frame!what!we!know!about!children’s!writing!and!how!we!can!
advance! it.! First,! the! conceptualisation! of! young! writers! in! school! within! this! data! as!
‘insufficiently!good’!and!‘deficient’!in!terms!of!ability!undermines!an!essential!principle!of!
the! Early! Years! Foundation! Stage! (EYFS),! where! children! are! viewed! as! competent!






case,! then! writing! activity! in! the! Reception! classroom! should! be! catering! for! what! is!
needed! in! terms! of! the! research! evidence! we! have,! not! external! policy! focused! on!
measurable!outcomes.!To!enhance!our!knowledge!of!children’s!writing! in!the!Reception!
year,! we! should! be! grappling! with! theory! and! research! that! exposes! the! ‘process’! of!







artefacts! that! children! produce! through! these! pursuits! fascinating! and! wondrous.!
However,!I!have!been!troubled!as!to!why!some!children!who!find!textSmaking!activity!to!
be! so! desirous! in! contexts! outside! of! structured! educational! settings! find! it! so! difficult!
within!them.!Recent!research!by!Huf!(2013)!proposes!that!children’s!agency!may!diminish!
as!they!enter!formal!schooling.!It!suggests!that!systems!of!schooling!place!children!in!less!
competent! positions! than! within! the! home! or! early! years! setting,! implying! that! the!
frameworks!that!surround!young!children!in!entering!schooling,!where!knowledge!about!
writing! is! ideologically! formed! rather! than! evidenceSled,! may! affect! their! abilities! as!
writers.!My!aim!in!carrying!out!this!research!was!to!find!out!more!about!the!processes!at!
work! as! young! children! create! writing! in! school! and! to! consider! whether! the! writing!
encounters! that! they! have! extend! rather! than! restrict! writing! production.! Doing! this!
enabled!me! to! unpick! some! of! the! complex! threads! that! are! part! of! children’s! literary!
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experiences,!lay!them!out!for!examination,!and!identify!the!important!elements!of!writing!
with! children.! Analysing! these! elements! indicated! the! important! aspects! of! planning,!
provision! and! assessment! that! need! to! be! considered! in! educational! settings! for! young!
children! who,! on! entering! school! classrooms,! already! hold! expert! ideas! about! what!
constitutes!text!making.!!








materialist! thinkers! (Barad,! 2003,! 2007;! Ingold,! 2007,! 2011;! Bennett,! 2010;! MacLure,!
2013a)! to! examine! ideas! about! relational! material! text! making.! The! intention! was! to!
further! an! understanding! of! children’s! writing! and! text! making! in! all! its! multiplicities,!
uncovering! connections! that! need! to! be! seen! in! order! for! young! children’s! writing! to!
thrive!within!school!settings.!
My! theoretical! engagement! focussed! on! how! children! generate! writing! in! the!
external!structures!that!they!exist!within,!but!also!how!they!move!beyond!the!boundaries!
of! these.! By! focusing! on! children’s! writing! activity,! as! a! way! in! which! children! make!
meaning! through! the!production!of! text!as! text!makers,! I! considered! the! importance!of!
children! creating!attachments!–! joining! together! ideas!and!experiences,! and! connecting!
with! others,!materials! and! spaces! –! in! building! and! creating! knowledge! of!writing.! This!
was! a! venture! into! childhood! cultures! of! activity.! I! deliberately! focussed! on! how!
knowledge!of!writing! in! classrooms! is! formed!by! children,!as! the!actual!producers!of! it,!
rather! than! by! adults! who! measure! it.! My! aim! was! to! build! knowledge! of! children! as!
writers! from! their! experience,! not! through! powerful! adult! discourse! or! secondary!
interpretation.! The!analysis! and! conclusions!of! this!will! emanate! from! the!actualities!of!
the! empirical! data! that! children! produced!with!me,! created!within! the! context! of! their!
daily!schooling.!!
Dombey! (2013)! has! stated! that! we! have! a! social! and! ethical! responsibility! to!
provide! support! for! young! children! to!be!able! to!write!based!on! legitimately! conceived!
evidence! in! the! field.! This,! essentially,! was! my! purpose! for! researching! this! area:! to!
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provide! further! evidence!based!on!empirical! data! that!will! be! accountable! to! children’s!






In! England,! young! children’s!writing,! as! a! schooled! activity,! is! framed!within! the! school!
curriculum,! the! ‘Statutory! Framework! for! the! Early! Years! Foundation! Stage’! (EYFS)!
(Department! for! Education! (DfE),! 2014),! and! is! assessed! in! terms! of! the! desired! goals!
which!make!up! this!curriculum.!Young!children!are! imagined!within!school! structures! in!
terms! of! their! future! potential! (Qvortrup,! 2004;! Prout,! 2005),! and! their! actions! are!
bounded!by!the!conceptual!understanding!of!‘development’!and!‘literacy’!written!into!the!
curriculum.! This! framework! creates! particular! social! and! cultural! understandings! in!
schools!of!how!writing!works!and!what!writing!is!for.!However,!children!as!writers!are!text!
making! in! a! multitude! of! different! ways,! not! only! in! response! to! the! structures! that!
conceptualise!them!but!also!as!a!way!of!exploring!the!world!beyond!these.!
Studies!that!focus!on!young!children’s!reading!activity!demonstrate!that!children!have!a!
sophisticated! knowledge! of! how! texts! are! created! in! a! variety! of! forms! before! they!
become!embroiled!in!the!school!discourses!that!surround!literacy.!Preschool!children!are!
able! to! create! text! as! a! visual!whole!using! a! variety!of! pictures! and!written! symbols! to!
communicate! different!meanings!when! they! enter! into! nursery! schools! (Kenner,! 2000).!
Drawing!on! cultural! practices! from!home,! children! construct!multiple! literate! identities,!
and!when!they!begin!school,!they!adapt!their!understandings!of!text!making!in!response!




Theories! of! language! emanating! from! Vygotsky’s!work! (1978,! 1986)! have! been!
rightfully!influential!in!showing!us!that!writing!is!connected!to!social!and!cultural!thought.!
Vygotsky’s! writing! provides! us! with! an! understanding! of! writing! activity! as! a!
representational!act!of!social!thinking.!However,!writing!as!language!is!also!an!emotional,!
sensorial,! physical! and!material! activity! (MacLure,! 2013).! Important! elements! of! young!
children’s! writing! experience! may! be! left! unexplored! if! a! theoretical! framework! that!
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considers!language!solely!as!developmental!cognition,!and!writing!as!a!representation!of!
thinking,! is! adopted! without! consideration! for! all! the! differing! dimensions! of! young!
children’s! writing! experiences.! This! research! therefore! attempted! to! consider! how! far!
social! language,! and! writing! as! an! aspect! of! it,! can! be! understood! as! an! embodied,!
material!activity!that!may!be!more6than!representation.!
Children! as! writers! think! and! make! meaning! with! socially! mediated! tools! or!
objects!(Vygotsky,!1978,!1986;!Wertsch,!1991,!1994).!These!material!writing!objects!carry!
cultural! meanings,! but! also! have! physical! qualities! that! matter! in! understanding! how!
children! engage! with! them.! Writing! is! complex! and! difficult,! involving! encoding! and!
composing!meaning! into! culturally! recognised! text!with! ‘stuff’.! It! is! a!messy! process! of!
social,!cultural!and!material!entanglements,!and!one!that!fixed!frameworks!of!assessment,!
external!to!the!writer,!may!not!be!able!to!recognise!fully.!So,!there!appears!to!be!a!need!




and!researchers! to!provide!a!methodological!approach! that! is!able! to!move!beyond!the!
mind/body! dualism! that! separates! children’s! thinking! from! their! bodies! and! material!
environment,!and!can!limit!our!knowledge!of!how!each!is!connected.!There!is!also!a!need!
in!childhood!research,! to! reSconceptualise!children!as!writers!away! from!a!model!which!
suggests!that!children!are! incomplete!or!failing!so!that!we!can! improve!the!descriptions!
and!understandings!that!we!have!of!young!children’s!literate!activity.!This!research!used!
methodologies! that!while! recognising! the! structural! frameworks! that! surround! children!
were!also!able!to!move!beyond!these!boundaries!to!create!tangible!knowledge!of!children!
as!writers.!
Literacy! as! a! field! of! research! is! alive!with! new! ideas! for!methodology! (Flewitt!














My! enquiry! began! by! examining! the! concept! of!becoming! in! relation! to! childhood! and!
writing! in! the! first! year! of! school.! I! used! becoming! as! a! pivotal! term! in! this! study! to!
interpret!childhood!and!writing!in!different!ways,!and!also!as!a!tool!to!explore!how!young!
children! as!writers,! i.e.! their! productive! actions,! can! be! understood! both!within! school!
frameworks!and!outside!of!them.!The!varying!definitions!of!children!as!becoming,!either!
implied!or!made!transparent!in!what!we!think!we!know!about!children’s!writing!activity!in!
the! classroom! context,! has! been! examined!within! the! review!of! relevant! literature! and!
then! throughout! the! study! through! the! methodological! approach,! the! analysis,!
discussions!and!conclusions.!4
In! working! through! the! first! stages! of! the! research! (the! review! of! literature,!
methodology! and! fieldwork),! significant! areas! for! further! enquiry! within! this!
comprehensive! question! were! identified! and! further! subSquestions! resulted.! This!
progression!in!the!development!of!the!questions!is!outlined!in!the!proceeding!chapters.!!
These!subSquestions!are:!
How4 are4 young4 children4 constructing4 knowledge4 about4 ‘school4 writing’4 with4 others4
(including4researchers)4through4classroom4writing4encounters?4







myself! within! the! school! context! with! an! ear! to! both! the! official! school! practices! and!









I! was! located! alongside! children! in! the! classroom,! utilising! alternative!
methodological!approaches!to!form!new!understandings!in!the!field.!I!have!assumed!that!
children’s! writing! experiences! are! unique,! rather! than! universal,! and! that! the! differing!
stories!that!children!and!researchers!tell!are!worthy!of!exploration.!I!recognised!that!my!
own! shifting! position! as! the! researcher,! and! therefore! the! narrator! in! this! work,! was!
significant!in!how!the!knowledge!of!children’s!writing!activity!was!created!and!presented.!
The! knowledge! constructed! in! this! study! drew! on! Deleuze! and! Guattari’s! work,! A!
Thousand! Plateaus:! Capitalism! and! Schizophrenia! (2004),! and! used! the! metaphor! of! a!













! In! chapter6 one,! I! examine! the! theoretical! and!empirical! research! literature! that!
surrounds! children’s! writing! activity,! beginning! with! the! significance! of! sociocultural!




! In!chapter6two,! I!outline!the!justification!for!the!methodological!approach!that! I!
have! taken,! demonstrating! my! ontological! and! epistemological! stance.! I! identify! the!
dilemmas!and!challenges!within!participatory!methodology!with!children,!and!set!out!the!














CHAPTER! ONE:! Children! becoming ! writers! in! an!











part! of! their! social! and!material! existence,! and! so! it! is! literature!pertaining! to! this! area!




of! published! materials,! theory! and! recent! research! will! be! examined! where! young!
children’s!writing! activity! is! understood! as! being! constructed!within! social,! cultural! and!
material! spaces.! That! is,! as! action! that! is! externally! expressed! through! different!modes!
and!constructed!within!material!and!social!spaces.!!
Seeking!out,!critically!examining,!and!then!structuring!this!review!has!helped!me!
to!distinguish! the! significant! issues! that! surround! children’s! understanding!of!writing! in!
school!through!the!activities!that!they!are!engaged!in.!In!this!chapter,!I!provide!space!to!






school,!where!both!the!child!and! their!writing!activity! is! framed!as!a!becoming!process,!
has!led!me!not!only!to!draw!from!the!field!of!language,!literacy!and!education!but!also!to!
make! links! with! literature! from! other! disciplines,! such! as! childhood! sociology,!
anthropology!and!neoSmaterialism.!Integrated!within!this!discussion!are!structuralist!and!
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postSstructuralist! arguments! about! literacy! and! childhood! experience.! These! differing!
explanations!of!literacy!are!discussed!within!the!final!two!sections!and!conclusion!of!this!




This! chapter! has! been! structured! into! three! sections;! however,! there! are!
significant! issues! that! cross! into! each! section.! Each! section! combined! provides! a!
comprehensive!and!critical!examination!of!the!theoretical!arguments!and!recent!research!
about! young! children’s! writing! activity! in! school! and! indicates! the! questions! that! are!
currently! posed! to! gain! more! understanding! and! insight! into! the! field! of! policy! and!
practice.! Particular! arguments! that! have! arisen! through! the! review! of! literature! have!
resulted! in! the! identification! of! emergent! themes! or! areas! of! further! enquiry! and! are!
drawn!together!within!the!conclusion.4
The!sections!are!as!follows:!
Section-one:-Young- children’s-writing-as- socially-and- culturally- constructed-–!Meaning-
making-through-language,-thought-and-tool-use-
In!this!section,!I!will!critically!examine!sociocultural!constructivist!perspectives,!reviewing!
literature! that! recognises! the! significance! of! social! and! cultural! processes! and! the!
importance! of! situated! learning! and! semiosis! (meaning! making)! in! children’s! writing!
activity.!The!literature!here!emphasises!the!importance!of!socially!shared!language!as!an!
integral!part!of!young!children’s!writing!encounters,!where!writing!activity! supports! the!
construction! of! thinking! and! vice! versa.! It! considers! both! the! importance! of! social!
relationships!and!also!tools!and!cultural!artefacts!as!ways!in!which!children!extend!their!
thinking.!
Section- two- –- Young- children’s- writing- as- multiliterate,- multimodal- and- becoming-
different-
In! this! section,! I! will! present! current! arguments! in! literacy! theory! that! build! on! an!
understanding! of! writing! activity! as! socially! and! culturally! constructed,! but! also! as! a!
material!phenomenon.!Here,! I! include!a!discussion!of!how!writing!can!be!understood!as!
multimodal,! where! children’s! writing! activity! is! explained! through! the! use! of! different!
modes!as!a!representational!process.!I!will!also!introduce!recent!ideas!that!challenge!the!






This! section!will! examine! the! educational! structures! of! the! Reception! class! and! discuss!
how!wider!political!and!economic!concerns!are!affecting!the!writing!policies!and!practices!
that! young! children! experience! within! school.! Here,! I! will! explore! how! the! social! and!
cultural!aspects!of!writing! in! the!classroom!are!bounded!by!a!particular! futureSoriented!
understanding!of!young!children!as!becoming!writers.!
4
Section4 one:4 Young4 children’s4 writing4 as4 socially4 and4 culturally4




it! is! important! to! examine! theoretical! arguments! that! consider! writing! to! be! a! socially!
constructed! process! of! thinking! and! meaning! making! through! language.! This! section!
provides!detailed!theories!of!writing!which!are!routed!within!the!structures!of!language,!
where! it! is! argued! that! young! children’s!writing! as! a! social! process! is! representative! of!
their! thinking! and! given!meaning! through! the! usage! and! value! assigned! to! social! signs,!
symbols!and!cultural!artefacts!within!particular!social!situations.!!
!
Writing! development! as! social! construction! –! the! importance! of! the!
social!context!
!
In! Vygotsky’s! work! (1978,! 1986,! 1994,! 1999)! and! that! of! other! socioShistoricalScultural!
theorists!(Wertsch,!1985,!1991,!1994,!1998;!Wells,!1986;!Rogoff,!1990;!Wells!and!ChangS
Wells,!1992;!Cole,!1996),!the!social!and!cultural!context! in!which!children!are!learning!is!




within! areas! where! people’s! lives! intersect! and! relational! practices! and! activities! take!
place.! These! social! contexts! often! extend! beyond! place! and! space.! Cole! (1996,! p.! 135)!
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defines!context!as!a!weaving!and!threading!of!different!parts!–!people,!place,!objects!etc.!
–! into! a! coherent! connected! whole.! Blurred! boundaries! exist! between! different! social!
contexts! as! individuals! move! among! them! and! their! cultural! practices! overlap.! Social!
contexts!have!an!important!role!as!centres!of!shared!activity!and!tool!use,!where!people!
actively! construct! knowledge! about! the! world! together.! Interdependence! always! exists!
between! the! individual!and! the!social! context,!as!each!can!be!seen!as!being!created!by!
each!other! (Wells! and!ChangSWells,! 1992,!p.!29).! The! social! and!cultural! context!of! this!
study!is!a!contemporary!English!Reception!classroom,!and!the!third!section!of!this!chapter!










between! these! two! opposing! sides,! often! unsettling! and! challenging,! eventually!moves!
towards!a!‘totality’!of!knowledge!where!the!two!sides!are!fully!integrated.!This!is!seen!in!
terms!of!a!progression!and!development;!it!is!the!evolvement!of!a!thesis,!as!an!antithesis!
and! finally! a! synthesis! (Hegel,! 2010).! Vygotsky! (1986,! p.! 134)! often! refers! to! the!
relationship!between!the! individual!and!society! in! these!dialectical! terms,!particularly! in!
how! concepts! are! formed.! The! individual! mind! is! constantly! mediated! by! the! cultural!
world!through!movement!towards!a!synthesis.!Consequently,!Vygotsky!would!argue!that!
the! child’s! individual! development! and! learning! can! be! understood! as! a! dialectical!
struggle! through! the! experiences! and! activities! they! encounter! as! they! appropriate!
speech! and! tool! use.! I! will! expand! further! on! some! of! these! ideas! when! I! discuss! the!
concepts!of!mediation!and!appropriation.!
Many! of! Vygotsky’s! own! experiments! that! focused! on! individual! children’s!
development! clearly! show! his! interest! in! the! dialectical! process.! He! set! up! artificial!
activities! that! provoked! this! struggle,! challenging! children’s! thinking! so! that! he! could!
study! children’s! development! from! novice! to! expert.! This,! he! argued,!was! a! process! of!
dialectical! change,! as! the! child’s! thinking! is! constantly! progressing! towards! a! resolution!
(Connery! et! al.,! 2010).! He!was! interested! in! the!movement6of! development!within! the!
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child,! from! the! external! social! experience! to! the! internal! psychological! construction! of!





As!well! as! providing! a! dialectic! theory! of! individual! change! and! development,! Vygotsky!
(1986)! also! provided! us! with! a! detailed! examination! of! how! individual! ideas! and!
knowledge! are! formed! as! a! process6 of6 thinking4within! the! social! world.! He! did! this! by!
exploring!the!relationship!between!thought!and!language,!specifically!the!role!of!speech.!
Vygotsky!wrote!that!‘a6thought6is6born6through6words.6A6word6devoid6of6thought6is6a6dead6
thing...6 an6 empty6 sound;6 meaning,6 therefore6 is6 a6 criterion6 of6 “word”,6 its6 indispensable6
component’6(1986,!p.!212).!
So!thought!and!language!are!intertwined,!although!distinct,!as!Vygotsky!observes!
here:! ‘thought6 and6 language6 develop6 along6 separate6 lines6 and6 that6 at6 a6 certain6 point6
these6lines6meet’6(1986,!p.!93).66
Vygotsky!was! uncertain! about! the! regularity! of! this! occurrence! or! how! sudden!
this!might!be,!but!this!meeting!point!does!lead!to!a!functional!change!for!the!individual.!
Vygotsky! was! clear,! however,! that! ‘thought6 development6 is6 determined6 by6 language’!
(1986,! p.! 94,! my! bold! emphasis).! Language! provides! linguistic! tools! (speech)! that! are!
developed! and! understood! within! a! sociocultural! environment,! and! this! is! what! drives!
thought! as! a! socially! shared! experience,! eventually! to! become! internalised.! Through!
speech,! thought! finds! ‘expression’! and! this! expression! is! understood! within! the! social!
context.!!
Vygotsky!proposed!that!the!development!of!‘inner6speech’,!a!cognitively!invisible!
process,! comes! into! being! from! the! appropriation! of! social! speech! and! the! cultural!
meanings! it! promotes! within! the! social! context.! An! individual! child’s! thought,! their!
knowledge! of! the! world,! is! transformed! through! the! sharing! of! social! speech.! This!
recognises!that!communicative!practices!are!culturally!and!socially!mediated,!i.e.!they!are!
socially6 constructed.! Language! learning! and! development,! as! a! constructive! process,!
needs! to! be! understood! in! terms! of! how! the! individual! and! social! worlds! interact! and!
connect.! This! dialectical! process! occurs! through! two! distinct! stages:! first,! as! social!
exchange! between4 people,! referred! to! as! ‘interpsychological’,! and! second! within6 the6
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individual! as! ‘intrapsychological’! (Vygotsky,! 1978,! p.! 57).! What! is! noteworthy! here! is!
Vygotsky’s!emphasis!on!the!centrality!of!social!relationships!as!the!first!steps!of!learning.!
The! social! dimensions! of! learning! play! a! crucial! part! in! the! beginnings! of! concept!
formation.! The! cultural! environment! of! the! learner! drives! an! individual’s! own! unique!
development.! Social! practices! are!not!only! influenced!by! the! cultural! context!but!by! all!
individual! action,! including! communication,! which! is! embedded! within! the! social! and!
cultural! world.! This! argument! assumes,! therefore,! that! a! child’s! individual! cognitive!
development!is!culturally6saturated!(Mercer,!1994,!p.!93).!
Vygotsky! developed! these! ideas! further! by! looking! more! closely! at! the!
relationship!between!words! and! thought,! referencing! Tolstoy’s! ideas! in! his!Pedagogical6
Writings! (1903),! where! Tolstoy! suggested! that! it! can! be! understood! ‘as6 an6 enigmatic6
process6unfolding6in6our6soul’6(cited!by!Vygotsky,!1986,!p.!218).!Vygotsky!wrote!that,!











reality.! As! a! Marxist,! Volosinov! understood! the! concept! of! the! sign! as! having! an!
ideological!role!in!representing!and!standing!for!something!within!society!that!has!social!
meaning:! thoughts,! beliefs,! principles! or! communications.! Signs! depict! consciousness,!
feelings! and! ideas! within! the! ‘interEindividual6 territory’! (Volosinov,! 1986,! p.! 12)! or!
between!one!person!and!another.!Therefore,!the!function!of!the!sign!is!to!carry!meaning.!
Volosinov!argued!that!words!can!be!viewed!as!signs! that!are!used!between!one!person!
and! another.! However,! words! have! no! essential! meaning! in! themselves;! the! function!
words!have! is! that! they6convey6meaning.!Meaning! is!not! integral! to! the!word! itself,!but!
with! the! same! understanding! that! Vygotsky! had! of! words! and! thought,! meaning! can!
change! and! is! dynamic,! and! words! carry! meanings! in! how! they! are! used! and! applied!
within! the! immediate! social! situation.!Volosinov!went! further! by! explaining! that! just! as!
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words! have! no! essential! meaning,! ‘Meaning6 in6 itself,6 means6 nothing;6 it6 only6 possesses6
potentiality6–6the6possibility6of6having6a6meaning6with6a6concrete6theme’6(1986,!p.!101).!!







images! of! each! other! and! are! structured! very! differently.! Thought! develops,! beginning!
with!the!whole,!and!as!speech!develops,!it!is!processed!into!smaller!components.!Thought!
will! eventually! become! understood! and! articulated! in! terms! of! the! complex! semantic!
parts!(words!and!sentences)!and!how!these!relate!to!each!other!within!the!social!context.!
The! implication! of! this! relationship! between! thought! and! language! (or! perhaps! more!
accurately! thinking6 and6 speech,! as! an! action)! is! that! thought! as! a! whole! precedes! the!
structures! of! language! that! thinking! can! be! compartmentalised! into.! The! experience! of!
language! that! children! encounter! must! take! account! of! the!whole:! thought! cannot! be!
built!up!from!semantic!parts;!rather,!it!is!the!other!way!around.!Aspects!of!language!(e.g.!




inaccurately,! published! in! English! with! the! title! ‘Thought! and! Language’.! Subsequently,!
more! accurate! English! translations! have! titled! this! work! as! ‘Thinking! and! Speech’.! His!
ideas!became!influential!in!how!educationalists!in!Britain!and!America!began!to!consider!
language! and! literacy! as! a! whole! meaning! making! process! (Britton,! 1967,! 1970,! 1987;!
Cazden,!1988;!Goodman,!2005).!The!then!current!emphasis!on!teaching!discrete!aspects!
of! literacy,! with! little! relation! to! each! other,! was! critiqued,! and! functional! aspects! of!
literacy! began! to! be! taught! as! part! of! the!whole6 process! of! language! learning.6 Britton!
(1987)! argued! that! classrooms! should! recognise! a! child’s! shared! social! activity! as! an!
important! aspect! of! inner! speech,! stating! that! the! child! needs! to! have! room! to! be! a!
‘spectator’! of! language! to! understand! the! complex!meanings! that! are! being! conveyed.!









Smagorinsky! (2011)! stated! that! for! Vygotsky,! thinking! and! language! cannot! occur! in! a!
vacuum.!It!needs!tools!and!signs,!for!example!speech!and!writing,!for!it!to!take!shape.!The!
tool!or!sign!becomes!the!mediated!means!through!which!thought! is!expressed.!Wertsch!
(1991)! argued! that! the! most! refined! aspect! of! Vygotsky’s! work! is! around! how! the!
signifiers! of! language! (the! tools! and! signs)! are!mediated.! Mediation! is! the! process! in!
which!signs!or!tools!develop!specific!meanings!that!are!attached!to!them.!!
Wertsch! (1991)! identified! the! processes! of!mediation! as! a! genetic! relationship!
between!the!social!and!the!individual!which!is!integral!to!individual!development.!This!is!
based!on!Vygotsky’s! idea!of!the!‘genetic6 law6of6development’,!where!emphasis! is!placed!
on! the! primacy! of! the! social! relationships! within! a! twoSstage! model! of! a! child’s!
development.!Cultural!development! takes!place! first! in! the!social! (between!people)!and!
then! subsequently! in! the! psychological! (within! the! child),! as! an! internalisation! of! the!
social!and!cultural!relationships!and!practices.!Wertsch!argued!that!mediation,!as!part!of!
this! process! of! development,! is! social! and! cultural! negotiation;! the! conciliatory! process!









part! in! semiotic! mediation! or! meaningSmaking! processes! with! others.! These! tools! are!
used! to! adapt! and! develop! social! and! cultural! practices,! but! these! semiotic! tools! also!
transform!us!and!our!human!relationships!too!(Cole,!1996;!Connery!et!al.,!2010).!Just!as!
words! are! meaningless! without! their! social! use! (meanings! become! attached! to! words!
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through!social!habits),!so!too!are!tools,!which!are!also!carriers6of6cultural6meaning,!ones!
which! can! extend! our! thoughts! as! well! as! capturing! them.! As! we! learn! the! social!
significance! of! cultural! tools! and! objects,! and! explore! the! boundaries! of! their! uses,!we!
become!culturally!existent!ourselves.!!




We! can! understand! the! process! of! appropriation! further! if!we! show!how! it! is! different!
from! concepts! such! as! assimilation! or! internalisation,! which! also! provide! us! with!
explanations!of!how!an!individual!takes!on!cultural!meanings!and!adapts!to!social!norms.!
Assimilation! and! internalisation! position! the! thinker! as! a! passive! receiver,! a! bit! like! a!
sponge! soaking! up! the! cultural! practices! that! surround! them.! However,! ‘Appropriation6
accounts6 for6 how6 people6 incorporate6 and6 reconstruct6 aspects6 of6 a6 setting6 into6 their6
thinking,6 without6 suggesting6 a6 wall6 of6 separation6 between6 person6 and6 context’6
(Smagorinsky,!2011,!p.!288).!6
It! is!this!transformational!process!between!the!thinker!and!the!social!context! in!
which! they! are! active! that! provides! us!with! a! view!of! the! participant! as! a! social! agent.!
Therefore,! children! as! social! participants!make6 meaning6 on6 the6 world! as! they! create!
activities! that! trigger! transformations4of! artefacts,! tools! and!people! in! the!environment!
(Scribner,!1997).!However,!it!is!important!to!understand!this!in!terms!of!other!factors!that!
affect! the! process! of! appropriation,! namely! the! social! context! and! children’s! unique!
characteristics! that! will! form! boundaries! within! which! this! process! can! take! place!
(Smagorinsky,!2011).!
!
Young! children’s! writing! –! symbolising! thought! through!
appropriation!and!mediation!
!
In! Mind6 in6 Society! (1978),! Vygotsky! extended! his! ideas! on! the! relationship! between!
speech! and! thought! in! his! discussion! on! how! children! learn! to! write.! He! raised! an!
important!question!with!resonance!today!on!the!limitations!of!teaching!writing!as!!‘finger6
techniques’!and! ‘mechanics’! (1978,!pp.!105–106),!which!are!technical!skills! that!children!




‘writings6 in6 the6air’6 (1978,!p.!107).!As!children!develop,! they!begin!to!use!tools! to!make!
communicative! gestures! through! their! drawing! and!writing,! but! before! alphabetic! signs!
and!symbols!are!understood,!gestures!symbolise!and!represent!whole!aspects!of!thought!
or! conceptual! ideas;! for! example,! a! child’s! drawing!may! indicate! not! a! symbol! but! the!
‘roundness’!of! things.!Vygotsky! linked! this! to! the! function!of! representation!within!play!
where!objects!are!transformed!and!carry!new!meanings.!The!representational!object!only!
carries!meaning! in!how! it! is!used!by! the! child! in! their!play!with!others.! So,! a!bundle!of!




What! is!strikingly!significant!within!this!process!of!play! is! the!recognition!of! the!
child’s!agency!to!transform!and!imagine.!Vygotsky!regarded!this!as!‘first!order!symbolism’,!
which! represents! the! child’s! voice.! ‘Second! order! symbolism’! is! where! the! object! is!







desires.! The! child!uses! the! tool! to! transform!and! represent!objects,! people!and!events.!
This!may!mean! that! children! use! a! writing! tool’s!material! potential! to!make!marks! on!
paper! or! screen! as! a! representation,! but! equally,! the!writing! tool! could! also! become! a!
wand! or! an! aeroplane.! For! writing! as! a! literate! practice,! second! order! symbolism! is!
important! as! the! writing! tool! becomes! an! object! with! specific! sign! functions! that! are!
socially! and! culturally!meaningful.! So,! a!writing! tool! is! used! to! represent! specific! social!
knowledge!about!sign/symbol!relationships!that!are!contextually!relevant.!!
According! to! Vygotsky,! there! is! a! significant! shift! in! development! as! children!
begin! to! use! writing! objects! to! represent! socially! and! culturally! meaningful! signs! as! a!
communicative!process.!In!the!same!way!that!speech!is!mastered!as!a!social!and!cultural!
practice! that! relates! to! thinking,! writing! can! be! seen! to! reflect! the! mental! processing!
where!meaning! is! made! through! the! appropriation! of! external! signs.! For! example,! the!









of! the! relationship! between! language! and! shared! symbolic! systems! into! more! diverse!
semiotics,! for!example!to!mapSmaking,!musical!notation!and!visual! representations.!She!









studies’,! was! not! published! in! English! until! 1999.! Although! Vygotsky! had! hinted! in! his!
other! work! that! emotions,! in! particular! motivation,! were! integral! in! some! way! to! the!
dynamic! process! of! thinking,! it! is! only! recently! that! the! affective! aspects! of! cognitive!
development!in!Vygotsky’s!work!have!been!explored!in!depth.!Vygotsky!recognised!in!this!






as! individual! interpretations! or! perceptions! of! events.! However,! Van! der! Veer! and!
Valsiner!(1994)!point!out!that!a!simple!translation!of!perezhivanie!may!not!be!possible!as!
the!concept!
serves! to! express! the! idea! that! one! and! the! same! objective! situation! may! be!
interpreted,! perceived,! experienced! or! lived! through! by! different! children! in!
different!ways.!Neither!‘emotional!experience’![which!is!used!here!and!which!only!




It! is! important! to! understand! perezhivanie! as! the! child’s! lived! experience,!
combining!both!the!process!in!which!the!individual!‘reads’!their!environment!(the!socialS
cultural! context)! and! their! emotional! responses! that! are! an! integral! aspect! of! this!
interpretation.! ! Perezhivanie! provides! a! way! of! understanding! differences! between!
individuals! as! they! develop! meaning! of! the! world.! Although! meaningSmaking! occurs!
through!the!social!dynamic,!this!is!processed!through!‘the6individual6prism6of6perezhivanie’!
(Connery! et! al.,! 2010,! p.! 12).! Mahn! and! JohnSSteiner! (2002)! argue! that! central! to!




Perezhivanie! is! a! unity,! where! on! the! one! hand,! in! an! indivisible! state,! the!
environment!is!represented,!i.e.!that!which!is!being!experienced...and!on!the!other!
hand,! what! is! represented! is! how! I,! myself,! am! experiencing! this,! i.e.! all! the!
personal! characteristics!and!all! the!environmental! characteristics!are! represented!
in!perezhivanie.!(1999,!p.!104)!
Exploring! perezhivanie! as! an! integral! part! of! cognitive! development!
acknowledges!the!fact!that!thought,!action!and!emotion!are!structurally!dependent,!that!
they!are!part!of!the!same!developmental!concept!(Bruner,!1987).!Not!only!is!perezhivanie!
associated! with! the! core! structures! of! the!mind,! but! Fakhrutdinova! (2010)! also! argues!
that! it! incorporates! the!highest! forms!of! reflection!and!consciousness!apparent! through!
selfSdiscovery!and!selfSawareness.!In!this!way,!the!concept!of!perezhivanie!is!significant!to!







different! ways.! As! children! write,! they! are! utilising! integrated! social! and! linguistic!
structures!to!represent!their! ideas!and!create!new!meanings.!It! is!through!this!meaningS!
making!or!semiotic!system!that!a!child!learns!what!it! is!to!be!both!a!social!person!and!a!
social! writer,! i.e.! how! to! apply! the! system! of! signs,! codes! and! words! which! make! up!
writing! for! social! meaning.! Meaning! cannot! be! fully! understood! by! a! child! unless! the!
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selected!choices!of!the!speaker/writer!are!recognised!within!their!social!environment.!In!
Situated6 Language6 and6 Learning,! Gee! articulates! these! ideas! further! by! examining! how!
‘language6is6tied6to6people’s6experiences6of6situated6action6in6the6material6and6social6world’!
(2004,!p.!49).!These!experiences!are!stored!and!used!to!build!model6simulations!to!help!us!
make! sense! of! the! world! and! prepare! us! for! acting! in! particular! ways.! The! process! of!
building! these! specific! models! is! empowering! as! it! helps! us! to! make! social! meanings.!








in! the! work! of! proponents! of! CulturalSHistorical! Activity! Theory! (CHAT).! This! is! an!
approach! to! analysing! learning! as! units! of! action! through! the! cultural! context! in!which!
social! activity! and! interaction! is! taking! place! (Edwards,! 2011).! In!Cultural6 Psychology:6 A6
Once6 and6 Future6 Discipline,! Cole! (1996)! argues! that! cultural! tools! such! as! literacy! have!
values! attached,! and! he! asserts! that! applying! universal! developmental! approaches! to!






appropriation!of! superior! cultural! beliefs,! practices! and!values,! and! instead!attempts! to!
understand!language!learning!and!development!through!cultural!analysis.!





Consequently,! an! artefact! can! be! an! imagined! reality! and! one! of! matter,! both! having!
cultural!value.!Importantly,!the!ideal!form!of!the!artefact!affects!and!shapes!the!material!
form.! This! may! be! a! useful! approach! to! support! an! understanding! of! the! role! that!
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children’s!writing!artefacts!have!within!their!social!context.! It!could!be!argued!that!they!





the! artefact! is! used,! spoken! about! and! altered! by! individuals! and! social! groups;! the!
practical6 activity! that! helps! us! understand! the! artefact! as! object! is! culturally!mediated.!
Here,! we! can! see! that! understanding! the! relational6 process! we! have! with! cultural!




in! CHAT! research! is! often! focused! on! the! system! that! provides! the! historical! carrier! of!
culture! (Edwards,! 2011).! The! actors! who! engage! within! the! system! are! understood! in!




communities! are! organised! and! interact.! The! interesting! question! here! is! how! the!
appropriation! by! users! of! technology! as! a! social! tool! is! reconfiguring! shared! social!
experiences.! Technologies,! and! their! uses,! can! be! shown! to! be! extending! mediational!
processes!into!complex!multilayered!cultural!subjectivities.!
CHAT! criticises! the! convergence! of! political! and! economic! organisational!
structures!in!providing!a!homogenised!version!of!education!with!measurable!standards!as!
outcomes,! as! this! does! not! recognise! local! diversity! of! social! contexts! and! narrows!
cultural! practices! (Wells! and! Claxton,! 2002,! p.! 9).! These! structures,! Wells! and! Claxton!
argue,!limit!the!processes!of!cultural!mediation!and!place!the!child!as!a!passive!recipient!
of! learning.! Instead,! the! CHAT! approach! is! interested! in! ‘the6 intricate6 complexity6 of6 the6
unique6moment6 in6which6a6person6 interacts6with6an6unprecedented6material,6 social,6and6
cultural6setting’!(Claxton,!2002,!p.!25).!!
CHAT! does! not! seek! to! contain! the! shifting! contexts! and! unpredictability! that!




involves! physical,! sensory! and! spiritual! lived6 experiences,! and! as! a! result,! Claxton! and!







What! appears! to! be! significant! in! this! section! is! the! link! between! the! symbolic! and!
representational! (as! meaningSmaking)! to! the! material! (the! social! context,! relationships!
and! tools).! Therefore,! it! appears! to! be! important! to! understand! localised6 knowledge!
(Geertz,!1983)!and!find!ways!to!closely!analyse!individuals!as!part!of!a!social!group.!How!
young! children! are! encultured! into! social! and! material! writing! activity! still! remains! a!
mysterious! but! fascinating! process.! How! we! explore! complex! meaningSmaking!
connections! as! culturally! significant! acts! within! places! and! through! relationships! is! a!
challenge.!
Children!as!writers!often!engage!in!a!considerable!reflective!process,!playing!and!
experimenting! with! structure,! form! and! content! as! they! explore! potential! possibilities!
within!language!(Cremin!and!Myhill,!2012).!It!is!this!agency!or!implicit!desire!of!children!to!
try!out!different!ways!of!being!a!writer!that!may!need!to!be!considered!further!within!the!
dynamic! between! the! writer! and! the! environment.! All! writers! form! subjectivities! in!
relation! to! others! as! part! of! the! writing! process.! All! writers,! as! ‘readers’! of! the! social!
environment,! look! for! the! signs! and! structures! on! which! to! frame! their! own!meaningS!
making! process.! But,! all! writers! are! also!moving! in! response! to! and! helping! to! change!
these!social!structures,!signs!and!symbols!to!meet!their!own!desires.!










with! how! multiple! literacy! practices! can! be! recognised.! This! section! will! explore! the!
conceptual! arguments! within! current! theories! of! literacy! that! consider! writing! as! an!
activity! that! can! be! expressed! and! constructed! in! multiple! ways.! The! theoretical!
perspectives!presented!here!differ! in!how! they!approach!an!understanding!of! language!
structures!and!meaning.!These!alternative!arguments!are! important!as!they!move!social!
and!cultural!perspectives!into!new!territory!by!recognising!the!limitations!of!theories!that!
perceive! writing! activity! solely! in! terms! of! language/linguistic! processes! of! mind,!
considering! instead! more! distributive! elements! of! bodies! and! materials.! I! will! unpack!
some! of! the! fundamental! issues! within! contemporary! and! contrasting! theoretical!
perspectives! in! order! to! identify! key! areas! for! further! exploration! within! the! study! of!
young!children’s!writing.4
4
Language! and! meaning! –! Structuralist! and! postSstructuralist!
approaches!
!
This! section! introduces! theories! that! have! different! approaches! to! language! systems:!
structuralism!and!postSstructuralism.!These!terms!will!be!used!in!this!section!in!relation!to!
contemporary! literacy! theories,! and! in! order! to! provide! clarity,! I! will! begin! by! defining!
them.!!
Theorists! that! rely! on! structural! readings! of! language! and! literacy! argue! that!
language!as! a! structure!or! system! is!made!of! small! units! at!different! levels! (e.g.! sound,!
grammar,! meaning).! Language,! as! a! social! convention,! involves! signs! that! ‘signify’!
particular! meanings! (Saussure,! 1960),! and! it! is! the! social! conventions! within! different!
contexts!that!fix!the!meanings!of!what!signs!signify.!As!there!are!concrete!conventions!for!
using!language,!the!emphasis!in!structuralist!explorations!of!language!and!meaning!is!on!
identifying! the! stable! and! autonomous! structures! that! are! recognisable! (Swann! et! al.,!




within! the! system.!Meanings! are! therefore! ‘defined6by6 the6 structures6 that6 surround6 the6
child’!(MacNaughton,!2005,!p.!80).!!
Taking! a! different! approach,! postSstructuralism! assumes! that!meanings! are! not!
fixed!within! a! language! system! but! are! contained!within! the! relationship! between! one!
sign!and!what!it!refers!to.!Instead,!meanings!are!networked!to!other!signs,!like!a!shifting!
and! temporal! chain.! Words! and! images! can! all! be! regarded! as! ‘texts’! to! be! ‘read’!
differently! dependent! on! the! shifting! contexts! in! which! they! are! seen! (MacNaughton,!
2005).!Meaning!is!therefore!made!externally;!it!is!changing!and!indeterminate.!People!do!
not! ‘make’! meanings! through! their! actions;! rather,! meanings! are! ‘read’! by! others.! So,!
there! are! no! objective! true!meanings! but!multiple!meanings! that! are! linked! to! society,!
culture!and!history,!always!dependent!on!the!shifting!meanings!of!other!signs!and!flexible!
to! ‘difference’! (Derrida,!2001).!A!general!principle! in!postSstructuralist! thought! is! that!of!
change! and! fluidity! rather! than! stability,! so! to! fix! and! capture! the! child’s! activity! as! a!







socioSconstructivist! thinking.! To! recap,! Vygotskian! theory! argues! that! children! become!
literate!as!they!derive!meaning!from!print!and!understand!the!functions!of!language!as!a!
socially!active!process!(Street,!2013).!Dyson’s!research!(1989,!1999,!2008,!2013)!has!used!
this! framework! for! exploring! children’s! cultural! generation! within! their! writing! by!
demonstrating! that! school! literacy! practices! are! infused! with! children’s! own! social!
concerns! and! interactions.! Literacy! can! be! understood! as! a! specific! process,! ‘evolving6
within6and6shaped6by6children’s6interactions6with6other6symbolic6media6and6other6people,6
including6their6peers’6(Dyson,!1989,!p.!255).!!
Negotiating! print! and! therefore! becoming! literate! is! meaningful! as! a! contextS
specific! activity6 for! the! child,! and! literacy! can! only! be! understood! as! part! of! the!
interaction!surrounding!it.!Furthermore,!Dyson!argues!that!the!case!studies!of!children!as!
writers!she!has!researched!show!that!writing!development! ‘changes6as6children6begin6to6




The! realisation! that! literacy! processes! are! layered! with! social! interaction,!
saturated6by! and!connected6 to! all! social!events,!has!meant! that!writing,!as!an!aspect!of!
literacy,!has!been! interpreted!as!a!situated!or! ‘doing’!activity! (Gee,!2004),!an! important!
part! of! everyday! social! life.! Writing! different! texts! needs! to! be! understood! not! only!
through! the! contexts! in!which! they! are!practised,! but! also! in!how! the!activity! connects!
and! transforms! children’s! social! identities! (Street,! 1984;! Pahl! and! Rowsell,! 2005;! Street!
and!Lefstein,!2007).!The! implication! is! that! literacy! is!embedded6within! the! larger! social!
structures! that! are!part!of! childhood.! The! idea!of! literacy! as! a! socially! situated!practice!
places!an!emphasis!on!how!people!use!and!modify!those!practices.!Gee!(1996,!2004)!has!




and! discourse.! ‘New! Literacy! Studies’! is! an! approach! to! literacy! which! recognises!
children’s! socially! situated! multiple! literacy! identities,! extending! our! understanding! of!
literacy! practices! beyond! school! literacy! teaching.! It! is! an! expansive! approach! that!
acknowledges!a!multitude!of!communication!practices!within!multiple!childhood!spaces.!














control!over! the! learning!process.!This! is!different! from!a!purely!metacognitive!process,!
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where!individuals!reflect!on!their!learning,!as!it!has!a!social!purpose,!the!function!of!which!
is! to! recognise! diverse! identities! and! give! a! voice! to! these.! So,! literacy! learning! has! an!
explicit!role!to!play!in!raising!social!consciousness.!It!can!do!this!by!reSexamining!literacy!
as! ‘design’.! Literacy! designs! are!made! of! the! resources! (tools),! grammars! and! semiotic!






However,! the!child!should!not!be!confined! to! the!design!structures!on!offer,!as!
this! will! exclude! the! many! aspects! of! literacy! that! children! have! experience! of;! they!
should!be!given!the!opportunity!to!build!on!these!structures.!Children!need!to!be!able!to!
recycle! designs! but! also! redesign! the! available! designs,! and! in! doing! so,! redraw! the!
literacy! structures! that! surround! them.! This! needs! to! be! done! through! pedagogical!
intervention,!because!the!available!literacy!designs!on!offer!–!the!resources,!grammars!etc.!
–!may!not!offer!every!child!a!way!of!representing!their!own!literacy!identity.!!
Thinking! of! young! children’s! writing! in! terms! of! multiliteracies! has! been!
extremely!useful!in!understanding!writing!as!a!social!semiotic!process!of!redesign!(Kress,!








As!well!as!recognising!that!children!are!engaged! in!multiple! literacy!practices,! there! is!a!
need! to! explore! literacy! as! having! multiple! expressions.! Our! understanding! of! the!
relationship!between!language!and!our!socially!shared!symbolic!systems!needs!to!extend!
into! more! diverse! semiotics.! Multimodality,! as! enquiry,! recognises! these! multiple!






and! gesture! are! all!modes!which! differ! from! culture! to! culture.!Writing! as! a!mode! has!
particular! sets! of! semiotic! resources! dependent! on! the! social! and! cultural! context.! An!
examination! of! writing! therefore! needs! to! recognise! writing! in6 cultural! context! (Kress,!




the!next!section! in! this!chapter! looks!at! the!context!of! the!Reception!classroom,!one!of!
the!aims!of!the!research!questions!being!to!understand!how!children!make!writing!in6the!
Reception!class.!!
Within! multimodal! thinking,! young! children’s! writing! as! a! resource! for!
representation!and!communication! is! a!mode! that!has!potentialities!and!constraints,!or!
‘modal6affordances’! (Kress,!2010,!p.82).!The!organisational!elements!of!writing!–!words,!
sentences,! grammar!–!and! the! social! resources! that!define!how! it! comes! into!existence!
frame!what!is!possible!to!‘say’.!As!writing!is!limited!by!its!culturally!defined!structures,!its!
regulatory! system,! children! will! reach! for! other! modes! such! as! gestures,! drawing! and!
speech!in!their!desire!to!communicate!with!others.!Modes!are!multiple!and!overlapping:!
to! understand!one!mode! such! as!writing,!we!must! consider! how!other!modes! function!
alongside! it! and! recognise! the! modal! affordance! that! each! mode! offers! children! as!
communicators.! This! is! illustrated! in! Lancaster’s! research,! based! on! the! multimodal!
analysis! of! young! children! under! the! age! of! three! (Lancaster,! 2007).! She! argues! that!
although!children!are!aware!of! the!differences!between!writing!and!drawing!at!a!young!
age,! and! use! graphic! signs! in! their! own!mark!making,! attempting! to! define! differences!
between!drawing!and!writing! for!young!children! is! futile,!as! they!do!not!operate!within!
the!same!set!of!adult!assumptions!related!to!graphic!systems.!Their!meaningSmaking!is!an!
ensemble! of! signifying! activity;! ‘writing’! and! ‘drawing’! are! abstract! terms! for! young!
children,!used!by!adults!to!make!sense!of!this!multimodal!way!of!communicating.!
It! is! important,! therefore,! to! recognise! how! modes! of! image! and! writing! are!
combined!within!environmental!print!for!young!children!(Kress,!2003,!YamadaSRice,!2013).!






Multimodality! beyond! language! –! recognising! the! material! and! the!
embodied!
!
Multimodal! theorists! have! debated! the! limitations! of! language! to! provide! a! full!
description!of!what!constitutes!writing!as!text!making.!Kress!(2011,!p.!58)!challenges!the!
assumption! that! language! systems! are! fully! expressive! of! all! human! communication! by!
posing! the!question,! ‘What6other6means6 for6making6meaning6are6 there?’!Both! language!
and!writing! are! closely! connected!modes,! but! other!modes! such! as! gesture,! image! and!
layout!have!significant!differences.!Explaining!these!differences!through!representational!
language! alone! restricts! our! understanding! of! the! full! meaning! that! children! may! be!
expressing! using! a! range! of! modes! for! communication.! Multimodal! theory! supports! a!
more! inclusive! understanding! of! young! children’s! writing! activity;! while! this! recognises!
the! structures! of! language! within! some! modes,! it! also! considers! how! other! modes! of!
communication,!ones!that!cannot!be! ‘known’! in!terms!of! language!description,!combine!
to!create!an!ensemble!of!meaning!for!children.!Further!questions,!therefore,!need!to!be!
asked!about!how!language!structures!express!the!exact!meaning!of!a!gesture.!
Two! important! ontological! aspects! of!multimodal! theory! are! significant! for! this!
enquiry.! First,! writing! as! multimodal! activity! is! understood! to! be! ‘embodied,6 not6 just6
“mindful”’6 (Mavers,! 2011,! p.! 6).! Drawing! on! MerleauSPonty’s! (2002)! ideas,! writing! is!
understood!as!an!embodied!lived!experience,!where!the!physical!act!is!inextricably!linked!
to! the!perception!and!meaningSmaking!of! it.!All!movements!of!body,! gaze,! gesture!etc.!
are! important! as! overlapping! modes! of! interaction! in! young! children’s! writing:! a!
relationship! between! physical! experience,! multimodal! resources,! media! practices! and!
social! spaces! (MODE,! 2012).! Second,! and! related! to! this! notion! of! embodiment,! young!
children’s!writing,!drawing!and! text!making!are!dependent!on! the!material6 resources! at!
hand! and! the! signifying! potential! they! offer! (Mavers,! 2011,! p.! 44).!Writing! is! not! only!
shaped!by!materiality!but!it!is!dependent!upon!it!(Kress,!1997,!p.!73).!The!material!aspect!
of! writing! activity! shifts! not! only! in! response! to! availability! but! also! in! relation! to! the!
conventions!of!its!usage.!This!supports!sociocultural!arguments!presented!in!the!previous!
section! on! the! appropriation! of! tool! use! and! how! cultural! objects! are! created.! The!
embodied! use! of! materials! is! essential! to! young! children’s! writing;! it! is! how! writing!
activity!is!able!to!exist.!
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By! recognising! the! embodied! material! nature! of! writing! activity,! multimodal!
analysis! seeks! to! identify! and! categorise! these! as! interwoven!modes! of! representation!
which! signify! meaning.! However,! if! we! acknowledge! that! writing! is! an! act! of! physical!
contact! with! the! world! through! the! lived! body,! then! how! can! this! embodiment,! this!
material! experience! of! writing,! be! fully! understood! in! terms! of! signification! and!
representation?! Take,! for! example,! the! waxy! feel! of! the! crayon! and! the! sight! of! the!
smudged! colour! it! produces,! or! the! tapping! sound! of! fingernails! on! a! keyboard.! Can!







(Deleuze,! 2004a,! 2004b;! Deleuze! and! Guattari,! 2004)! to! offer! a! way! of! understanding!
young! children’s! writing! beyond! constituted! structural! systems! (such! as! language).! It!
focuses! instead! on! how! the! body! affects! living! systems,! and! virtual! powers! operate! in!
terms!of!their!relational6dimensions.!Rather!than!treating!the!human!body!within!writing!
activity! as! a! system! of! sign! generation,! organised! through! sign! grammars! and! purely!
representational! of! language! structures,! the! child! as! a!writing! body! is! explored! as!nonE
representational6 (Leander! and! Boldt,! 2012).6 This! embodied! approach! to! writing! rejects!
the! Cartesian! mind/body! binary! and! the! consequential! hierarchical! foregrounding! of!
cognitive! processes.! It! instead! focuses! on! how! the! body! and! materials! work! as! an!
entanglement!of!forces,!the!mind!being!one!mode!within!this!(Masny,!2006).!!
In!this!conceptualisation!of!literacy!and!writing,!there!is!an!acknowledgement!of!
the! inherent! pluralism! and! broadening! out! of! ‘texts’! or! modes,! corresponding! with!
multiliteracy!and!multimodal!approaches.!However,!MLT!as!a!postSstructuralist!approach!
rejects!the!idea!that!writing!as!experience!can!be!rendered!a!stable!category!or!linguistic!
system,! or! that! it! should! be! contrasted! to! previous! a6 priori! notions! of! what! ‘literacy’!
practices! are! (Masny,! 2009).! These,! it! is! argued,! are! second! order! interventions! that!
create! structure! and! stasis! out! of!movement! and! change! (Massumi,! 2002).! The! socially!
dominant! reality! of! children’s! writing,! where! language! and! development! is! prioritised,!
creates!fixed!boundaries!and!territories!around!the!designated!truths!associated!with!its!
activity.! As! Masny! and! Cole! argue,! ‘as6 soon6 as6 one6 designates6 the6 representation6 of6
literacy6learning6as6something6else,6a6hole6in6the6actual6experience6appears’!(2012,!p.!4).!
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MLT! seeks! to! stand! back! and! ask! questions! about! why! writing! as! a! form! of!
literacy,! is! ‘mapped’! in! particular! ways!within! particular! contexts.! In! this! way! powerful!
discourses! around! ‘literacy’! can! be! defined,! and! as! a! result,! ‘illiteracy’! can! become!
apparent!too!(Masny!and!Cole,!2012).!!
By! rejecting! a! normative! understanding! of! young! children’s! writing! activity,!
whether! psychologically! or! governmentally! defined,!MLT! researchers! instead! follow! the!
relational! aspects! of! material! processes,! or! flows! of! production.! An! awareness! of! how!
writing!may!be!structured!within!classrooms!as!a!representational!event!is!an!important!
aspect! of! the! multiple! ‘readings’! that! can! be! taken! of! writing! as! activity.! However,!
multiple! literacies! theorists!argue! that!although!children’s!writing!exists!as!an!aspect!of!
these! structures! within! delineated! spaces,! it! is! only! bound! by! them! if! the!
conceptualisation!of!it!is!too.!Instead,!MLT!proposes!that!as!children!are!writing,!they6are6
creating6multiple6conceptualisations6of6it.6There!is!a!need!to!recognise!the!existence!of!the!
writer! through! the!multiple! relational! configurations!of! the!objects!of!writing! (the! tools!
and!materials)! and!bodies,! as! children!are!producing! the!writing! itself.!As! a! researcher,!
therefore,! the! essential! question,! in! Deleuzian! terms,! is,! what! constitutes! the! writing6
machine?!!
Unlike!socioSconstructivist!approaches,!MLT!rejects!the!separation!of!the!subject!
and! social! group,! decentring! the! subject! to! the! extent! that! the! subject! himself/herself!
becomes! an! effect! of! events! and! experiences.! The! child! is! not! rationalising! social! and!
cultural!ways!of!writing,!stepping!through!predetermined!processes!of!change!in!learning!
about! writing! within! contexts,! but! encountering! undeterminably! ‘moment6 to6 moment6
unfoldings’! (Leader! and! Boldt,! 2012,! p.! 33).! The! focus! here! is! on! how! writing! activity!





Theorising! about! how! young! children’s! production! of! writing! may! occur! using!





66).! It! is! conceptualised! as! both! productive! and! positive,! and! related! to! how! humans!
operate! externally.! It! is! desire! that! forces! both! production! and! connections! between!
bodies,!materials!and!spaces,!constructing!multiple!unpredictable!assemblages!of!reality.!
Children!are!often!desirous!to!produce!writing.! It! is!a!potent!driver,!prompting!decisionS
making,! tool! use! and! potential! transformation! (Knight,! 2009).! We! can! recognise! this!
notion! of! desire! when! we! think! of! the! immersive! qualities! that! can! be! observed! in!
children’s!writing,! text!making! and! drawing.! Importantly,! children! as! desiring6machines6
are! continuously! producing! and! constructing,! imagining! and! acting,! and! forcing!
encounters!that!sometimes!push!beyond!regulatory!frameworks.!!
This! production! can! be! understood! as! an! assemblage.! Deleuze! and! Guattari!
(2004),!in!the!French!of!their!original!writing,!propose!the!use!of!the!term!‘agencement’,!
[arrangement].!The!English!translation!of!this!has!since!become!‘assemblage’!and!relates!
to! the! processes! of! fitting! together! or! organising! (Livesey,! 2010).! Assemblages! are!
complex! constellations! of! objects,! bodies,! texts,! qualities! and! spaces! that! shape! the!
coming! together! of! flowing! forces.! Although! shifting,! the! relationships! between! each!
element! as! an! arrangement! can! be! mapped.! Ideally,! assemblages! are! innovative! and!
produce! unique! ideas! as! a! result! of! desirous! and! productive! processes.! So,! literacy! as!
desirous! can! be! explored! as! an! emerging! assemblage! of! connected! experiences! both!
corporeal! and! material,! one! which! is! unbound! but! contributes! to! sense! making! by!
children! (Masny! and! Cole,! 2012,! p.! 98).! To! understand! the! production! of! writing,!
Deleuzian! theorists! would! argue! that! we! need! to! trace! the! connections! within! these!
assemblages!by!mapping!the!‘paradoxical6forces6at6work’!(Deleuze!and!Guattari,!2004,!p.!
12),! i.e.! not! observing!what! is! being! signified! by! children! but!what! the! function! of! the!
forces!within!their!writing!assemblages!might!be.!
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sensations.! This! occurs! before! we! rationalise! these! into! feelings! and! express! them! as!
language.!Our! communications! therefore! follow!on! from! the! initial! sensorial! effect! that!
‘texts’! have! on! us,! the! text! here! being! a! painting.! So,! language! signifies! the!meanings!
taken!from!the!sensation,!articulating!the!associations!that!we!have!made!in!sensing:!‘the!




of! bodies! (2004b).! These! sensations! produce! ‘affects’,! or! changes! and! transformations,!






what!we!notice!should!shift!away! from!the! form!that!writing!takes!to!the!nature!of! the!







by! its! very! nature! fleeting! and! transient,! how! can! we! externally! observe! and! identify!
writing! encounters! as! ‘sense! events’! and! trace! transformation! within! children’s!
experience?! Second,! how! is! it! possible! for! us! to! articulate! these! moments! through!






Bennett,! in! her! book! Vibrant6 Matter! (2010),! describes! how! the! conventional! way! of!
describing!materials! as! ‘nonSliving’! objects! is! by! assigning! them!meaning! through! their!
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social!context,!namely!as!a!result!of!intentional!human!design.!For!example,!a!pen!as!an!
object! is!understood!through!the!habits!of!usage!and!what! it! is!afforded,!corresponding!
with! sociocultural! arguments! and! multimodal! approaches.! However,! Bennett! takes! a!
different!view!by!arguing!that!we!should!be!looking!at!materials!differently,!and!instead!
consider! them! as! visible! entities! which! have! an! energetic! vitality,! or! ‘thing6 power’6
(Bennett,! 2010,! p.! 5).! This! approach! attempts! to! bring! both! humans! and! objects! closer!
together,!because!‘if6matter6itself6is6lively,6then6not6only6is6the6difference6between6subjects6




fixed! binary! conceptions! of! the! world.! Questioning! the! boundaries! of! the! object! and!
subject,! where! each! start! and! finish,! has! been! used! to! frame! enquiry! within! other!
disciplines,!for!example!cybertechnologies!and!environmental!studies,!where!the!human!
and! material! worlds! are! merging.! Within! these! fields! of! study,! a! redefinition! of! how!
human!and!nonShuman!elements!exist!together,!one!which!breaks!down!dualist!concepts,!
brings! greater! clarity! to! understanding! the! world.! These! arguments! are! useful! for!
questions! related! to! children! as! writers,! because! children! as! subjects! often! utilise!
technologies!as!objects.!An!examination!of!how!these!are!bound!together,!their!mingling,!
is! important! to! consider!when! thinking! about!how! children! construct! ideas!within! their!
writing! encounters.! It! leads! to! questions! about!where! the! boundaries! are! between! the!
child!writer!and!the!writing!object,!and!what!the!relationship!might!be!between!them.!!
Barad! (2007,! p.! 33)! coins! the! term! ‘intraEaction’! to! explain! how! things! are!
mutually! constituted.! Barad! argues! that! rather! than! viewing! entities! as! discrete! and! in!
terms!of! their! preconceived! separation,! exploring!how!phenomena!are! formed! through!
their! interactivity,!we! need! to! reSthink! how!divisions! between! humans! and! nonShuman!
objects! have! occurred! as! intraEactive.! To! understand! different! elements! within! writing!
activity,! for! example! the!writing! apparatus! and! the! social! child,!we! need! to! investigate!
how6 these6 elements6 emerge! from! their! relational! entanglements! as! intraSactivity.!What!
becomes! known! by! children! from!writing! activity,! the! phenomenon! of! it,! Barad! would!
argue,!is!formed!through!this!intraSaction!as!an!entanglement!of!bodies!and!matter.!This!






entanglements! that! they! encountered.! Kuby! et! al.! concluded! that! understandings! of!
writing! need! to! expand! to! legitimise! expansive! ideas! about! materials! and! children’s!
desirous!intraSaction!with!them.!
Children’s! writing! is! formed! by! being! in! existence! with! objects,! part! of! being!
within! the! material! world.! As! Barad! states,! ‘We6 don’t6 obtain6 knowledge6 by6 standing6
outside6 the6world;6we6know6because6we6are6of6 the6world’6 (cited! in! Jackson!and!Mazzei,!
2013,!p.! 117).!Being!of! the!world!means! that!we!need! to! recognise! the!productive!and!
agentive!qualities!of!materials.!But!to!what!extent!can!postShumanist!and!new!materialist!
theory,! where! children’s! writing! practices! are! viewed! through! a! prism! of! biophysical!
matter,!help!us!to!make!sense!of! language!as!socially!and!culturally!constructed?!Rautio!
and!Winston!attempt!of!overturn!the!common!argument!that!children!play!with!language!
by! stating! that! ‘Language6 is6 one6 “thing”6 that6 plays6with6 children’6 (2015,! p.! 18).! This! reS
conceptualisation!sees!language!as!a!material!form!which!has!agentive!power.!Meanings!
result! from! the! material! form! of! language,! not! in! what! is! abstractly! shaped! through!
signification.! It! is! language’s!formation!as!a!material!entity,! its!dynamic!existence,!which!
children! intraSact!with! in!writing!activity.! To!understand! this!material! form!of! language,!













Ingold! suggests! that! humans! shape! the!world! through! practices! of! inhabitation!
within,!and!as!part!of,!the!material!world;!people!make!things!by!being!immersed!in!the!
material!world.!As!a!way!of!explaining!how!knowledge!is!shaped!by!people! into!culture,!
Ingold!emphasises! the!practice!of!doing,!making,! creating,! storying,!drawing,!writing:! in!
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other! words,! human! action.6Writing! is! a! state! of! being! in! the! world,! part! of! human!
existence!as!‘materials6confront6the6creative6imagination’6(Ingold,!2011,!p.!23).!!
Children’s! writing! activity! can! be! viewed,! therefore,! as! human! intraSactive!
material! production.! Children! create! lines! and! marks! (tracings)! on! solid! surfaces! with!
technologies! and! their! bodies.! These! are! tracings! of! manual! gestures! created! as! a!
continuous! movement,! by! dragging! or! pulling! of! an! implement! (Ingold,! 2007,! p.! 120).!
Ingold!explores!the!inherent!movement!of!written!gestures!further!by!adopting!the!artist!




adopting! Ingold’s! ideas,! child! writers! can! be! viewed! as! travellers! or! ‘wayfarers’.! This!
conceptualisation! of! children’s! writing! activity! views! them! as! following! tracks! through!
different! environments,! continually! on! the! move,! looking! for! perceptual! and! material!
sustenance!as!they!go,!and!tracing!new!pathways!or!lines!as!they!progress!(Ingold,!2007,!
p.! 76).!Writing! as! wayfaring! is! therefore! not! about! connecting! different! dimensions! in!
writing! by! finding! the! shortest! route! from! one! to! another! or! moving! from! each! fixed!
point;!rather,!it!is!essentially!movement!itself.!!
Ingold’s!work!brings!together!an!understanding!of!material!cultures!and!language!
gestures! that! help! us! to! relocate! children’s! writing! activity! as! unbounded! rather! than!
destinationSoriented.!It!helps!us!to!consider!how!the!act!of!writing,!like!drawing,!weaving,!
singing!and!storytelling,!is!a!way!in!which!humankind!walks!the!earth.!It!also!corresponds!
with! the! range! of! arguments! presented! in! this! section! that! state! that! children! write!
multimodally! as! an! expression! of! their! ideas! or! as! an! embodied! sensory! and! material!
movement.!




differences!that! relate!to! the! fundamental! idea!of!where!meanings!and!signs!are!made,!
either!fixed!within!the!language!and!thinking!systems!or!unfixed!and!networked!to!other!
associated!elements!(sense,!materials,!bodies!etc.).!These!contemporary!arguments!may!
mean! that! sociocultural! theories!of! language!which! relate!entirely! to!word!and! thought!
may! not! be! enough! to! explain! all! aspects! of! young! children’s! actions! as!writers.! These!
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differing! approaches! do,! however,! all! recognise! that! children’s! writing! activity! and!
meaningSmaking! are! constructed! in! social,! cultural! and! material! contexts.! In! the! next!
section,! I!will! look!in!detail!at!the!environment!in!which!children!are!placed!in!their!first!
year! of! school:! the! Reception! class.! I! will! uncover! the! implications! of! this! contextual!
framework! for! children’s! writing! activity,! where! certain! activities! are! privileged! and!
particular! understandings! of! young! children’s! writing! are! created! within! the! school!
structures.!!
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resultant! from! political! and! economic! concerns.! The! children’s! experiences! are! directly!




















having! a! wider! social! purpose! but! as! a! place! where! commercial! skills,! knowledge! and!
values! are! learnt,! and! children! are! perceived! in! terms! of! their! individual! economic!
potential! (Ball,!2013,!p.!14).!Thinking!of!early!years!education! in! terms!of! ‘marketSplace!
efficiency’! has! two! significant! effects! on! young! children’s! experience! of! learning! about!
literacy.! First,! it! changes! the! language! and! thinking! around! literacy! practices! so! that!
certain! authority! is! assigned! to! particular! types! of! literacy:! ones! that! are! recognised! as!
having! value! in! a! competitive! globalised! economy.! Second,! the! practices! of! everyone!
engaged! in! these! types! of! literacy! learning,! both! the! educators! and! the! educated,! are!




fine!detail!of!print! literacy!as!opposed!to!visual! literacy.!There! is!conflicting!evidence!to!
show! that! teaching! young! children! the! segmented! parts! of! print! literacy! gives! them!an!
advantage! in! learning! to! read! and! write,! and! may! in! fact! be! damaging! to! their!
metacognitive! and! social! needs! (Whitebread,! 2011).! However,! print! literacy! and! the!
teaching!of!its!component!parts!through!synthetic!phonic!instruction!are!prioritised!over!
other! aspects! of! literacy! learning,! and! often! introduced! to! children! before! they! enter!
formal!education.!Elements!of!visual!literacy,!such!as!drawing,!rather!than!understood!as!










The! social! structure! itself! constrains,! confines! and!moulds! this! process! (Cosaro,! 2003).!
Even!though!children!are!active!creators!of!cultures,!effecting!changes!around!them,!their!
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ability! to!demonstrate! their!agency! is! limited!by! the!structures! that! surround! them!and!
the!roles!that!they!are!assigned!to.!
! Alderson! (2003)! argues! that! structures!within! school,! such! as! the! curriculum!and!
learning! relationships,! still!predominantly!construct!children!as!vulnerable,! ignorant!and!
unreliable,!in!contrast!to!adults!who!are!wise,!informed!and!dependable.!Adult!decisionS
makers! reinforce! this! approach! to! working! with! children! by! relying! on! behaviourist!
methods!to!regulate!accepted!social!behaviour!and!developmental!models!to!quantifiably!
assess! and! test! individuals! against! these! structures.! The! curriculum,! informed! by!
developmental!psychology,!is!clearly!futureSoriented:!‘it6wants6to6know6how6small6people6
become6big6people’6(Mayall,!2002,!p.!22).!This!emphasis!on!young!children!places!them!as!
writers! who! are! ‘human! becomings’! rather! than! ‘human! beings’! (Qvortrup,! 1994,! p.5),!
where!their!experiences!are!only!valued!or!given!meaning!in!relation!to!what!they!will!be!
and!not!what! they!are!now! (Lee,!2001).!This!provides!a! fixed!binary!based!on!adults!as!
‘knowing’!and!children,!by!means!of!this!conceptualisation,!existing!only!in!terms!of!how!
well!they!are!progressing!as!‘becoming!knowledgeable’.!Although!constructing!children!in!
terms! of! biological! measures! of! individual! growth! and! the! scientific! truths! of!
developmental! psychology! have! been! heavily! critiqued! in! recent! years! (Burman,! 2008),!
this! paradigm! has! persisted! in! educational! structures! due! to! its! correspondence! to!
economic!and!political!models!of!development.!!
The!child!viewed!as!an!emerging!writer!based!on!the!developmental!processes!of!
learning! (Clay,! 1975;!Mayer,! 2007)! is! a! dominant! approach! in! school! classrooms.! Here,!
children’s! intentional! representative! mark! making! is! understood! in! relationship! to!
conventional! adult!writing! activity.! There! is! continuity!within! the!process! of! learning! to!
write! and! the! developmental! frameworks! that! have! been! developed! in! order! to!
categorise!literacy!knowledge!and!skills!(Rhyner!et!al.,!2009).!Although!‘emergent!writing’!
practice! acknowledges! the! intentions! of! children! in! early! mark! making! as! a!
communicative! action,! and! that! what!may! be! described! as! ‘scribble’! holds! value! (Clay,!
1975),! it! maps! these! creative! experimentations! to! norms! of! development! from! the!
unconventional! to! the! conventional.! Teale!and!Sulzby,! in! their! influential! text!Emergent6
Literacy:6 Writing6 and6 Reading6 (1994),! state! that! writing! is! part! of! a! linear! emergent!
process.!There!are!fixed!stages!of!writing,!but!children!can!pass!through!them!at!different!
ages! and! in! a! variety! of! ways.! Teale! and! Sulzby! recognise! that! writing! development! is!
continual!from!birth!and!that!there!are!no!preSwriting!stages.!However,!it!is!quite!clear!in!
their!work!that!they!understand!the!becoming!process!as!one!with!an!end!stage:!‘children6
do6 become6 literate’! (Teale! and! Sulzby,! 1996,! p.! xx,! my! bold).! Although! stages! within!
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Exploratory! mark! making! processes! from! birth,! which! indicate! intention! and!
desire,! are! contained!within! this! understanding! of!writing! as! emergence,! the! argument!







Notions! of! young! children’s! writing,! within! the! statutory! (Department! for! Education,!
2014b)! and! nonSstatutory! (Early! Education,! 2012)! guidance! for! teachers,! draw!
predominantly! on! emergent! theories! of! literacy,! and! writing! is! conceived! of! as! an!
individually! constructed,!developmentally! staged!activity.!Most! significantly,! the!models!
of!assessment!within! these!curricular!documents!can!be!used! to!make! the!children!and!
teachers!accountable,!and!their!performance!measurable!in!relation!to!fixed!expectations.!
The! child’s! development! is! structured! through! individual! assessment! and! levels! of!
progress! against! universal! norms! described! as! ‘best6 fit6 judgements’! or! ‘typical6
development’!(Early!Education,!2012).!Consequently,!what!a!teacher!notes!as!they!assess!
children’s! writing! activity! is! allied! to! a! particular! teleological! structure! with! an! end!
point(s):!specific!levels!of!development!expected!from!the!outset!(Standards!and!Testing!







use! their! phonic! knowledge! to! write! words! in! ways! which! match! their! spoken!
sounds.! They! also! write! some! irregular! common! words.! They! write! simple!
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sentences! that! can! be! read! by! themselves! and! others.! Some! words! are! spelt!
correctly!and!others!are!phonetically!plausible.!(2014b,!p.!31)!
This! descriptor! defines!what! teachers! perceive! to! be! the! ‘ideal6 learner’:! a! child!
who! is! working! to! a! good! level! of! progress! in! relation! to! the! preSdescribed! outcomes!
(Bradbury,!2013).!Not!surprisingly,!to!meet!these!prescribed!outcomes!for!fourS!and!fiveS
yearSold! children,! many! schools! employ! teacherSled! strategies.! These! approaches! tend!
towards! the! teaching! of! separated! and! stratified! stages,! related! to! measurable!
components! of! writing,! phonics,! spellings! etc.,! rather! than! offering! broader! language!
activities!that!promote!the!connective!whole!of!literacy!learning.!!
As! an! example,! it! is! common! for! children! in! English! Reception! classes! to!
encounter!regular!time!and!spatially!bound!activities!based!on!highly!structured,!phased!
synthetic!phonics!programmes!such!as!‘Letters6and6Sounds:6principles6and6practice6of6high6




and! the! function! of! letters,! i.e.! graphemes! to! represent! phonemes! within! spelling!
(Lonigan,! 2006).! Within! these! sessions,! aspects! of! language! and! literacy! are! taught! as!
components!and!fragments!of!the!‘whole’!with!the!intention!of!building!knowledge!about!
reading!and!writing! in! segmented!bits;! in!other!words,! it! is! a!process!of!developmental!
steps.!Children!following!these!strategies!within!Reception!classes!are!regularly!assessed!
in!relation!to!the!phonemes!that!have!been!covered.!Even!though!children!are!asked!to!
write! as! a! regular! feature! of! these! sessions,! I! have! found! no! evidence! in!my! review! of!
literature! that! demonstrates! that! phonics! programmes! have! a! positive! impact! on!
children’s!writing.!!
Viewed! through! the! curriculum! framework! and! the! corresponding! policy!
strategies!to!support!it,!children’s!writing!output!in!the!classroom,!i.e.!what!children!are!
producing,! has! become! a! collection! of! cultural! objects! with! certain! values! attached,!
having! both! an6 ideal! (expected! and! hopedSfor)! and! material! (real)! state! (Cole,! 1996).!
Writing! as! school! literacy,! enshrined! in! policy,! is! therefore! imbued! with! ideology! and!
employed! to! particular! ends! (Smagorinsky,! 2011).! It! has! become! a! futureSoriented!









literacy! learning! and!mapped! onto! a! framework! of! testing,! is! not! enough! of! a! literate!
experience!for!young!children.!School!literacy!has!become!separated!from!what!it!means!
to!be!a! literate6person:! a!person!who! is!able! to! think!and! transform!their!mind!and! life!
through! the! illumination! that! literate! activity! can! provide.! Short’s! argument! is! that! the!
problem! with! literacy! within! schools! is! that! its! meanings! and! purpose! have! been!
manipulated! and! narrowed! by! an! increasingly! competitive! economic! agenda;! the!
consequence! is! that! the! opportunities! for! young! children! to! be! and! become! a! literate!





has! the! ability! to! ‘contextualise6 people,6 their6 relationship6 with6 each6 other6 and6 to6
themselves,6and6the6texts6they6produce6and6consume’!(Bloome!and!Wilson,!2014,!p.!198)!
but!this!is!not!being!noted.!!
RobertsSHolmes! (2014)! argues! that! early! years! teachers’! assessment! practices!
have!become!increasingly!dataSdriven!in!line!with!the!policy!context!of!raising!standards!




classroom! is! currently! being! introduced,! replacing! the! summative! assessment! tool,! the!
Early!Years!Foundation!Stage!Profile!(EYFSP).!There!is!concern!that!this!formative!process!
of! assessment!will! lead! to! further! reductionist! approaches! to! conceptualising! children’s!
literacy!and!therefore!their!writing!activity!in!the!early!years.!!
Young! children’s! performativity! related! to! a! narrow! political! agenda! around!
literacy! and! the! education! reforms! that! have! resulted! are! not! unique! to! England.!
Goodman! (2014,! p.! 25)! has! argued! against! the! imposition! of! testSdriven! literacy!
programmes! in! the!United!States,!where! teaching!has!become! focused!on! teaching! the!
skills! that!the!test! ‘tests’.!By!retesting!after!drills!and!practice,!quantifiable!progress!can!
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be! externally! demonstrated.! This! has! also! been! shown! to! be! the! case! in! the! Year! One!
phonic!test!in!England!(Clark,!2014,!p.!151).!As!children’s!literacy!progress!can!be!shown!








external! political! forces! and! segmented! into! measurable! practices,! the! openSended!
experience!of!writing,! through! the!provision!of!play,! is! also!provided! for! in!a!Reception!
class.!Play!activity,!although!divided!into!different!spatial!practices!related!to!curriculum!
structures!(Rautio!and!Winston,!2015),!remains!a!key!feature!of!young!children’s!learning!
in! early! years! environments.! It! is! enshrined! in! the! ‘Statutory! Framework! for! the! Early!
Years! Foundation!Stage’! as! an! ‘effective’! learning!process! (2014b,!p.! 7).!Whether! this! is!
because!it!is!seen!as!having!a!function!in!terms!of!developmental!and!social!progression,!
which! supports!more! formalised! curriculum! learning,! or! something!more! ambiguous! is!
debatable.!!
Play! provides! unique! opportunities! for! young! children’s! writing! to! come! into!
fruition.!Hall!and!Robinson!note!that!children!write!to!pursue!and!sustain!their!play!(2003,!
pp.! 124–125).! Children’s! playfulness! provides! the! intensity! and! purpose! to! write.! The!
action!of!writing! in! play! activity! is! often! a! result! of! children’s! desire! to! author! the!play!
itself.!Both!role!play!and!text!creation!are!concerned!with!authoring!and!provide!a!very!
powerful!writing!encounter!when!combined.!Although!teachers!tend!to!misuse!children’s!
play! for! their! own! futureSoriented! educational! goals! (PramlingSSamuelsson! and!
Carlsson,!2008),! children! have! different! views! of! play! that! are! centred! ‘on6 having6 fun,6
being6outdoors,6being6with6friends,6choosing6freely’6(SuttonSSmith,!2001,!p.!49).!Children’s!
subjective! experience! of! text! making! and! drawing! within! play,! which! Huizinga! (2014)!
describes! in! terms! of! feelings! rather! than! outcomes! (excitement,! tension,! surprise,!
togetherness),! is! an! aspect! of! young! children’s! writing! experience! in! their! first! year! of!










In! their! research! about! children’s! experiences! in! the! Reception! class,! Moyles! and!
Worthington! (2011)! noted! that! although! the! EYFS! promotes! play! as! a! way! of! offering!
children! rich! learning! opportunities,! the! reality! is! that! teachers! are! focused! instead! on!
curriculum! delivery.! Important! elements! of! play! and! literacy,! for! example! collaborative!
and!openSended!dialogue!opportunities,!are!therefore!missed!as!teachers!spend!time!on!
teaching!children!what!Moyles!and!Worthington!refer!to!as!lowSlevel!skills.!The!pressure!
on! teachers’! pedagogy! comes! from! narrow! views! of! assessment! linked! to! government!
initiatives,! as! has! been! argued! above,! rather! than! on! improving! understanding! of! the!
complex!nature!of!play!and!learning.!!
Payler! (2007),! in! her! research! on! fourSyearSold! children’s! participation! in! both!
preschool! and! Reception! classrooms,! observed! that! teachers! offer! distinct! interactive!
opportunities! to! children,! opening! up! and! closing! down! both! verbal! and! nonSverbal!
‘interactive6 spaces’! between! themselves! and! children.! The! communicative! modes! that!
teachers! apply! to! control! this! space! matter! in! how! opportunities! for! children! to!
participate!and!coSconstruct!their!identities!as!learners!are!enabled,!or!not.!Interestingly,!
Payler!noted!that!the!younger!children!in!the!Reception!class!had!far!less!opportunity!to!
participate! in! more! ‘open! spaces’! with! teachers,! as! their! interaction! was! much! more!
controlled!and!limited!by!outcomeSfocused!interaction.!!
Moyles! and! Worthington’s! paper,! alongside! Payler’s! research,! opens! up! the!
debate! about!what! children! are! actually! doing! and!experiencing! in!Reception! classes! in!
England!as!a!result!of!where!the!teacher’s!gaze! is!being!directed.!These!studies! indicate!





framed! within! the! curriculum,! which! in! turn! influences! the! assessment! and! control! of!
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teaching!practices! towards! ‘ideal’!writing!activity.!However,! the!Reception!class! is! still!a!
place! for! playful,!multimodal!writing! experiences,! which! are! perhaps! valued! differently!
and! are! sometimes! counterintuitive! to! expected! literacy! learning! as! they! offer! young!
children!different!spaces! in!which! to!become!writers.!The!early!years!classroom!context!
therefore! offers! children! formal,! performance! and! goalSoriented! activity! as! becoming!
writers,!alongside!playful,!more!uncertain!and!creative!activity!as!being!writers.!Although!
adults,!myself! included,!may! conceptualise! these!ways! of! providing!writing! experiences!






In! conclusion,! this! literature! review! has! demonstrated! the! complexities! inherent!within!
the! processes! of! construction! that! exist! when! young! children! are! creating! text! in!
classrooms.! There! is! common! ground! in! how! this! is! understood! by! theorists,! but! also!
some!significantly!differing!perspectives.!!
! In!summary,!social!constructivists!suggest!that!when!young!children!write,!they!are!
symbolising! thought.! Their! meaningful! actions,! tool! use! and! artefact! creation! is! an!
extension!of!this!socially!constructed!process!of!shared!thinking.!The!social!space!in!which!
this!occurs!–!where!words!have!particular!meanings!and!children!engage! in!both!official!
and!nonSofficial! cultural!production!–!has! significance! in!how!children’s!own!developing!
conceptualisations!of!writing! activity!occur! (Dyson,! 2008).!Multimodal! approaches!build!
on! the! ideas! of! socially! situated! learning! theory,! emphasising! the!multiplicity! of!modes!
that! are! used! by! children! to! reSrepresent! their! ideas! of! the! world! in! specific! spaces.!
Multimodality! recognises! that! children! afford!differing!meanings! to! particular! tools! and!
actions! to! represent! their! thinking;! this! is! a! process! that! is! constantly!modified! by! the!




how! language! is! privileged! in! representative! approaches.! These! writers! acknowledge!
social! structures! and! their! influence! on! social! and! cultural! meaningSmaking,! as! these!
inform!the!way! in!which!dominant! ideas!of!writing!are!conceptualised! in!social!contexts!
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and!are!therefore!important!in!understanding!how!writing!is!‘read’!by!others.!These!new!





objects,! bodies! and! spaces.! They! recognise! materially! embodied! feelings! and! senses,!
elements!of!experience!which! transcend! the! structures!of! language! in!how!children!are!
being!and!becoming!writers.!However,!the!multiple!elements!that!children!are!engaged!in!
when! they! write! can! be! interpreted! differently! by! applying! some! of! these! ideas! of!
materiality! and! embodiment,! and! this! is! helpful! in! expanding! an! understanding! of! the!
intricacies! and! multiple! meanings! of! young! children’s! writing.! This! is! particularly!
important! within! the! educational! system! where! literacy! is! narrowed! into! performance!
targets,!and!young!children’s!experience!of!the!classroom!when!they!first!enter!school!is!
one!where!writing! and! being! a!writer! is! idealised! and! contained!within! predetermined!
and!measurable!outcomes.!!
! This! literature! review!has! raised!questions! about! the! limitations! that!may!exist! if!
one! solely! relies! on! structural! approaches! both! in! terms! of! theoretical! arguments! put!





recent! reSconceptualisations! of! literacy,! where! materials,! objects! and! bodies! intraSact,!













the! coming! chapter(s).! I! have! argued! that! the! literature! related! to! literacy! policy! and!
assessment! practices! in! an! English! Reception! classroom! predominantly! constructs! the!
becoming!child!as!a!futureSoriented!image,!and!that!both!childhood!and!young!children’s!
writing! activity! are! linear! and! fixed.! The! problem!with! this!way! of! thinking! about! child!
writers!as!becoming!is!that!it!limits!the!definition!of!writing!that!is!on!offer,!omitting!any!
understanding!of!the!complexity!of!writing!processes!and!activity!that!has!been!presented!




As! has! been! examined! and! discussed! in! the! first! two! sections! of! this! chapter,! young!
children’s!writing!activity!is!a!continual!process!of!construction!and!transformation.!Prout!




of! becoming,! one! presented! by! Deleuze! and! Guattari! to! be! used! as! a! conceptual! tool.!
Becoming,! for! Deleuze! and! Guattari,! is! never! a! means! to! completion! but! a! constantly!
changing! process! that! cannot! be! reduced! to! being! something! else! (2004,! p.! 263).! They!
write!that,!
Becoming! is! certainly! not! imitating,! or! identifying! with! something;! neither! is! it!




Young! children’s! writing! activity,! as! Deleuze! and! Guattari! would! describe! it,!
should!be!understood!as!multiplicity,!defined!by!the!‘number6of6dimensions6it6has’!(2004,!
p.!275),! rather!than! it!being!defined!by!how! it!can!be!understood! in!relation!to!units!of!
measurement!or!in!comparison!to!other!practices.!!
Using! this! concept! of!becoming! as! a! research! tool,! it! is! possible! to! explore! the!
multitude!of!dimensions!and!connectivity!in!childhood!experiences,!and!attempt!to!focus!
on!the!processes,!i.e.!the!‘unfolding6of6action’!within!children’s!writing!activity!(Gallacher!
and!Gallagher,!2008,!p.510).! This!way!of! thinking!about! children’s!becomings! as!writers!
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acknowledges! the! fixed! structures! that! surround! children! in! school! but! shows!how! this!
limits! our! notions! of! what! literacy! can! be.! Instead,! it! offers! an! exploration! of! the!
continually!emerging!writer!within!and!outside!of! the!expected! frameworks.!Within! the!
school! structures,!Deleuze! and!Guattari!would! argue! that! child!writers! are!becoming! in!
two! ways:! by! ‘becomingEtheEsame’,6 establishing! the! existing! order,! and! by6 ‘becomingE
other’,!escaping!and!inventing!new!ways!of!thinking!which!lead!away!from!what!is!already!
categorised!and!understood!and!shared!(2004,!p.!262).!They!write!that!these! inventions!
or! demarcations! from!what! is! already! known! are! the! ‘lines! of! flight’! that!we! take,! the!
deterritorialisation6away!from!and!towards!something!new!(2004,!p.!312).!!
Rejecting! a! universally! applied! and! predetermined! model! of! becoming! and!
instead! espousing! Deleuze! and! Guattari’s! conceptualisation! of! it! will! support! an!














research! activity,! the! philosophical! direction! that! underpins! it! should! be! clearly!
accountable.!All!aspects!of!research!–!the!questions,!kinds!of!data!required,!what!can!be!
qualified!as!worthwhile!evidence,! and! the!purpose! for! the! findings!–!are!answerable! to!
the!foundational!philosophical!approach!that!the!researcher!takes.!My!role,!therefore,!is!
to! develop! an! approach! that! provides! a! coherent! thread! of! thinking,! building! from! an!
epistemological!and!ontological!foundation!to!create!the!theoretical!approaches!and!tools!
needed!for!research:!a!‘methodology’.!This!chapter!has!been!written!as!an!explanation!of!
how! my! methodology! has! come! about! in! this! way,! and! will! justify! why! the! approach!
presented! here! is! needed! for! this! study.! To! demonstrate! further! rigour! within! this!
discussion,!I!have!taken!a!reflexive!approach!(Etherington,!2004)!which!acknowledges!my!




Within! this! chapter,! I! will! demonstrate! how!my! interpretative! research! design,!
methods! of! data! construction,! and! ethical! considerations! have! sought! to! answer!
questions! about! how! young! children’s! writing! is! socially,! culturally! and! materially!
constructed.! The! methodology! presented,! created! in! response! to! the! examination! of!
literature! in! the! previous! chapter,! adopts! socioSconstructivist! and! postSstructural!
conceptualisations! of! young! children! as! writers! in! school,! and! seeks! to! explore! the!
differing!realities!that!might!exist!for!children!in!being6and!becoming!a!writer,!rather!than!
pursuing! the! certainties! of! universal! experience.! My! approach! is! not! to! try! to! define!
exactly! what! writing! is;! rather,! my! approach! is! to! find! a! way! in! which! to! explore! the!
multiple!possibilities!within!its!emergence.!To!ensure!that!there!is!an!opportunity!to!open!
up! rather! than! close! down! these! possibilities,! and! to! demonstrate! that!my! research! is!
responsive! to!a! fully!multimodal!and!multiple!understanding!of!young!children’s!writing!





This! aspect! of! the! research! is! connected!more! fundamentally! to! the! following! chapters!










































epistemology,!which! are!of! central! importance! in!developing! a!process!of!methodology!
(Denzin!and!Lincoln,!2005;!Hammersley!and!Atkinson,!2007).!I!will!present!an!ontological!
argument! that! there! are! multiple! expressions! of! reality,! as! well! as! an! epistemological!

















The! ‘self’,! Mead! argues,! arises! within! the! social! world.! Reality,! therefore,! is!
understood! as! the! incorporation! of! social! activity! within! the! individual,! through! the!
processes!of! engagement! and! connection! that!we!have!with!others.! It! is! through! these!
relationships!that!we!begin!to!explore!the!meanings!we!assign!to!what!we!do!and!how!we!
do!it.!
Adopting! this! explanation!means! that!my! own! ‘positioning’,! alongside! those! of!
others,!within! the! social! context! is!worthy!of! exploration,! as! this!will! give!me!a!deeper!
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understanding!of!how!I!interpret!what!I!hear!and!see.!Goffman’s!(1990)!work!has!shown!





relation! to! others,! it! is! possible! to! recognise! the!multiple! interpretations! of! that! reality!
within! the! social! world.! The! reality! that! others! create! through! their! own! unique!
experiences!may!overlap!and!have! similarities! to!our!own,!but! these! realities!are!never!
identical:! they! are! always! different.! In! fact,! individuals! often! tell! several! stories,!
sometimes! competing,! about! their! own! lives! dependent! on! context,! changing! their!
subjectivities! in! relation! to!others! (MacNaughton,! 2005,! p.! 4).!Not!only! are! there!many!
truths!about!young!children!and!writing! to!be! told,!but! these!are!not! fixed!or!constant.!
While!recognising!this,!it!is!also!important!to!acknowledge!that!some!stories!or!narratives!




explored.! We! could! choose! to! understand! this! process! in! terms! of! corresponding! or!
correlated!events,!where!human!experience!is!categorised!and!even!reduced!into!coded!
or!measurable! units.! However,! if! we! focus!merely! on! this! systematic! categorisation! of!
reality! (Olsson,! 2009,! p.! 25),! we! may! ignore! the! complex! process! of! individual!
engagement!within!the!world.!It!is!tempting!to!find!patterns!and!themes!to!make!sense!of!
our!observations.!However,!neatly!‘fitting!together’!events!that!occur!in!fleeting!moments!
of! time,! and! finding! particular! causes! and! effects! that!match!with! our! own! reality!may!
ignore! diverse! and! alternative! readings! of! the!world! by! others,!which!may! be! useful! in!
expanding!our!understanding.!
The! idea! that! it! is! possible! to! represent! the! ‘truth’! of! events! as! externally!
independent! from! us! has! been! rejected! within! postmodern! thought! (Dahlberg,! et! al.,!
2003,! p.! 25)! and! has! been! replaced! with! the! view! that! individual! realities! are!
constructions6 of6 representations.! Therefore,! humans! have! a! distinct! role! to! play! in!
producing!meanings!from!what!is!experienced.6It!may!not!be!possible!to!stand!outside!of!
our! own! historical! and! social! context! to! claim! truths! related! to! the! world! and! others;!
however,! it! is!possible! to!explore!how!these!realities!are!constructed,!whether! they!are!
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related!to!literacy,!childhood!or!researcher!activity.!So,!the6processes!of!creating!meaning!




It! is! useful! to! think! about! how! reality! is! constructed! as! the!production4 and!direction4of!
events!(Deleuze!and!Guattari,!2004,!p.!9).!This!allows!a!way!of!understanding!the!world,!
not! as! systematic! and! linear! categorisations! of! lived! experiences,! but! in! terms! of!
process(es).!It!highlights!movement!and!change!within!human!experience!in!encountering!
the!world.!Thinking!about!realities!as!fluid!and!shifting!means!that!we!can!move!the!focus!
away! from! trying! to! define! being! and! existing,! in! terms! of! identifying! central!
organisational!structures,!as!an!attempt!to!unify!and!consider! instead!the! ‘multiplicities’!
of! lived! experiences.! Deleuze! and! Guattari! write! in! A6 Thousand6 Plateaus6 that! a!
‘multiplicity6 has6 neither6 subject6 nor6 object,6 only6 determinations,6 magnitudes,6 and6











activity.! However,! even! if! we! accept! that! human! action! (as!multiplicity)! is!made! up! of!
networks!and!connections,!a!problem!arises! in!how!our!experiences!of! reality!are! ‘told’!
and!‘heard’!within!the!social!structures!that!are!used!to!rationalise!it,!corresponding!with!
the! ideas!of!Mead!(1934)!and!Goffman!(1990)!that!were!discussed!earlier.!Our!realities,!
shown!as! ‘performances’! for!others,! take!on! the! type!of! social! organisation! that!others!
can! understand,!with! shared! features! that! they! can! relate! to.! Silverman! (2013,! p.! 155)!
cautions!against! thinking! that!by!observing!human!experiences!as! researchable!activity,!
we!are!able!to!explore!individual!realities.!Rather,!what!we!are!able!to!do!as!researchers!
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is! instead!demonstrate! the!organisation!of!a! ‘tale! told’! in!which! the! teller!and! recipient!






and! is! given!meaning! by! individuals! through! shared! social! language!within!moments! of!
activity! and! change.! This! can! be! understood! as! directional! and! fluid.! So,! given! these!
assumptions!about!our! reality!and! those!of!others,! I!will! now! focus!on!how! I! can!know!





2002).! Our! sensory! experiences! related! to! how!we! feel! and! act! are!mediated! through!
activities!and!objects!that!have!cultural!significance.!To!be!able!to!explore!this,!we!need!
to! recognise! how! subjective! and! objective! truths! are! shared! and! socially! constructed!
through! language.! As! learning! about! language! is! culturally! situated! (Gee,! 1996),!
exploration!of! the!social!context! is! significant! in!knowing!about! the!experience!of! those!
within!it.!Therefore,!as!we!coSconstruct!knowledge!about!the!world!with!others,!we!need!
to! explore! the! flow! of! interaction! and! dialogue! between! each! other! and! within! the!
situated!environment!to!make!sense!of!our!experiences.!
Second,! I! argue! that!our!own!experiences!are! intertwined!with!others! in!a!way!
that!makes!it!difficult!to!separate!and!locate!ourselves!as!divided6from,!or!unconnected6to,!
the! ‘other’.! In! constructing!knowledge,!we!are! constantly! referring! to! the!knowledge!of!
others.! The! connectivity! that! can! either! provide! discontinuity! and/or! build! connections!






It! is! impossible! to! fully! comprehend! the! lived! experience! of! another,! and! yet! to! ignore!
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individual!voices!within!the!research!is!even!more!ethically!problematic.! I!recognise!that!
knowledge! is! constructed! with! others,! but! how! do! I! register! the! research! subject! as! a!
distinct! and! separate! being! within! this! process?! I! agree! with! Bakhtin! that! unique!




Creating! knowledge! of! a! social! situation! must! acknowledge! the! processes! of!
construction! in! which! these! unique! human! ‘utterances’! are! contextually! formed.! If!
knowledge! is!shaped!by!and!through!others,! then!the!anticipated!reaction!and!dialogue!
between! the! participants! and! the! researcher! is! essential! to! understanding! how! shared!





Hodgson! and! Standish! (2007)! argue! that! it! is! through! conversing! with! others,!
where!careful!attention!is!given!to!differences,!that!discoveries!can!be!made.!The!‘turning6
point’! of! thought,! or! ‘swerve’! within! conversation! between! each! other,! is! immensely!
important! in! ‘tuning6 in’! to!alternative!voices!and!expressions!of!multiple! realities.!What!
happens! in!moments! of! communication! affects! what! we! know,! so! acknowledging! how!
subjects! are! active! in! the!process!of! knowledge! construction!provides! opportunities! for!
understanding!the! interactive!process!between!both!the!researcher!and!the!researched.!
Taking! an! emic6 approach! that! allows! for! detailed! interpretations! to! emerge!within! the!
context!of!the!research!(Dunne!et!al.,!2005)!will!mean!that!the!participant’s!‘voice’!within!
the! dialogue! is! central! to! making! meaning.! Allowing! meanings! to! emerge! through!











trunk,! branches! and! leaves.! This! equates! to! a! tracing! and! reproduction! of! knowledge!
about!the!world!through!an!existing!privileged!structure;!it! is!knowledge!as!predestined.!
Deleuze!and!Guattari! state! that! the! ‘arborescent6 system6preexists6 the6 individual,6who6 is6
integrated6 into6 it6 at6 an6 allotted6 place’! (2004,! p.! 18).! Alternatively,! knowledge! can! be!
explored!as!a!process!akin!to!the!growth!of!a!rhizome.!
Like!a!tree,!a!rhizome!is!a!living!and!developing!biological!structure;!however,!it!is!
not! prone! to! cultivation! and! predictability.! A! rhizome! bulb! or! tuber! has! no! central!
structure;!rather,! it!appears!as!a!series!of!lateral!developments,!shooting!out!new!roots,!








and! even! nonSsign! states.! The! rhizome! is! reducible! neither! to! the! One! nor! the!
multiple...It! is! composed! not! of! units! but! of! dimensions,! or! rather! directions! in!
motion.!(2004,!p.!23)!
Constructing! knowledge! of! the!world! using! the! concept! of! the! rhizome!means!
that!it!is!possible!to!explore!knowledge!of!what!it!is!to!be!and!become!a!writer!from!and!
through!multiple!directions,!‘mapping’!the!processes!of!expansion!and!variation!without!a!






epistemological6 tool! to!explore!the! interaction!between!the! inner!human!world!and!the!
outer!social!and!material!world,!as!‘lines6of6flight’6(Deleuze!and!Guattari,!2004,!p.!10),!and!
support!an!understanding!of!how!these!directions!are!mapped.!In!line!with!my!ontological!
approach,! it! enables! a! process! of! social! construction! that! recognises! pluralities! within!
learning! moments! and! embraces! other! ways! of! seeing! as! meaningful.! It! is! possible! to!
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relate! this! to!Hegelian! thinking! in! terms!of! finding!meaning!within!experiences! that!are!
decentred! from! preSestablished! pathways:! ‘Hegel’s6 philosophy6 teaches6 one6 not6 to6 look6




qualities! of! activity! has! helped! me! to! consider! the! dimensions! that! I! possess! as! a!
researcher.! Looking! into! these!aspects!of! research,!which!are!exposed!when!adopting!a!
subjective!approach,!acknowledges!my!unique!position!and!how!this!is!connected!to!data!
creation! and! knowledge! formation.! These! epistemological! considerations,! i.e.! how! the!














The! input! to! this! process! is! mostly! provided! by! knowledge! stored! in! longSterm!
memory! that! has! been! primarily! acquired! via! associative! learning.! The! input! is!
processed! automatically! and! without! conscious! awareness.! The! output! of! the!
process!is!a!feeling!that!can!serve!as!a!basis!for!judgments!and!decisions.!(2008,!p.!
4)!
Intuition! is! seen! here! as! a! slow! learning! system,! a! process! of! actively! making!
sense! of! events! based! on! previous! experiences! and! influences.! Importantly,! intuition!
highlights!the!essential!and!powerful!feelings!at!play!within!this!intuitive!processing,!and!
this! is! why! it! is! sometimes! the! feelings! of! ‘rightness’! or! ‘wrongness’! that! are! so!
instrumental! to! how!we! decide! to! act! in! certain! ways.! This! is! the! somatic,! or! physical!
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understanding,!of!whether!things!feel!‘right’!as!part!of!a!sensory!response!that!one!may!
have! to! different! situations;! it! is! a! sensitivity! that! is! derived! from! heightened!
attentiveness! (Gendlin,! 1981,! cited! in! Claxton,! 2006,! p.356).! Intuition! is! not!made! of! a!
sequential!process!of!thinking;! instead,! it! involves!parallel!and!overlapping!thoughts!and!
feelings! that! give! an! unconscious! impression! of! how! to! act! and! behave.! It! is! not!
deliberately!ordered,!and!therefore! it! is!not!possible!to!compartmentalise!the!processes!
at!play.! This! is!problematic,!of! course,! as!multilayered!processes! cannot!be!broken! into!
segments!for!examination!and!critique.!Nor!can!aspects!of!thinking!as!an!intuitive!process!
be! controlled! and! the! effects! minimised,! as! unlike! other! reflective! ways! of! thinking,! it!
partly!remains!an!unconscious!activity.!The!feeling!of!being!‘right’!about!the!choices!and!
decisions!we!make!can!vary!in!strength,!dependent!on!context!and!the!influence!of!others.!




validity! simply! because! they!are! intuitive! choices.! For! intuitive! processes! to! be! valid,! a!
deeper! exploration! of! how! intuition! as! memory! and! associative! learning,! which! can!
support! and! is! integral! to! the!actions! and!events!within! the! research!process,! needs! to!
occur.!If!understood!more!comprehensively,!intuition!might!help!to!expose!the!intricacies!
and! layers!of!meaningS!making! that!both! the! children!and!myself! as! the! researcher! are!
involved!in.!
Janesick!defines! intuition!as! ‘immediate6apprehension6or6cognition.6 Intuition6is6a6
way6of6knowing6about6the6world6through6insight6and6exercising6one’s6imagination’!(2001,!
p.!532).!!
Here,! intuition! is!viewed!as!something! ‘in!the!moment’,!a!sudden!perception!of!
the!world!which! gives! rise! to! our! unique! ability! to!make! creative! connections.! Janesick!
refers! to!Csikszentmihalyi’s! (1996)! ideas!on!creative! flow!to! illustrate! the! importance!of!
researchers! seizing! the! creative!moment! and! the! autobiographic! nature! of! research! as!
creative!action.!If!intuition!is!seen!to!be!a!seed!for!creative!thinking,!then!it!may!have!an!
important!role!to!play!in!how!new!meanings!emerge!and!ideas!are!developed!within!the!
research! process.! Atkinson! and! Claxton! (2008)! argue! that! intuitive! insight! can! help!
practitioners!to!find!creative!solutions!to!the!problems!they!face,!highlighting!that!these!
intuitive! responses! often! occur! randomly! and! outside! of! the! structured! reflective!





the! role! of! the! qualitative! researcher! is! of! critical! importance! because! the!
researcher! is! the! research! instrument.! If! we! can! help! describe! how! we! use! our!
intuition!and!creativity!in!our!research!projects,!all!of!us!benefit.!Like!the!artist!who!
uses! paint! and! brushes! or! the! dancer! who! uses! movement,! the! qualitative!
researcher! uses! many! techniques! as! tools! to! ultimately! tell! a! story! [....]! By!
understanding!how!we!use! intuition!and!creativity,!we!may!widen!our!vocabulary!
of!understanding!the!role!of!the!qualitative!researcher.!(2001,!p.!533)!
Using! intuition! to! explore! how! we! express! ourselves! as! researchers! –! to!
understand! the! processes! of! thinking,! acting! and! feeling! that! are! in! operation! within!
research! activity! –! is! important,! even! though! it! may! not! be! possible! to! pin! down! or!
measure!how!these!insights!are!formed.!!The!essential!ambiguity!of!intuition!can!be!seen!
to!have!value!within!research;!however,! if! it! is!thought!of!as!a!synthetic!way!of!knowing!
(Claxton,!2006),!this!provides!a!sense!of!the!structural!whole!of!interlocking!processes!in!




good!deal!without! it,!but!not!everything.!Where! intuition! is! combined!with!exact!
research!it!speeds!up!the!progress!of!research.!Exactitude!winged!by!intuition!is!at!
times!best.!(Klee,!2013,!p.!18)!
Intuition,! therefore,! is! of! importance! in! how! knowledge! is! constructed! within!




over! time.! Intuition! is! integral! to! the! process! of! constructing! researcher/practitioner!
knowledge! and! plays! an! important! role! in! what! is! seen,! heard! and! felt,! which! in! turn!
influences! the! actions! the! researcher! takes.! It! must! be! stressed,! however,! that! as! a!
holistic! process!of! thinking,! intuition,! like! all! thought,! is! inextricably! linked! to! the! social!
and! cultural! contexts! in!which! it! is! formed.! Intuitive! decisions! and! preferences! are! not!
individual! responses! standing! alone! and! separate,! but! they! are! formed! through! shared!
beliefs,! values! and! practices!with! others.!What! to! ‘take! note! of’! or! not! as! children! are!














Ethnography! as! a! subjective! and! interpretative! approach! to! research! is! concerned!with!
meaningSmaking,!where!knowledge!of!an!area!of!research! is! justified!through!the!depth!
of! inquiry,! and! where! the! researcher’s! role! is! recognised! in! affecting! and! shaping! the!
research! process.! Common! threads! exist! between! an! ethnographic! approach! and! my!
theoretical!framework!as!both!are!centrally!interested!in!providing!a!deep!exploration!of!
the! relationships! between! individuals! and! their! social,! cultural! and! material! contexts.!
Applying! ethnographic! assumptions! and! perspectives! in! this! research,! which! looks! at!
children’s! everyday! experiences! as! writers! within! a! school! context,! has! helped! me! to!
create!a!uniform!research!design!in!which!complex!social,!cultural!and!material!theory!can!
be!constructed.!I!have!adopted!the!principles!of!ethnography!as!a!foundation!on!which!to!










Contemporary! ethnographic! writings,! e.g.! critical! ethnography! (Foley! and!
Valenzuela,!2005)!and!feminist!ethnography!(Stanley,!1990;!Clough,!1994),!have!extended!
methodological! boundaries! within! ethnography! by! challenging! how! the! researcher! and!
the!subject!of!research!as! ‘other’!are!recognised!and!represented!in!research,!as!well!as!
highlighting! the! need! for! research! to! engage! with! reflexivity! and! social! justice.!
Furthermore,! certain! recent! ethnographers! have! engaged! with! postmodern! thinking! in!
challenging! authorial! power,! and! they! have! attempted! to! expand! methodological!
boundaries! by! finding! different! ways! for! the! ‘stories’! of! others! to! be! told! and! heard!
(Clifford! and!Marcus,! 1986).! Below,! I!will! outline! the! significant! ethnographic! principles!
that!have!been!adopted!within!this!study!and!explore!some!contemporary!writing!in!the!
field! in! an! attempt! to! pursue! and! further! my! methodological! perspective.! I! will! also!
highlight! some!of! the! epistemological! limitations! that! I! have! found!while! attempting! to!
explore!and!understand!children’s!experiences!using!a!purely!ethnographic!approach.!!




According! to!Hammersley! (1998),!ethnographic! research!carries!with! it! three!broad!and!
overlapping!assumptions!that!are!often!combined!as!part!of!the!researcher’s!methods!of!
enquiry:! naturalism,! understanding! and! discovery.! The! first,! naturalism,! is! centrally!
interested! in!the!relationship!between!human!behaviour!within! ‘natural’!settings,!and! is!
derived!from!the!anthropological!roots!of!ethnographic!enquiry.!Naturalism!assumes!that!
the!experiences!of!people!within! their!normal!daily!goingsSon! should!be!a! central! focus!




approach,! the! researcher! should!minimise! the!effect! that! they!have!within! the! ‘field’!of!
research.! Fetterman! (1989)! states! that! the! researcher’s! approach! to! the! social!
environment! should! be! like! ‘walking6 softly6 through6 the6 wilderness’6 (p.! 120),! a! phrase!
which!suggests!that!the!researcher!should!be!sensitive!and!responsive!in!their!actions!and!
relationships!within! the! space! in!which! the! research! is! taking! place! so! that! ! ‘naturally’!
occurring! activity! can! be! preserved.! However,! questions! have! been! raised! about! how!
possible! it! is! for! researchers! to! minimise! their! presence! within! the! research! field,!
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especially! in! regard! to! the! influence! that! the! observer/participant! relationship! has! on!
everyday!activity!and!interaction!(Hammersley!and!Atkinson,!2007).!!
A! naturalistic! enquiry! that! is! concerned!with! the! study! of! social! life! in! real! life!
settings!recognises!the!connection!between!context!(place,!space!and!environment)!and!
human!activity,!and!emphasises!human!experience!in!how!people!make!meaning!of!their!
lives! (Brewer,! 2000).! Hence,! to! fully! engage! with! this! humanistic! approach,! the!
researcher’s! own! experience! –! i.e.! their! own! activity! within! the! context! and! how! they!
construct!and!represent!what!is!observed!–!needs!to!be!recognised!in!how!meanings!can!
be! understood! as! both! creation! and! reScreation.! The! influence! that! the! researcher! has!




The!second!ethnographic!assumption! that! I!have! found! to!be!valuable!within! this! study!
focuses! on! how! ‘understanding’! is! created.! The! anthropological! foundations! of!
ethnography!suggest!that!at!the!heart!of!research!there!should!be!an!exploration!of!how!
culture! plays! a! part! in! how! humans! behave! and! adapt.! That! means! that! the6 cultural!
beliefs,!values!and!activity6within6 the6 research6context6need!to!be!explored! in!depth,!as!
this!is!integral!to!how!individuals!and!groups!might!interpret!and!understand!each!other!
and! therefore!how!knowledge! is! shared!and! formed!within! the! social! group!and!by! the!




through! cultures! and! social! practices! within! specific! contexts,! often! encompassing! as!
much! detail! as! possible.! In! this! way,! ethnography! ontologically! and! epistemologically!
corresponds! to!my! research!design,! as! it! seeks! to!explore!human! interpretive!meaningS!
making! processes! as! shifting! and! changeable,! shaped! by! social,! cultural! and! material!
contexts.!It!is!through!documenting!this!process!(observing,!describing!and!analysing),!in!a!
multitude!of!ways,! that!understanding! can! take!place.! Knowledge!of! the! social!world! is!








knowledge! that! children! have! about! their! lives.! Their! capacity! to! express! language!
through!multiple! communicative! practices!with! others! could! be! a!method! of! unlocking!
this.!!
It! is! also! worth! noting! the! representational! crisis! of! recent! years! within!
ethnography!(Clifford!and!Marcus,!1986;!Denzin,!1997).!It!would!be!naive!to!presume!that!
the! understanding! we! have! of! others! is! a! ‘truthful’! reflection! of! their! lives,! and! that!
understanding! is! developed! externally! to! the! researcher’s! own! creative! and!
transformational! processes!within! the! textual! description.!As! Bruner! (1986)! argues,! our!
understanding! comes! through! socially! constructed! units! of! meaning! that! relate! to! the!
expressions!we!make!of! the! experiences!we!have.! In! Bruner’s! thinking,!we! can! explore!
understanding!through!the!narrative!stories!that!we!tell!of!others,!as!a!process!of!textual6




The! final! assumption! that! I! have! adopted! as! a! principle! is! that! research! should! be! a!
process! of! ‘discovery’! (Hammersley,! 2007).! This! rests! on! an! inductive! approach! being!
taken! by! the! researcher,! where! a! broad! approach! to! an! issue! is! examined,! eventually!
becoming!more!of!a!focused!enquiry!in!response!to!the!research!activity.!This!method!has!
been! expanded! fully! within! ‘grounded! theory’! approaches! (Glaser! and! Strauss,! 1967;!
Strauss! and! Corbin,! 1990;! Glaser,! 1992;! Charmaz,! 2003).! Here,! theory! as! an! inductive!
process! of! thinking! develops! through! successive! levels! of! data! analysis! and! conceptual!
development.!This!is!research!knowledge!that!is!formed!not!from!a!preconceived!theory,!
which!can!be!tested!and!modified,!but!with!an!assumption!that!by!carrying!out!practical!
research,! theories! surrounding!human!behaviour! are! embedded! in! the!data.! Therefore,!
captured!data!should!be!multilayered,!contain!the!voices!of!many!and!take!multiple!forms.!
This!is!not!a!rapid!approach!to!research,!as!it!requires!the!researcher’s!time!and!resources!




Discovery!within! ethnography! takes! place! through! the! process! of! ethnographic!writing;!
this!is!why!in!recent!times,!ethnographers!have!become!focused!on!ethnographic!writing!
as!textual,!the!text!being!a!place!for!discovery!about!themselves!and!the!lives!of!others,!






The! school! selected!was!a! community! school!within!a! small! town! in!a! coastal! region!of!
South! East! England.! The! school! was! chosen! because! of! practical! considerations,! its!
proximity!to!my!home!(not!too!far!but!not!on!my!doorstep),!and!its!size!and!mixed!social!
intake,!which! increased!the! likelihood!of!offering!a!diverse!group!of!children! to!select!a!
sample!from.!The!school!was!also!chosen!as!it!provided!a!supportive!environment!for!the!
research.!The!senior!leadership!team!was!interested!in!the!research!focus!(as!writing!was!
an! identified!area!within! the!school! improvement!plan)!and!methodological!approaches!
that!I!had!chosen!which!focused!on!children’s!voices!in!writing.!I!approached!the!deputy!
head! teacher! initially,! building! research! relationships!with! the! school! from! this! level,! to!
make! sure! that! the!project!would!be!more! sustainable.!My! first! meeting!was!with! the!
leadership! team! and! then! separately! with! the! class! teacher! to! discuss! the! aims! of! the!




To! explore! my! research! ideas! before! the! year! of! fieldwork! began,! I! visited! a!
Reception/Year!One!class!at!the!same!school!once!a!week,!building!research!relationships!
with! staff! and! children.! I! developed! a! sense! of! my! role! as! a! researcher! within! a! busy!
classroom,!got!to!know!the!school!and!classroom!routines!and!activities,!piloted!specific!
methods! of! data! construction! –! e.g.! photographs,! research! conversations! and!
observations! –! and! began! to! make! some! initial! reflections! about! children’s! writing!











In! entering! a! field! of! research! with! a! background! as! a! classroom! teacher,! I! am! a!
‘biographically6situated’! researcher!(Denzin!and!Lincoln,!2005).!With!this! in!mind,! I!have!
identified! distinct! challenges! that! relate! to! the! validity! of! the! research! process.! In!
attempting!to!reEexplore! the!school! literacy!environment,! I!have!to!reinterpret!a! ‘known!
world’!and!examine!a!recognisable!area!by!repositioning!myself.!This!raises!the!question!
of! how! far! it! is! possible! to! reassess! the! familiar,! if! the! familiar! is! built! on! memory!
informed! by! deeply! engrained! experiential! knowledge.! Coffey! (2004,! p.21)! has! argued!
that!by!critically!approaching!social!enquiry!as!insiders,!social!explorations!should!enable!
us! to! ‘make6 the6 familiar6 strange’.! Brewer! (2000)! highlights! the! problem! of! pursuing! a!
binary! approach! as! either! an! insider! or! outsider! within! research.! Knowledge! is! never!
neutral!of!the!historical!and!cultural!context! in!which!it! is!created,!and!the!researcher! is!
an! active! part! of! that.! So,! it! is! important! to! recognise,! rather! than! negate,! my! own!
professional! experience,! as! well! as! explore! how! this! multilayered! approach! affects! my!
research!role.!!
Ethnographic! methodology! values! the! researcher’s! own! responses! within! the!
activity! of! research! as! significant! to! knowledge! construction,! otherwise! known! as! selfS
reflexivity! (Coffey,! 1999;! Etherington,! 2004).! This! focus! on! the! ‘self’! as! having!
instrumental!meaning!within! the! research! process! has! led!me! to! examine! not! only! the!
researcher’s!gaze!and!the!process!of!reSrepresentation!of!others!(as!previously!discussed),!
but! also! the! development! of! the! researcher’s! situated! role(s)! and! relationship(s)!within!
the! field! of! study.! Developing! a! reflexive! approach! to! researcher! interactions! with!
participants,! contained! within! specific! social! and! cultural! contexts,! has! furthered! the!
understanding!of!research!relationships!and!the!responsibilities!related!to!how!these!are!










adult! (fieldworker)! and! child! (research! participant)! roles! within! the! research! context.!
Following! this,! I! apply! conceptual! tools! to! outline! my! own! participatory! strategy! as! a!
response!to!these!problems,!and!find!a!way!of!researching!children’s! lives!as!writers.!By!
tackling! these! problems! and! providing! solutions,! I! have! ensured! a! rigorous! approach!
within! my!methodology,! where! children,! identified! as! participants,! are! participatory! in!
how!they!are!engaged!in!research.!!
!
The! United! Nations! Convention! for! the! Rights! of! the! Child! –!
Children’s!legal!rights!to!participate!
The!participatory! rights!of! children! to!have! their!opinions! listened! to,!and! to!be!able! to!
express!their!voice!in!decisions!about!their!lives,!is!clearly!enshrined!within!the!wording!of!
Article!12!of! the!United!Nations!Convention!for! the!Rights!of! the!Child! (UNCRC)! (United!
Nations,!1989).!The!notion!of!children’s!participation!is!not!just!represented!within!Article!
12! but! embedded! throughout! the! UNCRC! documentation,! which! also! highlights! the!
importance!of!children’s!empowerment!through!freedom!of!thought,!legal!representation!
and! access! to! information! (Lundy,! 2007;! Skelton,! 2007).! Within! the! UNCRC! and! other!
associated! documents! and! agendas! (UNICEF,! 1990,! 2004),! the! child! is! constructed! as!
socially! and! culturally! agentive,! autonomous! and! capable.! The! Convention! argues! that!
social!and!structural!changes!should!take!place!to!empower!children!to!have!a!‘voice’! in!
decisions!and!participate! in!choices!made!about!them.!Freeman!asserts!that!the!root!of!
participation!as!outlined! in! the!UNCRC! is! in! ‘the6normative6value6of6autonomy,6 the6 idea6
that6 persons6 have6 a6 set6 of6 capacities6 that6 enable6 them6 to6make6 independent6 decisions6
regarding6appropriate6life6choices’6(2009,!p.!386).!!
However,! the! limitations! of! these! ideas! being! operational! and! effective! are!
reliant!on!the!binary!roles!assigned!to!children!and!adults,!which!remain!unquestionably!
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fixed! within! UNCRC! documentation.! The! Convention!makes! clear! that! it! is! the! right! of!
children!to!be!heard!but!not!to!be!given!authority!over!adults.!Children!are!represented!
as! social! beings!with! rights,! but! still! situated! as! separate! from! the! cultural! activities! of!
adults! (as! parents),! and! viewed! as! developmental! beings! or! adults! in! the! making.! For!
example,!!
the!Convention!recognizes!that!the!level!of!a!child’s!participation!in!decisions!must!
be! appropriate! to! the! child’s! level! of! maturity.! Children’s! ability! to! form! and!





have! the! right! to! adequate! standards!of! living,! to! be! able! to! attend!primary! education,!




this! way! immediately! creates! tensions:! roles! assigned! may! become! oppositional,! and!
participation! may! be! limited! in! relation! to! children’s! social! capital,! power! and! adult!
interests.!!
Skelton!(2007)!highlights!the!importance!of! ‘authentic’!participation!for!children!
rather! than! tokenistic! participatory! gestures! within! institutions! that! may! do! harm! in!
claiming!to!listen!to!children!when!it!is!the!adult!agendas!that!are!clearly!channelling!both!
the! process! and! the! outcome.! Lundy! (2007)! argues! that! barriers! to! implementing!




itself,!which! although! clear! in! its! bold! statements! of! legal! rights! to! participation!within!




Generational! ordering!of! adult/child! roles!within! research! (Alanen,! 2001)! has! led! adultS
researchers! to! carry! out! research! on! children! or! about! childhood.! Recently,! however,!
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childhood!research!has!undergone!a!paradigmatic!change! (Kellett,!2010).!Contemporary!
research! into! children’s! lives! has! sought! to! identify! and! redress! generational! power!
imbalances,!focusing!on!how!researchers!work!with!children!as!participants!in!generating!
new!knowledge!about! their! lives! (Clark,!2001,!2005;!Einarsdottir,!2005;!McTavish!et!al.,!
2012;!Mazzoni!and!Harcourt,!2013).!!
However,! Gallacher! and! Gallagher! (2008)! have! cautioned! that! the! danger! of!
participatory!research!is!that!it!can!become!yet!another!regulatory!tool!in!children’s!lives,!
legitimised!by!adults! in! the!belief! that!children!are! ‘empowered’!by! the!tool! itself.!They!
argue!that!the!emphasis!within!participatory!research!with!children!is!that!children!‘take6
part’! within! a! ‘predefined6 activity’,! but! this! may! actually! ‘constrain6 the6 possibilities6 for6




research! to! meet! their! own! needs.! These! aspects! of! communication! and! involvement,!
although! ‘challenging’! to! the! ‘participatory’! research! organisation,! are! also! ways! of!
participation! and! need! to! be! considered! by! the! researcher.! This! somewhat! blurs! the!
boundaries! between! how! we! view! participation! and! nonSparticipation.! Is! the! child!
participating!or!not!by!refusing!to!be!a!performer!in!the!researcher’s!chosen!participatory!
methodology?!If!they!do!not!participate,!is!this!a!failure!of!a!participatory!design?!Further!
clarity! is! needed! around! the! conceptual! language! used! to! justify! participatory! research!




power! can! somehow! be! redistributed! between! adults! and! children! (Christensen,! 2004;!











the! adult! and! the! child! (Cosaro,! 1985,! 2003;! Mandell,! 1988;! Warming! 2011).! Here,!
researchers!have!‘acted’!as!children,!being!childlike!in!their!play!and!actions,!and!flexibly!
submitting!to!the!authority!of!others,!both!adults!and!children.!It!is!argued!that!by!taking!












potentially6 patronising6 assumptions6 –6 for6 example,6 that6 children6 can6 be6 “duped”6 into6 a6
belief6that6an6adultEresearcher6is6a6child’!(2013,!p.!36).!
Children!understand!the!constraints!and!possibilities!in!place!within!generational!














‘least!adult! role’!within! this!activity!was! the! feeling!of!difference! that! she!encountered,!
and!empathy!that!she!gained,!of!the!children’s!physical,!bodily!experience,!one!that!could!
not!be!accessed!as!a!participant!adult!observer.!Although!Warming’s!sensitive!approach!
has! enabled! her! to! experience! aspects! of! the! children’s! lives! and! reflect! on! these,! the!
argument! that! by! being! ‘less! of! an! adult’! in! research!with! children! you!will! be! able! to!






As! has! been! argued,! the! ‘least! adult! role’! assumes! a! permanent! binary! position!within!
adult/child! relationships!and! ignores! the!complexity!of! roles! that! change! in! response! to!
particular! activities.!As! a!way!of! disrupting! this! dualism,!Christensen! (2004)! argues! that!
researchers! need! to! reSquestion! their! ‘adult’! role! in! research! activity! with! children! by!
considering! in! much! more! detail! how! adulthood! is! socially! and! culturally! constructed!
within!social!spaces.!She!has!explored!what!she!terms!the!‘unusual6type6of6adult6role’,!one!
that! involves! the! adultSresearcher! seen! as! ‘other’:! a! role! that! is! negotiated! and!




Additionally,! Dahlberg! et! al.! (2003,! p.! 43)! argue! that! the! child! cannot! be!
understood! as! a! state! of! being! just! waiting! to! be! discovered.! Using! a! fixed! ontological!
category! to! examine! childhood! in! research! will! essentially! lead! to! fixed! outcomes! and!
expected! trajectories! (Stryker! and! Yngvesson,! 2013).! The! role! of! the! researcherSadult!
should! be! to! disrupt! these! conceptions! and! introduce! a! more! dynamic! perception! of!
adults! and! children,! operating! both! singularly! and! collectively! within! research! activity!
(Sellers,!2013,!p.!67).!An!alternative!approach!to!the!dualism!of!adult–child!relationships!






child! play! within! research! activity! but! to! look! instead! at! the! developing! experiences!
between!them,!the!disparities!on!offer!and!the!changing!processes!that!become6different!
through! dialogical! interaction.! It! is! the! shared! social! spaces! within! research,! and! the!
dynamic! relationship! between! people,! materials! and! activities! within! this,! where!
knowledge!is!constructed!and!understood.!Adults!and!children!shift!within!multiple!roles,!
both!active!and!passive,!as!part!of!this.!Hedegaard!and!Fleer!write!that!it!is!the,!
researcher’s! meaningful! understanding! as! created! through! this! interaction,! that!
becomes! the! ‘data’! in! this! interaction.! This! interaction! can! go! from! being! rather!
passive,!to!engaging!in!a!dialogue,!to!the!other!end!of!the!spectrum!where!children!
are! given! tasks! and! do! these! together! with! the! researcher.! But! even! when! the!
researcher! is! rather! passive,! he! or! she!has! to! conceptualise! himself! or! herself! as!
part!of!the!setting!in!which!the!children’s!activities!take!place.!(2008,!p.!49)!
Acknowledging!the!multifaceted!roles!of!both!adults!and!children!within!research,!
rather! than! identifying! and! pinning! these! down,! means! that! I! can! explore! the! actual!
changing! activity6 that! forms! processes! of!meaningSmaking! and! understanding! between!
people!in!research.!This!works!to!support!the!concept!of!the!becoming6child,!outlined!in!
the! previous! chapter,! as! it! is! rooted! in! an! understanding! of! both! the! adult! and! child!
participants! in! research! as! fluid,! sometimes! collaborative! and! oppositional! but! always!
transforming!to!something!new.!!
!




children.! It!has! led!me!to!reSconceptualise!the! important!participatory!role!that!children!
have! in! constructing! knowledge! of! sociocultural,! material! experience.! Participatory!
experiences! in! research! allow! both! adults! and! children! to! consider! the! shared! thinking!
that!they!are!engaged! in.! In!agreement!with!Clark!(2011),!knowledge!should!come!from!
participatory!generation,!not!from!participatory!extraction,!meaning!that!children’s!ideas!
and! actions,! their! meaningSmaking! activity! as! knowledge! creators,! should! be! centrally!
important! and! understood! in! relation! to! the! wider! opportunities! for! them! to! actively!
participate! in! particular! contexts.! Participation,! defined! as! sharing! and! partaking! in!
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activity!with!others,!cannot!be!fully!understood!if!taken!out!of!the!context!of!the!localised!
activity! in!which! it! is! socially! and!materially! constructed,! and! is! rooted!within! changing!
social! relationships.!Dyson! (2013),! in!her! research!on! children’s!participation!as!writers,!
argues! that!we!need!to!study!children!as! ‘located6somebodies’! (p.!406)! related!to!social!
context! that! frames! events! and! dialogue! with! others.! Each! child! must! appear! as! a!
somebody!in!how!they!participate,!not!by!regulating!participatory!behaviours!and!closing!
down! avenues! for! expression,! but! by! exploring! differences! in! how! participation! can! be!
read.! This! recognises! that! participation!does! sometimes! fit!with! adult! agendas,! but! can!
also!be!unpredictable,!passive!and!sometimes!disruptive,!and!all!of!these!ways!of!being!a!
‘participant’!are!socially,!culturally!and!materially!meaningful!for!both!adults!and!children.!!
Becoming! as! something! temporal! and! transforming! is! a! useful! conceptual! tool,!
not!only!for!understanding!young!children’s!writing!activity!but!also!for!exploring!research!
activity! as! it! allows! researchers! to! explore! the! changeable! dimensions! and! forces! that!
form!research!activity!between!adults!and!children.!Adult!and!child!roles!within!research!
can! be! seen! as! establishing! both! ‘becomingEtheEsame’,! by! locating! consistencies! in!
relationships! based! on! previous! experiences,! and! ‘becomingEother’,! thus6 challenging!
these!consistencies!through!an!inherent!desire!to!disrupt!and!break!off!relationships!and!
develop!new!ones!(Deleuze!and!Guattari,!2004).!As!Lee!(2005)!argues,!it!may!be!the!space!




been! dependent! on! the! external! structures! pertaining! to! recognised! adultSresearcher!
activity.! Rather,! the! participation! by! the! children! is! viewed! in! terms! of! becoming,!
recognising!the!fluidity!within!the!shifting!roles!of!people,!places!and!other!elements!that!
inform! the! understanding! created! between! the! subject! and! the! researcher.! Although! I!
advocate! this! approach! to! participatory!methodology,! it! is! also! important! to! recognise!
that!I,!as!a!professional!adultSresearcher,!have!written!and!reSrepresented!this!experience!
for!other!adults! into! fixed! text.! I! have!always! therefore!been! ‘gazing6with6 some6power’!
(Gordon!et! al.,! 2005,! p.! 115)! over! the!participatory! events,! both!during! and! after.!How!
these!stories!of!children’s!writing!activity!can!be!told,!as!authentic!accounts,!has!led!me!to!






Axiological! considerations! in! conducting! research! with! children! are! at! the! heart! of! the!
discussion!surrounding!children’s!rights!to!participate!in!research.!This!section!will!outline!
the! ethical! approach! that! I! have! adopted! as! a! researcher! of! children’s! lives! through! all!
stages! of! the! research! activity.! Having! troubled! over! the! problems! that! exist! in!
participatory! research!with! children! and! recognised! the! responsibilities! that! arise! as! an!
ethnographic!narrator!of! children’s! experiences,! it! is! important! that! I! now!demonstrate!
how! I! intend! to! hear! and! tell! children’s! stories.! In! doing! this,! I! will! explain!why! I! have!





This! research! has! conformed! to! the! ethical! requirements! set! out! for! researchers! both!
from! the! British! Education! Research! Association! (BERA)! (2011)! and! Canterbury! Christ!








Letters! to! parents,! providing! them! with! information! about! the! study! and! offering!
opportunities! for! informed! consent,! were! also! agreed! by! the! university’s! ethics!
committee! (see!Appendices!1! and!2).! Parents!were!updated!at! the!end!of! the! study! to!
notify!them!of!developments!and!continue!the!dialogue!with!participants!(see!Appendix!
3).!!
Within! the! field! of! study,! i.e.! the! school,! I! have! adhered! to! all! procedures! and!




organised.! The! children! adopted! pseudonyms! of! their! choice,! deciding! that! they!would!
like!to!be!referred!to!in!my!work!as!colours.!The!six!children!in!the!analysis,!discussion!and!
conclusions! are! therefore! referred! to! as! Red,! Green,! Blue,! Yellow,! Gold! and! Silver.! A!
written! report!and!presentation!of! research! findings!was!given! to! the! school! leadership!
team!and!governors.!
Procedural! elements! are! an! important! way! to! ensure! that! basic! ethical!
expectations! of! researchers! working! with! children! are! met.! However,! to! demonstrate!
methodological! rigour,! a! far!deeper! level!of! ethical! design!needs! to!be! considered,!one!
which!interrogates!how!children!are!heard!as!research!participants!throughout!all!aspects!
of!the!research!study.!Renold!et!al.!(2008,!p.429)!have!argued,!for!example,!that!informed!
consent! practices! are! different! from! ‘ethics6 in6 practice’.! As! consent! needs! to! be!
renegotiated! over! time,! procedures! and! existing! orthodoxies! for! making! sure! that! this!
aspect!of!research!activity!is!ethically!sound!need!much!more!transparency!and!critique.!




Finding!ways! in!which!children!are!able!to!be! involved! in!narratives!about!areas!of!their!
lives!is!an!important!communicative!democratic!practice!(Clough!and!Nutbrown,!2002)!as!
these! stories! are! so! often! ignored.! By! hearing! children’s! voices,! it! is! possible! to! unlock!






The! ambiguity! within! research! relationships! between! children! as! ‘participants’! and!
the!adultSresearcher!has!challenged!me!to!find!more!nuanced!approaches!to! listening6to!
and!hearing!children!within!research.!Meeting!the!systematic!ethical!requirements!of!the!
university! has! supported! an! initial! recognition! of! ethical! responsibilities,! but! by! being!




to! the! ethical! complexities! that! exist! within! the! relational!movements! between!myself!





• are! interested! in,! rather! than! discounting! of,! the! differences! that! will! always! exist!
between!people!and!events!in!research!activity;!and!










for’! towards! the! ‘care! giver’! is! important! in! completing! the! circle! of! a! caring! ethical!
relationship.!Noddings!argues!that!caring!relationships!should!not!be!reduced!to!empathy!
but! they! require! dialogue! and! thinking:! a! way! in! which! different! parties! can! exchange!
positions!rather!than!taking!prescribed!views!of!each!other’s!needs!(Martin!Buber,!1965,!






Levinas! (1987),! by! contrast,! argues! that! in! our! research! relationships! with! children,! as!
‘other’!than!us,!reciprocity!is!an!impossibility.!This!is!because!an!absolute!and!unchanging!
difference! exists! within! a! field! of! research,! between! ‘I’! (the! researcher)! and! ‘You’! (the!
child).! The! children! in! this! study,! even! after! being! assigned! a! participatory! role,! are!
recognised! as! ‘infinitely6 unknowable’! (Todd,! 2001,! p.! 66).! This! is! to! avoid! relating!
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preconceived!certainties!about! them!within! the! research!encounter,!which!according! to!
Levinas! would! mean! applying! ‘totalising6 knowledge’! of! them! (Levinas! as! cited! in!
Cheeseman! et! al.,! 2015).! This! has! presented! an! immediate! epistemological! challenge!
within!my! research!methodology.! How! can! research! relationships! that! are! intended! to!
create! coSconstructive! dialogue! recognise! the! concrete! division! that! exists! between! the!
researcher! (I)! and! the! child! (other)?! However,! Levinas,! by! so! forcefully! fixing! and!
acknowledging! the! distinct! separation! between!myself! and! the! children,! has!made!me!
look! in!depth!at! the!ethics!of! the! research! relationships! that!have!been! formed.!Rather!
than! finding! strategies! to! ‘move! closer’! to! children,! I! have! instead! identified! our!
differences,! and! as! part! of! this,! I! have! contested! the! certainties! that! I! have! associated!
with!myself!as!a!researcher!and!the!children!as!participants.!This!process!has!meant!that!I!
have! preserved! and! respected! the! ‘otherness’! of! the! child! rather! than! attempting! to!
negate! it.! I!have!attended!to!dialogue! in!this!methodology,!not!as!a!way!of!bridging!the!
gap! between! the! adult! and! the! child! but! as! a! way! of! understanding! how! it! has! been!




My! ethical! position! is! based! on! a! knowledge! of! children! that! is! always! partial,!
where! children! are! always!other6 from!me,! and!where! voice! and! dialogue! is! able! to! be!
disruptive! of! what! is! already! assumed.! This! can! be! described! as! an! ‘ethical! research!
encounter’,!where!care!towards!children!as!research!participants!occurs!in!the!moment:!
as! immanent! and! difficult! to! predict.! The! roles! and! positionality! within! the! research!
relationships,!within!and!outside! the! field,!are! fluid!but! respectful!of! the!otherness6 that6
was6 always6 existent.! In! coSconstructing! research!with! children! in! this! study! rather! than!
making!an!attempt!‘to6grasp6at6them6[the6children]’!(Dahlberg!et!al.,!2003,!p.!273),!I!have!






framework,! often! unintentionally,! leads! to! further! regulation,! categorisation! and!
governing! of! the! child,! rather! than! opening! up! new! discourses! around! them.! In! her!
examination! of! these! concerns,! Clark! et! al.! (2005)! counter! these! arguments! by! aligning!
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with!Dahlberg!and!Moss!(2005),!who!draw!on!the!pedagogy!of! listening!in!Reggio!Emilia!
preschools.! This! proposes! that! listening! to! children! should! not! only! be! a! means! to!
participation!but!also!an!‘ethic6of6relating6to6others’!(Clark!et!al.,!2005,!p.!9).!It!enables!the!
debate! around! listening! to! children! to! move! from! a! rational! argument! about! fixed!
universal!rights!to!one!which!is!more!nuanced,!responsive!and!human.!!
This! notion! of! ethical! listening! has! required! me! as! the! listener/researcher! to!
consider! the! multifaceted! way! in! which! social! listening! comes! about,! not! only! as!
dialogically! respectful! but! also! as! emotional,! sensory! and! changing.! The! children! in! this!
research!not!only!have!a!right!to!be! listened!to!as! ‘other’,!but!they!also!have!a!right!for!
their! actions! of! participation,! understood! in! terms! of! relational! ethical! movements!
between!adults,!children!and!the!materials!of!research!activity,!to!be!listened!to.!
The!many! ethical! dimensions! of! listening! have! required!me! to! step! away! from!





able! to!overcome! the! sense!of!emptiness!and!precariousness! that!we!experience!
whenever!our!certainties!are!questioned.!(2005,!p.!20)!!




as!a!means! to!escape!closure!or! foreclosure.!This! is!a!mobile!way!of! listening! that!does!
not!seek!to!fix! identities!and!roles;!rather,! it!aims!to!find!ways!to!evolve!as!a!researcher!










Human! subjects! of! research! are! highly! complex! and! unique! beings,! and! so! to! explore!
these! intricacies,! I! have! planned! to! work! with! six! children! as! individual! ‘cases’.!
Considering!each!child! involved!as!an! individual!case!acknowledges!and!allows! for!small!
but!significant!nonSreplicable!and!nonSgeneralisable!activity!to!be!valued!and!examined!in!
depth.! This! is! useful! in! uncovering! and! penetrating! the!many! layers! and! dimensions! of!
children’s!writing!engagement!which!are!often!hidden!from!sight!in!classrooms.!!
Finding!ways!to!listen!to!children!means!acknowledging!the!limitations!that!exist!
in! how! it! is! humanly! possible! to! listen! properly.! Concentrating! on! fewer! children! is! a!
practical! solution! to! accessing! the! often! unseen! activities! of! children! and! being! able! to!








Yin! (2003)! states! that! the! particular! strengths! of! using! case! studies! within!
research!design!are!the!opportunities!for!gathering!and!accessing!a!range!of!evidence!and!
applying! overlapping!methods! so! that! the! ‘how’! and! ‘when’! of! a! case! can! be! explored.!
Thomas!(2011)!expands!this!idea!further!by!arguing!that!case!studies!allow!for!a!variety!of!
angles!to!be!explored;!he!refers!to!this!as!multidimensional!‘looking’.!It!is!possible!to!see!
the! correlation! here! between! this! research! approach! and! multimodal! theories,! where!
children’s!utterances!within!many!forms!are!recognised.!Multiple!sources!can!be!used!to!
provide! a! chain! of! evidence! where! explicit! links! can! be! drawn! between! the! research!
questions,! the! data! and! the! conclusions! (Yin,! 2003,! p.! 83).! These! connections6and! links!
between!data!are!important!aspects!to!explore!within!the!analysis,!and!will!be!discussed!
in!the!next!chapter.!!
Thomas! also! argues! that! cases! within! research! can! be! explored! as! contained!




it! is!much!more!complex!than! it! first!appears.!The! ‘case’,!although!contained!within!the!
child’s! individual! activity,! is! always! reliant! on! the! relationships! and! interactions! with!
others,!outside!of!themselves!as!the!‘case’.!!






encounters.! The! complex! dimensions! of! the! child’s! experience! and! activities! are!
constructed! through! the! interactions! with! others! outside! of! each! case.! Each! child! is!
therefore! seen! as! a! dynamic,! moving! case! that! interacts! with! other! children,! some! of!
whom!are!included!in!the!study!as!other!cases!and!some!are!not.!The!child!as!‘contained’!
within! the! case! is! a! useful! starting! place! to! explore! the! relationships! and! dynamics! of!
human!interaction!and!the!‘leakages’!and!obscured!lines!that!exist!between!the!individual!
and!the!social,!cultural!and!material!context.!
By! focusing! on! six! children! within! this! research! design,! the! coSconstructed!
movement! and! shifting!processes!of!materials,! bodies! and! contexts!within! their!writing!
activity! can! be! examined! in! depth.! However,! this! examination! of! children! as! separate!
cases! will! still! only! provide! fragmentary! stories! or! encounters! to! work! with.! Although!
many! dimensions! of! children’s! activity! can! be! explored! using! a! range! of! methods! and!











emotionally,! socially! or! educationally! affected! by! having! extra! adult! attention! were!
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withdrawn! from! the! selection.! As! the! children! had! all! just! begun! school! and!were! in! a!
period!of!transition,!we!were!particularly!conscious!not!to!disrupt!or!add!to!any!distress!
within! this! process.! For! example,! one! child! was! felt! by! the! teacher! to! be! particularly!
‘clingy’! with! adults,! and! we! were! concerned! that! further! adult! attention!might! not! be!
supportive! in!her!start!to!school.!Another!child!was!taking!a!while!to!settle! into!a!social!
group!and!we!felt!that!the!research!methods!might!invade!the!social!spaces!that!she!was!
developing!with!other! children.!To!avoid! confidentiality! issues,!one!child!was!exempted!










people!of! their!expertise!but! to!develop!a!critical!and!artful!openness! to!others.!Rather!
than! presenting! texts,! or! children’s! voices,! as! disembodied,! there! is! a! need! to! grapple!
with!the!sensory!nature!of!how!we!tell!or!describe!what!we!are!able!to!hear.!Building!on!
ideas!for!pursuing!the!qualities!of!‘thick6description’!in!social!research!(Geertz,!1983),!Back!
writes! that! the! words! and! images! of! participants! should! be! ‘produced6 through6 deep6
sociological6listening…that6theorise6as6they6describe6and6describe6as6they6theorise’!(2007,!
p.!21).!This!is!the!serious!art!of!crafting!a!story.!The!onus!is!on!how!dialogical!listening!as!






through! my! own! interpretative! analysis,! I! have! been! careful! to! develop! analytical! and!
descriptive!procedures!in!which!the!essence!of!them!as!the!subjects!of!research!is! lucid.!
My! listening! to! children! is! founded! on! a! relational! ethics!which! respects! difference,! or!
otherness,! and! so! in! reporting! their! responses,! I! have! embraced! the! unexpected,! the!
unspoken! silence,! as!well! as!what! the! children!have! clearly! articulated.! Finding!ways! in!
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The! move! towards! participatory! research,! based! on! notions! of! consultation! and!
collaboration! with! children! as! research! subjects,! has! led! researchers! to! focus! on!
developing! ‘childSoriented’!methods! that!are!able! to!extend!communicative!possibilities!
for!a!wide! range!of! children.!For!example,! the!Mosaic!approach! (Moss!and!Clark,!2001;!
Clark,! 2005;!McTavish!et! al.,! 2012)!utilises! a! range!of! adaptable! research!methods!with!
often!very!young!children,!including!photographs,!mapSmaking,!drawings,!childSled!tours,!
observations,!artefacts!and!interviews.!Clark!(2011)!asserts!that!these!methods!enable!a!
participatory! research! design! where! children’s! views! and! experiences! are! reflected! on,!
and!the!meaningSmaking!process! is!coSconstructed!by!all!participants,!both!children!and!
adults.!In!addition!to!this,!Einarsdottir!(2007)!notes!that!as!children!are!not!a!homogenous!
group,! researchers! should! be! creative! in! how! they! utilise! different! methods! that! suit!
individual! children’s! competence,! knowledge! and! interests.! However,! Thomson! (2007)!
argues! that! participation! of! children! in! research! should! not! be! limited! to! the! use! of!
particular! ‘childSfriendly’! methods,! as! participation! is! not! inherent! in! the! research!
methods! themselves.! Thomson! suggests! that! children’s! participation! needs! to! be!
embedded! in! the! social–spatial! interaction! between! participants,! namely! how! children!
are!invited!into!the!research!arena!and!how!they!are!facilitated!by!the!adultSresearcher.!





culture,! research! involving!children!as!participants!generally!maintains! the! image!of! the!
child! as! reproducer,! not! coSproducer,! of! knowledge,! identity! and! culture.! According! to!
Janzen,! research! with! children! still! tends! to! situate! children! as! passive! recipients,!
especially! within! school,! where! the! child’s! narrative! is! often! constructed! through! the!
interpretation!of!the!adult!teacher/researcher!observer,!and!and!the!research!therefore!
supports! the! development! of! the! teacher’s! narrative! rather! than! the! child’s.! Janzen’s!
analysis! of! literature! was! carried! out! in! 2006,! and! recent! research! with! children! has!
furthered! our! understanding! of! the! complex! participatory! role! that! children! do! have!
within!the!process!of!research,!namely!one!that! is!dialogical!and!coSconstructed!but!still!






to! this,! I! have! clearly! stated! how! I! conceptualise! the! children! within! my! research! as6
becoming,! as! constantly! changing! and! adaptive,! and! that! this! movement,! which! is!




Generating! data! with! children! as! participant’s! challenges! researchers! to! be! creative!
(Einarsdottir,!2009).!It!is!not!an!easy!option!but!contains!many!possibilities,!including!the!
potential! for! disrupting! and! challenging! researcher! assumptions.! The!methods! selected!
for!this!study!have!been!designed!in!line!with!the!ethnographic!principles!outlined!earlier!
and!have!been!framed!by!my!intention!to!hear!children’s!voices!within!the!classroom!by!
acknowledging! activities! that! are! often! perceived! to! be! unremarkable! and! mundane!










in! which! data! could! be! socially! and!materially! constructed! together! with! children.! The!
methods!chosen!were!dialogical,! reliant!on!the!sharing!of!spoken!or!written!words,!and!
visual.!The!visual!methods!were!included!as!a!means!in!which!the!production!of!children’s!








1983).! How! these! connections! are! then! assembled! within! the! research! analysis! is! the!
focus! of! the!next! chapter.! These!methods!have!often!been!used! simultaneously! by! the!
children! and! myself! in! the! classroom,! and! there! has! been! a! blurring! of! ownership,!
particularly! in! reading! the! visual! photographic! data! later,! in! acknowledging! who! has!







and! random! thoughts! in! situ! (Clifford,! 1986).! Generally,! this! writing! was! focused! on!
describing! the! dimensions! and! connections! within! the! children’s! writing! encounters,!
namely!what! processes!were! occurring.! Adopting! Pink’s! (2011)! argument! that! sensorial!
qualities!exist!within! research!encounters,! I! also!noted! the! language! that! children!were!
using! and! their! sensory! responses.! I! wrote! down! my! own! intuitive! reactions! and!
movements!in!response!to!the!children.!The!activity!of!writing!field!notes,!as!a!method!of!
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constructing! understandings! within! the! research! process! as! it! commenced,! supported!
deeper!levels!of!comprehension!which!were!expressed!through!the!text.!!
By!writing!regularly!in!the!field!of!study,!I!have!been!able!to!capture!my!changing!
and!developing!understanding!of! the!method!of!writing,!both!as!a!writer!myself! and! in!
watching!others!write.!I!was!able!to!expand!on!descriptions,!by!articulating!links!between!
theory!and!practice,!and! reflect!on!my!own!positionality,! taking!a! reflexive!approach! to!
external! and! internal! events! (Etherington,! 2004).! However,! as! Thompson! (2014)! has!
troubled!over,!I!became!increasingly!aware!throughout!my!time!spent!in!the!classroom!of!
the! pitfalls! and! problems! of! documenting! activity! and! creating! a! narrative! which! was!
purely!a!personal!construction!rather!than!a!participatory!one.!The!method!of!field!notes!




Research! conversations! with! children,! as! opposed! to! interviewing,! allows! children! to!
control!the!pace!and!direction!of!the!discussion!(Mayall,!2000,!p.!121).!With!a!responsive!
researcher,! there! is!an!opportunity! to!create!mutual!understanding!and!develop!shared!
meanings.!However,! the! researcher!needs! to!be! sensitive! to!how!children!may,! as! they!
anticipate!adults’!perspectives,!articulate!contextual!expectations!(Hviid,!2008).!Eide!and!
Winger!(2005)!argue!that!the!child!needs!to!be!nurtured!within!the!research!conversation,!
and! to! do! this,! the! researcher! needs! to! have! certain! competences! –! e.g.! insightful,!
interested! and! creative,! purposeful! and! flexible! –! and! have! previous! knowledge! of! the!
children!and!their! interests.!Above!all,!the!researcher!needs!to!be!a!‘humble6interpreter’!



















I! regularly! used! a! digital! camera! to! capture!writing! encounters! visually,! as! photographs!
and!video.! I!have!also!encouraged!the!children!to!use!the!camera!regularly!so!that!they!
could! make! decisions! about! what! was! important! to! them.! The! advantage! of! creating!
visual!images!as!data!is!that!the!images!are!not!able!to!be!narrated!(Back,!2007,!p.!100).!
That! is,! they! stand! alone! as! serious! expressions,! without! being! reduced! to! textual!
explanation!or!implied!signification.!As!field!notes!and!conversations!are!heavily!reliant!on!
language,!photographs!and!video!have!offered!me!a!different!way!to!see!events!in!terms!
of!how!children’s!writing!activity! is! composed.!As!children’s!writing! is!understood! to!be!
multimodal,!photography!and!video!allows!for!these!multimodal!actions!and!responses!to!
be!evidenced!(Dockett!and!Perry,!2005).!Viewing!the!images!of!children’s!writing!activity!
in! this! study,! in! both! photographs! and! video,! has! drawn! an! emotional! and! aesthetic!
response! from!myself! and! the! children.! These!are! therefore!methods! that!highlight! the!
relationship!between!sensing!data!and!understanding!it!(Back,!2007,!p.!96).!!
Using!visual!methods!also!allows! for! critical!exploration!of!experiences! that!are!
often!taken!for!granted!(Patton!et!al.,!2011).!The!photographic!and!video!images!taken!by!
myself!and! the!children!have!become!the! focus!of!discussion! in! research!conversations,!
where! the! images! created! are! used! as! ‘production6 texts’! (Mitchell,! 2011,! p.! 50).! In! this!
study,! the!children!as!participants!have!been!able! to! interact!with! the!photographs!and!
video!to!explore!their!ideas,!resulting!in!an!iterative!approach!to!producing!new!ways!of!
understanding.!However,! these! images!have!always!been!viewed!as! fleeting!and!partial!







this! research! include! children’s! drawings! (also! a! visual! medium),! children’s! written!
communication,! their! writing! tools! and! props,! and! other! connected!material! resources!
that!the!children!used!in!their!writing!activity.!I!have!recognised!artefacts!in!terms!of!their!
usage,! as! objects! that! were! mediational! (Wertsch,! 1994,! 1998),! and! allowed! for! intraS
activity!(Barad,!2003,!2007).!Artefacts!may!possess!sensorial!and!material!qualities!for!the!
children! (Pink,! 2011).! Artefacts! used! as! evidence! may! show! the! children’s! personal!
historical,! social! and! cultural! narrative! both! before! and! during! the! writing! encounters.!
Artefacts!are!connected!to!people,!place!and!other!objects,!and!therefore!as!objects!they!








the! methodological! framework! that! I! have! created;! however,! I! also! need! to! articulate!
which! children’s!activities!as!writers! I!have! tuned! into! in! the! field!of! research.! I!use! the!
term!‘writing6encounter’6here!to!describe!the!activities!that!the!children!were!engaged!in!
and! which! I! focused! on! to! provide! answers! for! the! research! questions! posed.! My!
definition!of!a!writing!encounter!borrows!from!the!notion!of!an!encounter!with!the!child!
as! ‘other’! in! terms! of! my! ethical! stance! (Levinas,! 1991),! but! also! incorporates! coS
constructivist,!multimodal,!multiple!literacies!and!postSstructuralist!ideas.!Essentially,!the!
writing! encounter! occurs!with6 others6 as6 a6multiplicity.! A! writing! encounter! is! different!
from! a! writing! event.! An! event! is! a! fixed! and! planned! activity,! and! the! term! assumes!
stability!and!singularity.!The!notion!of!a!writing!encounter!recognises!multiple!dialogical,!
cultural! and! material! processes! of! production,! offering! the! possibility! of! examining!
cultural!codes,!conventions!and!material!practices!as!hybrid!(Hallam!and!Street,!2000).!A!
writing!encounter!is!unique!but!operates!in!connection!to!other!encounters.!!
The! idea!of!exploring! children’s!writing!as!an!encounter! recognises! that!writing!




and! social! action;! it! is! always! shifting! and! transformational.! The! meanings! of! these!
encounters,! as! representational! acts! (Mavers,! 2011)! or! as! processes! of! life! production!
itself!(Deleuze,!2004a),!are!of!central!importance!within!this!study.!The!methodology!that!
I!have!presented! in! this!chapter!was! framed!to!allow!an!unbound!exploration!of! this! to!





In!summary,! the!methodology!outlined! in! this!chapter!recognises!that!as!a!researcher,! I!
am! producing! an! exclusive! set! of! interpretations! of! young! children’s! writing! activity!
(Denzin! and! Lincoln,! 2005).!My! knowledge,! and! that! of! the! child! participants,! has!been!
understood! to!be! constructed! in! the! same!way! that! a! rhizome! continuously! grows!as! a!
connected!network.!The!research!design!has!adopted!ethnographic!principles!for!carrying!
out! research! in! the! classroom,! namely! naturalism,! understanding! and! discovery,!where!
my!own!intuitive!positioning!is!recognised.!!
I!have!problematised!children’s!participatory!methodology!to!create!an!approach!
where! children’s! sociocultural! and! material! actions! as! participants! are! understood! to!
shape! multiple! cultural! and! social! meanings! within! a! specific! context! with! an! adultS
researcher.! This! approach! highlights! the! relationships,! responses! and! material!
connectivity!between!the!adult!and!the!child,!and!the!children!to!each!other.!My!research!
activity!is!guided!by!ethical!values!of!otherness,!care!and!listening.!







research! were! used! in! this! chapter! to! support! the! justification! of! choices! in! research!















children! as! writers! in! school.! Creating! a! separate! chapter! to! describe! the! analytical!




analytical! thinking! within! a! separate! and! distinct! chapter! provides! a! bridge! from!
methodology! to! analysis! and! discussion.! This! chapter! is! essential! in! connecting! the!
conceptual! framework! emanating! from! the! review! of! literature! to! the! methodological!
design,!the!central!findings!and!the!discussion!in!the!following!chapters.!It!can!therefore!
by!viewed!as!an!analytical!conduit!between!research!data!and!research!knowledge.!
This! chapter! contains! two! sections.! The! first! section! discusses! the! theoretical!






has! been! generated! with! children,! particularly! in! how! this! data! relates! to! theoretical!
understanding.!Within!my!approach!to!data!analysis,!I!have!grappled!with!these!issues!by!
critically! interrogating! the! processes! of! data! analysis,! including! my! own! position,! and!
thought!hard! about! the! techniques! that! are!used! to! show!how!data!becomes!evidence!
which! is! then! theorised! through! processes! of! abstraction! and! explanation.! By!
understanding!data! as! a! complex!overlapping! relational! process,! not!merely! as! a! set! of!
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procedures,!I!have!found!that!it!is!possible!to!‘tune!in’!more!precisely!to!the!multitude!of!





















as!has!been!planned! through!my!choice!of!methods!and!ethical! framework.!But! then! it!




In! traditional! ethnography,! researchers! make! rational! arguments! by! searching!
through! data! for! similarities! and! patterns! that! are! then! organised! into! codes,! thus!





as! ‘packaging6 and6 repackaging6 to6 produce6 a6 finely6 coherent6 text6 in6 which6 the6 ragged6
edges6of6the6original6social6setting6are6clipped6off6and6disposed6of’!(Holliday,!2007,!p.!165).!!!
An! approach! where! fragments! of! data! are! systemised! into! categories! is!
problematic! if! the! writer’s! account! of! complex! human! activity! is! driven! by! the!
organisational!system!(the!analytical!stages)!that!they!are!working!with.!MacLure!(2013c,!
p.! 168)! describes! this! as! ‘the6 “grammar”6 always6 preEexisting6 the6 phenomena6 under6
investigation’.! Analysis! that! codes! and! successively! categorises! data! into! hierarchical!
relationships! and! arborescent! or! ‘treeSlike’! logic! assumes! a! way! of! thinking! that! is!
representational,!in!that!data!is!understood!as!stable!and!constant,!and!so!by!following!a!
staged!process!of!detailed!analysis,!it!can!be!systematically!classified.!All!differences!and!








approach! of! cataloguing! and! categorising! will! seek! merely! to! contain! the! data! within!











alteration! and!modification.!Once!we! recognise! that! explanations!of! children’s! lives! are!
arranged! in6 relation6to6the!timeframes!and!frameworks! for! thinking! in!which!they!occur!
(or!are!situated),!and!that!these!structures!are!open!to!alteration!and!interpretation,!it!is!
possible!to!analyse!data!as!a!partial!story!or!fragment!within!a!continually!moving!process.!
This! is! not! to! suggest! an! epistemologically! relativist! standpoint;! rather,! it! is! a! more!
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The! established! and! fixed! understanding! of! children’s! writing! activity! in!
classrooms! is! formed! in! relation! to! the! educational! structures! that! surround! them,! as!
demonstrated!in!chapter!one.!Children!are!not!bounded!by!these!structures!necessarily,!
but! what! is! seen! and! noted! is,! as! is! what! is! not.! This! research,! therefore,! having!
established! how! external! school! structures! frame! an! understanding! of! children’s!
encounters! with! writing! into! ‘completed’! events! by! compartmentalising! language! and!
measuring!children!against!the!expectations!of!these!events,!seeks!to!counter!this.!I!have!
set! out! research! questions! and! developed! a! research! design! that! moves! beyond! a!
structural! interpretation! where! children! as! writers! in! school! are! ‘contained’! to! an!
approach! that! perceives! children! as!multidimensional6 writers! engaged! in! a! process! of!














about! through! a! combination! of! text,! visual! images,! cultural! and!material! objects,! and!
memory.!The!process!of!writing!itself!during!the!different!stages!of!analysis,!in!a!variety!of!






always! written! in6 relation6 to! the! data.! I! am! not! separated! but! entangled6 within! the!









personal!constructions!of!events! that!are!dependent!on!a! range!of! factors.!As!Holloway!
writes,! ‘Knowledge6 is6 not6 and6 cannot6 be6 neutral,6 and6 accounts6 of6 histories6 are6 always6
shaped6by6the6intellectual6heritage,6social6position6and6intellectual6 intent6of6their6author’!
(2014,!p.!388).!
My!changing!position!and!my!subjectivity! towards! the!data!are!essential! to! this!
process! of! authoring.! The! analysis! presented! here! is! enveloped! by! my! own! intuition,!






events! of! ‘doing’! the! research,! have! formed! the! theoretical! and! conceptual! ideas!
presented.!This!empirical!rooting,!not!theory!built!from!the!ground!but!through!the!roots!
of! the!data,! is! central! to!how! I!have!explored!and!experimented!with!different!ways!of!
knowing!children!as!writers;!it!has!been!a!process!of!production!and!connection.!This!way!
of!thinking!about!the!research!subject!as!someone!who!produces!events!in!life!(Deleuze,!
2004a)! links! back! to! sociocultural! theories! of! literacy! that! stress! the! importance! of!
researching! children! involved! in! writing! as! active6 producers.! This! is! based! on! the!








is! built! up! inductively! through! continuing! interaction! with! the! data.! However,! unlike!
grounded!theory,!my!analysis!does!not!follow!a!circular!sequence!of!steps;!rather,! it!has!





doing! this,! the! data! that! the! children! have! produced! –! i.e.! the! stories! that! they! have!







To! support! an! ‘unSfragmented’! approach! to! analysis,! I! return! to!Deleuze! and!Guattari’s!
(2004)! notion! of! ‘assemblage’,! which! I! previously! explained! in! chapter! one,! as! the!
conceptual! approach! taken!within!multiple! literacies! theory! to!understanding! children’s!
writing! desire.! Analysing! data! as! an! assemblage! recognises! the! shifting! relationships!
between! each! element! in! its! production,! but! also! suggests! that! instead! of! thematising!
these! elements,! we! can! create! an! understanding! through! their! arrangement! and!
connections.! This! can! be! viewed! as! a!map,! detailing! forces! and!movement,! and!will! be!
discussed! as! a! strategy! in! further! detail! in! this! chapter.! Ideally,! assemblages! are!
innovative!and!produce!unique!ideas!as!a!result!of!desirous!and!productive!processes.!As!
Marcus!and!Saka!write,!using! the! idea!of!an!assemblage! to!understand!the!social!world!
‘generates6 enduring6 puzzles6 about6 “process”6 and6 “relationship”6 rather6 than6 leading6 to6





its6 multiplicity,6 necessarily6 acts6 on6 semiotic6 flows,6 material6 flows6 and6 social6 flows6
simultaneously’!(Deleuze!and!Guattari,!2004,!p.!23).!
Making! sense! of! these! aspects! means! establishing,! rather! than! deSestablishing!
through!segmentation,!the!connections!between!data,!drawing!out!the!multiplicities!from!
how! they! are! ordered.! As! an! alternative! to! dividing! the! elements! of! production!within!







What! is! inherent!within! this! analytical! approach,!however,! is! a! ‘certain6 tension,6
balancing,6 and6 tentativeness6 where6 the6 contradictions6 between6 the6 ephemeral6 and6 the6
structural,6and6between6the6structural6and6the6unstably6heterogeneous6exist’6(Marcus!and!
Saka,!2006,!p.!102).!!
As! the! researcher! employing! this! approach,! I! am! aware! of! the! problems! in!
creating!an!analysis!that!essentially!seeks!to!move!beyond!structural!ways!of!seeing!the!
world! but! needs! to! do! this!within! the! structural! boundaries! of! a!written! thesis,! where!
conclusions,!endings!and!finalities!come!to!fix!these!emergent!heterogenic!processes!into!
an!expected! framework.!However,! the!analysis! in! the! following!chapters! illustrates!how!






analysis! are! framed! within! an! emergent! relational! assemblage! (Deleuze! and! Guattari,!
2004).!Rhizoanalysis!is!an!analytic!tool!based!on!the!features!of!the!‘rhizome’.!It!provides!
a!way!of!mapping!and!networking!the!production!of!knowledge.!I!have!argued!in!the!first!
section! of! my! methodology! chapter! that! the! concept! of! the! ‘rhizome’! (Deleuze! and!
Guattari,!2004)!is!useful!in!seeking!to!extend!the!knowledge!we!have!of!young!children!as!
writers,! as! it! challenges! universal! linear!models! of! development! and! recognises!writing!
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there! are! no! generalised! points! of! reference! or! cause! and! effect! to! be! located!
(MacNaughton,! 2004),! no! comparisons! or! stages! of! the! analysis! to! work! through,! no!
categories,! themes! or! codes! to! be! evolved;! instead,! there! are! lines! to! be! followed! and!
dimensions! to!be!created! that!provide!a!shifting!and!emerging!plurality!of! thought.!The!





traits! of! the! same! nature...it! is! composed! not! of! units! but! dimensions,! or! rather!
directions!of!motions.4(Deleuze!and!Guattari,!2004,!p.!23)!!
My! analysis! has! included! the! creation! of! rhizomatic! formations,! or! lines! of!
becoming,!that!demonstrate!the!multiple!relational!energies!between!language,!emotion,!
objects,! etc.! within! social! spaces! as! an! open! and! continuing! system! of! thinking! about!
young!children’s!writing!activity.!As!Colman!argues,!‘There6are6no6singular6positions6on6the6










This! is! an! analytical! process! understood! as! a! constant! movement:! a!
deterritorialisation!and!reterritorialisation!of!conceptual!understanding!(Masny,!2013,!p.!
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340).! This! idea! will! be! examined! more! thoroughly! within! the! assemblages! of! writing!
encounters!presented!in!the!next!chapters.!!
Within!early!childhood!studies,!researchers!have!used!techniques!of!rhizoanalysis!
to! explore! children’s! play! (MacNaughton,! 2005),! the! curriculum! (Sellers,! 2013)! and!
pedagogical!documentation!and!children’s!experimentation!(Olsson,!2009).!MacNaughton!
outlines!a!clear!approach!in!using!rhizomatic!logic!in!the!classroom!by!looking!for!unlikely!






analysis,!but! the!approach! I!have! taken! to! text!creation! is!different.! I!have! intentionally!
grappled!with!differing!elements!within! the!data!production! to!provide!a!way!of! tuning!
into! the! different! texts! that! the! children! have! generated,! and! in! so! doing,! I! have! also!
generated! new! texts.! In! creating! this! analysis,! I! have! used! cartographic! and! mapping!
processes! where! children’s! everyday! writing! practices,! both! as! representational! (in!
relation!to!the!social!and!cultural!structures!that!surround!them)!and!mobile!(in!how!they!
flow,! disrupt! and! emerge),! are! traced! and! followed.! I! have! not! tried! to! emulate! the!
methodological! and! analytical! approach!of! others! as! doing! this!would!only! contradict! a!






‘The6 map6 is6 open6 and6 connectable6 to6 all6 of6 its6 dimensions;6 it6 is6 detachable,6 reversible,6
susceptible6 to6 constant6 modification.6 It6 can6 be6 torn,6 reversed,6 adapted6 to6 any6 kind6 of6
mounting,6 reworked6 by6 the6 individual,6 the6 group,6 or6 social6 formation.’! (Deleuze! and!
Guattari,!2004,!pp.!13–14)!
The!characteristics!of!a!rhizome!are!not!‘amenable6to6any6structural6or6generative6model’!
(Deleuze!and!Guattari,! 2004,!p.! 13).! Rather,! they! can!be!understood! in! terms!of! a!map!




rhizome! is! the!making/creating/construction!of!a!map.!So! the!principles!of!cartography,!
the! actual! activities! of! mapping! –! i.e.! connecting! dimensions,! extending! lines! with!
multiple! entry! and! exits! adapted! towards! the! field! of! study! –! are! useful! analytic!
procedures.! Seen! as! a! rhizomatic! journey,!mapping! is! like! a! trail! that! can! be! followed,!
connecting!with!other!trails.! It! is!not!reStraceable,!as! it!can!be!erased!over!time!(Honan,!
2007,!p.!535),!but!allows!the!researcher!to!highlight!these!connective!forces.!!
An!alternative!but!corresponding!approach!is!to!consider!this!as!a!diagrammatic!
process.!Zdebik! (2012)!argues! that! the!diagram!provides!a!method!of!visually! threading!
the!organisations!to!incorporate!what!cannot!be!contained!in!the!structures!of!language.!
He!proposes!that!the!diagram!is!a! ‘generative6device’! !(2012,!p.5)!that!demonstrates!the!
push! and! pull! between! form! and!matter,! displays! relations! as! functional,! and! is! not! a!
precise!representation!(a!static!tracing)!but!acts!as!a!metaphor!(an!image!of!potentiality).6





‘Writing6 has6 nothing6 to6 do6 with6 signifying.6 It6 has6 to6 do6 with6 surveying,6 mapping,6 even6
realms6that6are6yet6to6come.’!(Deleuze!and!Guattari,!2004,!p.!5)!




new.! Deleuze! and! Guattari! rebuff! the! ‘quantification! of! writing’6within! linear! thinking.!
They! suggest! a! reSexamination! of! the! function! of! writing,! not! in! relation! to! the!
measurable! units! used! to! signify! points,! orders! and! fixed! notions! of! progress,! but! as!
something!that,!although!fragmentary,!is!always!related!to!something!else.!!
It! is! worth! revisiting! a! summary! of! the! arguments! presented! in! the! literature!
review!at!this!point.!As!has!been!discussed!previously,!writing!activity!that!young!children!
are!engaged!in!within!school!is!often!perceived!by!adults!as!signifying!an!educational!aim,!
and! writing! is! measured! and! quantified! in! relation! to! the! signs! of! fixed! educational!






multiple! meanings! of! writing! for! children! that! is! a! materially! embodied! as! well! as!
culturally! significant! activity.! Leander! and! Boldt! have! written! that! when! children! are!




itself,! and! this! provides! the! meanings! that! are! assigned! to! children’s! activity.! This! is!
‘literacy’! that! has! been! ‘territorialised’,! made! stable! and! bounded! within! a! particular!
territory! (Masny,! 2013,! p.! 340).!Writing! as! a! process! in! which! school! literacy! (which! is!
inherently! developmental! and! outcomeSfocused)! is! signified! means! that! the! writer! is!
significant!only!in!how!they!are!proceeding!from!point!a!to!point!b!through!the!structures!
that!form!‘literacy’.!These!literacy!structures!appear!to!be!located!externally!to!the!child!
and! close! down! the! possibilities! of! understanding! children! as! becoming! writers,! where!
literacy!can!be!understood!as!a!continuing!process!of!external!and! internal! connections!
which!construct!new!ways!of!thinking.!!
!! Multiple! literacies! theorists! have! used! the! rhizome! to! explore! the! process! of!
becoming! within! literacy! activity,! not! towards! an! endpoint! but! as! continuous! human!
investment!(Masny!and!Waterhouse,!2011).!Rhizoanalysis!helps!to!map!how!literacy,!in!all!
its!many!social,!cultural!and!material!forms,!intersects!with!human!becomings.!It!explores!
connections!between!different! literacies! in! children’s! lives,! focusing!particularly!on!how!
data! has! become6 within! literacy! experiences,! as! this! movement,! or! the! motion! of!
language,! is! a! process! of! both! stasis! and! change! (Leander! and!Boldt,! 2012).! By!utilising!










Social! constructivist! thinking! has! been! critiqued! for! favouring! structural! frameworks! of!
language!to!the!detriment!of!all!other!elements!of!material!existence!(MacLure,!2013a).!
However,! writing! (even! if! understood! as! a! multimodal! activity)! is! an! activity! in! which!
cultural!signs!and!symbols!are!used!to!communicate!with!others.!It!is!a!language!system.!
Although! postSstructuralist! readings!move! beyond! this! regulated! system! to! find! further!
understandings,! there! is! no! denying! that! language! structures! and! school! structures! in!
which! they! are! made! sense! of! exist.! I! argue! that! what! is! more! important! than! pitting!





for! language! and! writing! as! a! socially! and! culturally! constructed! process! to! be!
interrogated!as!a!force!in!relation!to!a!multitude!of!other!material,!geographical,!sensory!
and! physical! forces.! I! have! used! a! ‘keep! and! combine’! approach! to! this,! by! exploring!
elements! of! social! constructivist! theory! and! ‘plugged! these! into’! the! assemblage! of!





forms,! we! can! discern! processes! of! curtailment,! disappearance! and! reverse!
development! of! old! forms! at! each! step.! The! developmental! history! of! written!
language! among! children! is! full! of! such! discontinuities.! Its! line! of! development!




there! is! continuity! to! come! in! the! child’s! development! as! part! of! a! dialectic! process,! I!






Using! the! rhizome! as! a! conceptual! tool! in! analysis! supports! important! and!
uncomfortable! questions! about! the! meaning! of! qualitative! research! practices! with!
children! and! the! areas! of! their! lives! that! adults! choose! to! focus! on.! For! example,!
Wohlwend!and!Handsfield!(2012)!have!been!successful!in!using!the!rhizome!for!analysing!
social!constructions!of!young!children!as!users!of!digital!technologies,!looking!at!how!their!
social! actions! can! be! understood! as! both! a! convergence! and! divergence! from! digital!










in! that! the! meaning(s)! of! writing! is! contained! within! the! process! of! doing! it,! i.e.! the!
actions! of! the!moment.! By! using! this! approach! it! is! possible! to! understand! how! young!
children! create! meaning(s)! as! it! is! produced.! This! focus! on! activity! also! links! to!
sociocultural!perspectives,!as!the!meanings!that!children!make!of!writing!are!created!with6
the!materials!and!people!which!make!up!the!encounter! itself.!Meanings!are! localised!to!
that! which! is! happening:! they! are! shared! and! situated;! therefore,! the! processes! of!
explanation! recognise! this,! rather! than! creating! different! meanings! through! ‘higher’!
systems! and! transcendental! principles! which! occur! within! other! analytical! approaches.!
Deleuze! and! Guattari! explicitly! referred! to! their! own! philosophical! method! as!
‘geophilosophy’,! an! approach!which! ‘privileges6 geography6 over6 history6 and6 stresses6 the6
value6 of6 the6 presentEbecoming’! (Semetsky,! 2004,! p.! 230).! Using! the! rhizome! through!
cartographic! exploration! and! following! lines! of! connection,! tracking! movement! and!











If! our! understanding! of! children’s! writing! can! be! understood! rhizomatically! with! no!
beginning!or!end!but!only!a!middle,!as! intermezzo! (Deleuze!and!Guattari,!2004,!pp.!23–
25),!then!how!do!we!commence!with!the!analysis?!And!where!does! it!end?!This!section!
outlines! my! analytical! strategies! and! reflects! on! the! procedures! taken! as! a! way! of!
answering!these!questions.!
What!is!fundamental!to!rhizoanalysis!is!that!it!is!not!‘amenable6to6any6structural6
or6 generative6 model’6 (Deleuze! and! Guattari,! 2004,! p.! 13).! So,! I! have! not! invented! a!
structured! set! of! procedures! to! follow;! rather,! my! analysis! has! progressed! through!
different! movements! in! my! thinking.! I! am! not! able! to! identify! the! exact! beginning! of!
analysis,! as! it! cannot! be! separated! out! from! data! construction,! or! even! the! initial!
theorising!that!I!was!engaged!in!before!I!entered!the!field.!These!overlaps!and!merging!of!
ideas!will!be!explained!more!fully!in!the!following!description!of!the!analytic!movements,!
and! also! within! the! discussions! that! have! resulted! from! the! data! analysis! in! the! next!
chapters.!However,!what!has!been!clear!is!that!the!analytical!procedures!as!a!process!of!
critical! thinking! and! scrutiny! emerged! from!my! initial! intraSaction!with! texts! and! visual!
images,!and!then!continued!as!a!creative!process!that!responded!to!the!connections!and!
networks!of!meaningSmaking!that!the!processes!of! interrogation!and!theorising!brought!






reflexive! thinking! in! regard! to! my! positionality! and! the! processes! of! construction.! The!
















occurred! around! the! same! time.! I! found! it! useful! in! providing! a! system! of! assembling!
elements!of!writing!encounters.!
When! I! completed! a! ‘note’,! I! was! able! to! ‘tag’! it! with! words! or! phrases.! My!




created,! I! could! see! that! I! was! forming! connections! between!my! observations! and! the!
theory! and! research! that! I! was! reading! and! writing! about! at! the! time.! The! tags! as!
‘descriptors’!also! seemed! to!be! informed!by! intuitive! thinking!processes!as!well.!Having!
written! a! narrative! observation! of! Silver,! I! tagged! it! with! these!words:! action,6 consent,6
interaction,6 objects,6 shouting,6 transforming.! As! I!was! attempting! to! think! rhizomatically!
and! recognise! the! rigid! lines! in! place,! I! was! uneasy! about! interpreting! this! data! as!
evidence!to!support!the!theories!I!was!reading!about.!Instead,!I!interpreted!these!tags!as!
representing! what! I! was! looking! for,! and! listening! to,! at! the! time! of! observation.! My!
reading! was! framing! my! thinking! and! what! I! was! noticing.! This! was! helpful! in!
strengthening!my!theoretical!understanding,!but!it!also!meant!that!my!understanding!of!
the!data!was!narrowing.!Another!example!of!this!is!in!how!the!research!conversation!that!
I! had! with! Red! was! tagged:! behaviour,6 relationships,6 ethics,6 researcher6 role.! It! clearly!
represents!the!reading!that!I!was!engrossed!in!at!the!time,!which!was!about!research!with!






theoretical! tomes,! I!was!more! ‘tuned! in’! to! the!activities!of! the! children,! and! the! tags! I!
used! became! more! random,! associated! more! with! the! things! the! children! had! done,!
physical!objects!or!‘impressions’!that!I!had!been!left!with.!For!example,!an!observation!of!
Green! making! a! snowman! with! shapes! is! tagged! as! cbeebies,6 language,6 penguin,6
playgroup.! I! began! to! tag!more! in! this!way!by! ‘tuning! in’! to! the!action,! rather! than! the!
theories! of! others.! I! became!more! confident! not! to! ‘make! sense’! of!what! I!was! seeing!
purely! in! terms! of! the! theoretical! framework! I! was! situated! in,! but! to! let!my! thoughts!
meander! and! follow! the! children’s! lead.! The! ‘texts’! of! data! can! often! constrain! our!
‘reading’!of!what!has!occurred,!and!this! is!what! I!noted!above.! I!was! initially! looking!for!
signification!within!the!observations!that!I!had!written!as!a!way!of!linking!what!I!already!
knew,!and!I!began!to!challenge!my!own!fixed!relation!towards!the!data!and!look!for!ways!




conclude! that! fragments!of!data,!even!splinters! that!emerge! from!the!data! itself!as! this!
tagging!procedure!was,!can!be!understood!through!the!relationships!that!the!researcher!








imagined,!and! to!challenge! the!orthodoxies!of! the!child! constructed!developmentally! in!
relation! to! the! curriculum.! When! the! fieldwork! had! been! completed,! I! began! to!
interrogate! the! data! and! note! my! responses.! I! printed! out! field! notes,! observations,!
transcripts! and! photographs! as! ‘raw! data’,! as! I! wanted! a! hard,! physical! copy! to! move!
around! and! interact! with.! I! wrote,! drew! and! added! postSit! notes! with! questions,!




their! writing! through! the! data,! which! involved! looking! back! at! a! past! event.! I! was!
continually! asking! questions,! such! as:! How! am! I! remembering! these! children! and! the!
classroom?!Why!did! I! observe! and! note! these! things?!How! can! I! show! the! relationship!
between!this!text!and!photograph,!as!a!moment!of!something!much!more!fluid?!How!can!
I! talk! about! this! without! stultifying! the! energy! which! helped! to! form! it?! What! was!
apparent!was!my!heightened!awareness,!a!personal!metaSdiscussion!that!I!was!having!of!
the! interpretative!processes! in!using!data! to! tell! a! story,!where! relationships!are!at! the!
forefront.! My! concern! was! in! how! a! story! can! be! told! through! data! that! has! become!
removed! from! its!making,! and! how! I!would! be! able! to! interpret! it! into! something! vital!
again.!
Recurring! issues! began! to! emerge! into! key! areas,! for! example! around! ethical!
positioning,! the! children’s! interest! in! my! use! of! technology,! and! what! being! a! ‘good6
learner’! in!class!meant!to!the!children.! I!began!to!develop!an!overlapping!and!extensive!
thematic!list!of!features!that!I!had!noticed!appearing!in!the!data.!Elements!of!the!list!grew,!
merged,!and!as! I!wrote,! I!was! creating!connections!between! the!key!areas.!There!were!
limitations!to!this!as!specific!elements!did!not!fit,!and!I!began!adding!tiny!details!from!one!
piece!of!data!to!multiple!themes.!I!began!to!ask!myself!whether!apart!from!being!an!initial!




consider! how! I! was! making! judgements! about! data! by! taking! it! apart! and! bringing! it!
together! again! with! other! data! as! an! interpretive! process.! However,! it! limited! the!
potential!of!understanding!what! the! forces!of!connection!between! these!aspects!of! the!
research! were.! I! wanted! to! explore! the! energy! amid! the! data! and! create! a! way! of!






creating6 possible6 realities6 by6 producing6 new6 articulations6 of6 disparate6 phenomena6 and6
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connecting6 the6 exteriority6 of6 objects6 to6 whatever6 forces6 or6 directions6 seem6 potentially6
related6to6them’!(2013,!p.!671).!!
! Mapping!as!a!process!of!analysis!opens!up!the!potential!for!exploring!discursive,!
social,! material,! emotional! and! sensory! formations! to! understand! what! has! and! is!
happening!within!writing!encounters.6What!cartographic!analytical!methods!offered!me!
as! a! researcher! interested! in! children’s! activity! as! users! and! creators! of! writing! was! a!
means!to!explore!how!discursive!and!nonSdiscursive!modes!of!expression!link!(Semetsky,!
cited! in!Masny,! 2013,! p.! 85),! and! how! semiotic! chains! as! multimodal! expression! were!
organised!within!socially!situated!activity.!!
I! mapped!whole! events! by! following! connections! and! associations! in! the! data.!
This!provided!a!way!of!exploring!the!energy!within!activities,!which!fragmenting!the!data!
into!key!themes!would!not!allow.!My!maps!traced!over!already!established!connections!in!
children’s! movements,! language! and! activity,! but! also! created! new! connections! and!
relationships.! The! meaning! of! what! was! happening! in! children’s! writing! was!
demonstrated! through! the! lines! between6 things.! I! built! a! visual! interpretation! of! the!
relations!between! the!data! that! included! the!directional! lines! as!motions!of!production!
that!run!between!them.!This!is!where!I! located!energy,!action!and!transformation!in!the!




Fourth! movement/s! –! Writing! encounters! reSpresented! as! an!
assemblage!!
!
By! creating!maps! of! encounters,! and! opening! up!ways! in!which! the! processes! existent!
within! the! children’s!writing! can! be! viewed! differently,! I!was! asking! the! question!what6
makes6 certain6 moments6 in6 children’s6 writing6 possible?! A! more! comprehensive!




the! children! as! research! subjects.!Additionally,! I! did!not!want! to! compartmentalise! and!
splinter! the! totality! of! the! children’s! writing! activity! or! the! processes! of! research! that!
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(2013,! p.! 344),! I! selected! ‘vignettes’! of!writing! encounters! because! they!were! intensive!
‘texts’,!read!by!myself!as!‘disruptive’,!and!were!essential!for!creating!new!connections!of!
thinking.!Why!I!selected!the!particular!aspects!of!data!to!be!illustrative!vignettes!from!the!
multitude! of! data! that! had! been! created! will! be! justified! fully! in! the! discussion! that!
surrounds! them! in! the! following! chapters.! The! rigorous! exposition! of! the! vignettes! as!
‘texts’!involved!an!overlaying!(a!sort!of!mapping!together)!with!other!literature.!The!idea!
behind! this!was! to! disturb! a! dominant! structural! charting! of! children! as! ‘writers! in! the!
making’.!My!idea!was!to!interrupt!this!pervasive!discourse,!articulated!through!language!
and! relationships,! by! juxtaposing! children’s! subjectivities! as! writers! with! adults’!
subjectivities!as!writers!and!to!see!what!this!new!trajectory!produced.!For!Masny!(2013),!
this! kind! of! analysis,! the! assembling! of! vignettes,! is! a! process! of! interpretation;!
furthermore,!it!asks,!what!does!something!mean?!
This! use! of! vignettes,! as! short! impressionistic! scenes! focusing! on! one! specific!
moment,! has!been! intended! to!provide! the! reader!with! a!brief! and! vivid!description!of!
writing! encounters.! By! being! presented!within! a! discursive! assemblage! alongside! other!
vignettes,!an!explanation!of!the!energies!and!networks!being!formed!by!children!as!they!
write!could!be!expressed.!This!process!of!assemblage,! the!bringing!together!of!research!
elements,! recognised! each! movement! of! rhizoanalysis! that! I! had! been! engaged! in:!
reflexive! writing,! reSinterpreting,! mapping! and! theorising.! Issues! emerged! from! this,!










artefacts! and! narrative! observations,! and! are! presented! here! not! as! single! parts! or!
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fragments! but! as! an! amalgam.! This! is! communicated! through! one! single! mode! of!
expression:!writing.!The!assemblages!are!essentially!discursive!examinations!of!how!I!as!a!
researcher! have! ‘moved’! alongside! the!data,! and!how! the! research!materials! (data! and!
tools)!have!been!understood!as!intraSactive!and!changing.!The!process!of!writing!has!been!
used! to! express! this!whole!movement,! enabling! a! full! exploration! of! the! coSproduction!
that!was!taken!with!materials!and!others.!This!is!not!to!privilege!textual!data!over!visual!
data,! or! to! reduce! the!meanings! that! visual! data!may! offer! as! different!ways! of! young!
children! ‘saying!about’!or! ‘becomingSwith’!writing.!This!has!been!considered! thoroughly!
through! the! different! aspects! of! analysis.! However,! to! ‘show’! the! visual! materials! or!
photographs!of!artefacts,!even!the!analytical!maps!used!to!explore!meanings,!would!not!
‘show’!clearly!how!these!meanings,!as!forces!and!intensities!between!people,!sensations!
and! language,!had!come! together!as!a!whole!encounter.! Instead,! it!would!demonstrate!
solitary! fixed! aspects,! providing! a!misleading! narrative.! For! example,! if! the!maps! that! I!
produced!as!a!process!of!analysis!were!given!to!another!to!‘read’!for!meaning,!it!would!be!
difficult!to!know!how!these!meanings!have!been!produced!or!what!has!been!understood!
from!this!work.!The! importance!of! these!materials!needs! to!be!understood!through!the!
process! of! production,! and! further! information! is! therefore! needed;! writing! has! been!
selected!as!a!way!to!provide!this!information!to!the!reader.!
! Writing!has!been!used!here!as!a!tool!to! ‘slow!down’!and!reveal! layers!of!action!
which! are! sometimes! left! opaque! within! interpretative! research! methodology.! I! was!
cautious!not!to!present!my!data!and!analysis!as!distant!from!myself,!which!Taguchi!(2013,!
p.!708)!describes!as!separating!the!book/thesis! from!the! ‘real!world’:! the!researching! ‘I’!
representing! reality!at! arm’s! length.!The!process!of! reSrepresenting! through!writing!has!
made! transparent! my! own! metacognitive! and! intraSactive! engagement! with! the!
multimodal!materials! that! formed! the! ‘data’! and! ‘analysis’! in! this! study,! demonstrating!
how!I!have!brought!these!aspects!together.!Writing!was!a!tool! for!constructing!my!own!
thinking,! and!a!way! in!which! to! ‘tell! the! story’!of!how! the! connections!between!events!
have! been! produced.! This! began! within! the! field! as! ‘closeSup’! reflective! notes,! as!
‘inscriptions’! (Clifford,! 1990,! p.51)! of! encounters,! some! of! which! were! included! as!
catalysts!for!other!writings!to!follow!and!included!within!the!assemblages.!It!was!also!an!
essential!feature!in!how!I!transcribed!the!conversations!with!children,!and!these!are!also!
included.! Writing! has! therefore! been! a! productive! process! of! reflection! and!
communication,! a!way! of! ‘speaking! out’! these! ideas! and! exploring! an! understanding! of!
data! in!a! reconstituted! form.!This!seemed!particularly!useful!as!a!way! in!which!to! ‘tune!
into’! or! ‘hear’! children,! as! writing,! reflecting! and! reSwriting! as! a! process! of! repeated!
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engagement! sought! to! unpick! the! processes! of! production,! interpretation! and!















houseSbuilding! was! progressing,! particularly! in! response! to! the! tensions! that! exist! in!
developing! rhizomatic! thinking!within! the! confines!of! a! thesis! structure! and!how! this! is!
eventually!‘read’!by!others!in!relation!to!the!signifying!particularities!of!a!PhD!thesis.!I!was!
conscious! of! the! critique! that! can! form! using! techniques! that! are! recognisably!
unstructured,! ‘messy’! and! problematic,! and! corresponding! with! Cumming’s! (2014)!
thoughts!about!her!doctoral!research,!I!would!describe!my!engagement!with!rhizoanalysis!
as!‘unsettling’.!These!feelings!arose!due!to!being!engaged!in!a!process!that!is!accordingly!
openSended!and! constantly! changing,! and!one!which! asks! the! researcher! to! continually!
question!their!assumptions!and!ontological!position.!!
However,! the!analytical!approach! that! surfaced!provided!a!creative!and! flexible!
route,!one!that!enabled!the!participation!of!children!and!recognised!not!only!spoken!and!
written!language!but!also!the!connections!that!exist!between!and!within!emotions,!bodily!
expressions! and! relationships,! all! elements! of! language! learning.! Frustratingly,! data! as!
text!and!visual!stills!is!not!able!to!represent!the!multiple!layers!of!sensation,!gestures!and!
action!that!are!part!of!the!children’s!writing!encounters!that!I!was!part!of,!and!so!it!must!
be!recognised!that! the!data! is!only!a!partial!glimpse!of! the!whole! living!event,!one!that!
has!now!passed.!In!this!respect,!exploring!the!relational!processes!between!fragments!of!




My! intention! in! selecting! this! analytical! approach,! adopting! and! adapting! the!
concept!of!the!rhizome,!is!a!way!of!heeding!to!Ingold’s!assertion!that,!
someone!who!knows!well! is!able! to!tell! ...! to! tell! in!short,! is!not! to!represent! the!
world! but! to! trace! a! path! through! it! that! others! can! follow.! In! a! nutshell,! it! is!
through!wayfaring,!not!transmission,!that!knowledge!is!carried!on.!(2011,!p.!162)!
The! analysis! and! discussion! presented! next! provide! an! insight! into! my! own!
wayfaring,! a! process! of!wandering! and!wondering:! an! exploration! of! how!we! construct!
knowledge! about! young! children! as! writers.! It! is! within! these! analytical! assemblages,!
presented! in! the! next! part! of! this! thesis,! that! it! is! possible! to! recognise! that,! ‘Despite6
powerful6discourses6that6seek6to6contain6childhood,6children6somehow6manage6to6exceed6
sites6of6containment’6(Barron!and!Jones,!2014,!p.!257).!
In! summary,! this! chapter!demonstrates!my! intense!experiences!as!a! researcher!
moving!through!the!data!analysis!process.! It!has! linked!conceptual! theories!discussed! in!
previous! chapters! to! strategies! for! how! data! created! from! within! children’s! writing!
activity!can!be!examined.!I!have!created!procedures!that!scrutinise,!allowing!the!research!
questions!posed!at! the!beginning!of! this!study!to!be!examined!rigorously.!The!following!
four! chapters! of! analysis! and! discussion! are! written! assemblages,! created! as! an!
accumulation!of!thinking!that!developed!within!all!stages!of!the!analytical!approach.!Each!
of!the!following!chapters!should!be!viewed!as!a!written!map,!where!the!vignettes!of!data!
used! to! reSrepresent! aspects! of! children’s! writing! activity! illustrate! the! movements!




CHAPTER! FOUR:! Assemblage! one! –! Exploring!





This! chapter! shows! the! complexities! of! research! with! children! as! participants! in! the!
classroom! context.! It! highlights! the! significant! methodological! issues! that! I! found! in!
working! with! children! to! construct! data! within! this! study.! These! findings! and! the!
discussion! that! has! been! assembled! point! to! the! need! for! a!more! nuanced! and! honest!
approach! to! working! with! children! as! research! participants.! It! uncovers! the! spaces!
between! children! and! adults! that! need! to! be! established! to! explore!multiple!meanings!
within! research! activity.! I! have! documented! here! the! need! to! recognise! research! with!
children!as!a!‘doing’!activity,!where!qualities!of!immanence!and!movement!can!be!found.!
Although! this! chapter! does! not! directly! discuss! children’s! writing! activity,! it! has! been!
important! to! demonstrate! as! a! starting! point! the! connection! that! exists! between! the!
research! relationships! that! are! formed! in! the! field! and! the! knowledge! about! children’s!
writing!that!is!able!to!be!constructed!within!these!relationships.!This!chapter!lays!bare!the!
intricate! understandings! I! have! formed! of! my! own! role! and! that! of! the! research!
relationships:! the! ethical! positioning! and! response! I! have! had! when! researching! with!
children! in! a! particular! social,! cultural! and! material! space.! It! considers! how! children’s!
writing!activity! in!research!encounters!with!adults! is!framed!within!the!associations!that!
are!made!with!the!adultSresearcher.!!!
The! assemblage! begins! by! unwrapping! the! sensations! of! discomfort! I! felt,!
evidenced!in!my!notebook,!as!an!ethnographic!adultSresearcher!in!the!school!classroom.!
This! is! discussed! first! as! it! demonstrates! my! adjusting! interpretation! of! data! from! my!
initial!field!notes!to!a!process!of!analysis.!The!ideas!are!elaborated!on!and!illustrated!by!
vignettes! of! data,! which! encompass! transcriptions! of! research! conversations! and!
reflective! field!notes! from!a! single!day,!where!as!a! researcher,! I! encountered!Gold!as!a!
research!participant.!Through! formalised! recorded!conversations!about!her!writing,!and!
in! other! more! revealing! ways,! my! own! positioning! and! construction! of! the! child! as! a!
research! participant!were!made! strange! and! difficult.! This! data!was! then! subsequently!














are6 happening.6 I6 have6 a6 need6 to6 pin6 down6 something6 which6 is6 constantly6 moving6 and6










on! the! children’s! writing! activity! was! disrupted! by! the! essential! moving! nature! of! the!
activity! itself.!However,! this! sense!of! interruption,!discontinuity!and! lack!of! focus! led! to!
some! interesting! findings!about! the!nature!of!data!and! the! researcher! role,!which! I!will!
elaborate!on!further.!






























them,! and! as! part! of! that! role,! I! had! experience! and! power! that! they! could! draw! on.!
Additionally,!due! to!my!professional!heritage!and! intuitive! response! to!events,! I!was!an!
adult!who!was!adaptable!to!their!needs.!!
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Within! these! reflexive! field! notes,! I! was! attempting! to! work! through! these! issues! that!
were!essential!aspects!of!the!ethicality!and!participatory!approach!within!my!research.!By!
engaging! with! this! disconnection! between! my! ideas! of! myself! and! the! reality! of! my!
experience!as!a! researcher,! I!was!putting!my!conceptual!understanding!not! to!one! side!
but!actually!supporting!its!development.!Etherington!(2004,!p.!36)!argues!that!reflexivity!
requires!a!selfSawareness!that!creates!a!dynamic!process!of!interaction!with!and!between!
ourselves,!our!participants,!and!the!data! that! is!being!constructed.!By!articulating! these!
concerns!within!my!writing,!I!was!confronting!a!way!of!viewing!both!myself!and!the!field!
of!study,!and!this!supported!further!understanding!and!decisionSmaking!in!two!ways.!!
First,! I! recognised! that! the!movement! of! data! within! events,! i.e.! the! continual!
shifting!of!people,!things!and!events!(described!in!the!first!field!note!extract!above),!was!
highly!significant!in!understanding!how!activity!in!the!classroom!was!occurring.!I!began!to!




and! embraced! this! fluidity! rather! than! trying! to! pin! it! down! for! examination.! I! became!
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more!receptive!to!the!dynamism!in!the!classroom!as!a!way!of!understanding!how!writing!




in! line!with!my! ethnographic! principles.! This! was! evident! not! only! in! how! the! children!
assigned!adult!roles!to!me,!but!also!in!how!I!myself,!as!a!former!teacher,!was!attempting!




in6 interactions6 with6 children6 is6 not6 helpful6 for6 them6 or6 the6 teacher.6 I6 always6 feel6
uncomfortable6ignoring6things6that6are6around6me,6their6teaching6and6learning6needs;6I6do6
not6want6to6disrupt6the6normal6events6by6pretending6that6I6can’t6help.6l6feel6that6I6have6to6





research! as! a! participant! within! it,! and! to! what! extent,! how! and! where! should!
participation!be!offered?!I!was!entangled!within!the!data,!in!terms!of!the!practicalities!of!
its!construction!and!its!meaning.!I!needed!to!unpick!these!tangled!knots.!I!also!began!to!
fully! recognise! the! implications! of! the! ethical! approach! towards! the! children! as!
participants! that! I! had! adopted! as! part! of!my!methodology,! one!which! recognised! the!
need! to!be! ‘caring’! towards! them!(Noddings,!2012).! It!made!sense! that!my!actions!as!a!





Smagorinsky’s! (2011)! explanation! of! social! contexts,! my! role! within! the! classroom!was!
being! defined! within! this! structure,! through! the! intersectional! and! relational! practices.!
Within!the!classroom!‘space’,!social!and!cultural!structures!defined!the!construction!of!a!
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competent!adult/incompetent!child!binary.!Therefore,! the! relationships! that!were!being!
formed! between! myself! as! an! adultSresearcher! and! the! children! as! participants! leant!
towards!this!dualism,!where!the!children!expected!adult!care.!However,!these!relational!
practices,! although! the! social! and! cultural! norm! and! correspond! to! the! construct! of!
children! in!school!as6 future!becomings,!once!recognised!were!able!to!be!challenged!and!
disrupted.!!
These! field! notes! point! to! a! reflexivity! within! my! writing,! a! process! of! selfS
awareness! leading! to! transparency! (Etherington,! 2004,! p.! 37),! which! was! seeking! to!
understand!how!‘I’!as!a!researcher!was!being!challenged!in!this!dynamic!field!of!study.!I!
found! this! deeply! uncomfortable,! as! the! aim! of! my! research! writing! was! to! recognise!
reflexive!processes!with!children!and!not!to!create!a!narrative!autobiography!to!fix!events!
to.!‘Myself’!as!a!researcher!had!come!to!the!fore!here,!but!I!did!not!intend!this!to!lead!to!
the! foregrounding! of! self.! The! changing! and! unpredictable! field! of! study! and! my!
researcher! role!as!part!of! it!were! intertwined.! I! recognised!this! in! terms!of!a!meshwork!
(Ingold,! 2011),! as! it!was! in! the! linkages! between! the! field! of! study,! the! classroom,! and!
myself!as!the!researcher!where!I!was!able!to!find!meaning.4
The! reflexive!process!of!writing!and! reflecting!was! important! in! recognising!not!
only! the! expectations! of! socially! structured! roles,! but! also! where! there! were! possible!
spaces!for!blurring!the!boundaries!between!adults!and!children.!I!concur!with!Etherington!
(2004,! p.! 36)! who! argues! in! her! work! that! reflexivity! supports! researchers! to! become!
more! conscious!of!participants!and! their!own!cultural! constructs.!Although! the! children!
were!assigning!roles!to!me,!there!was!a!circulating!energy!between!us!about!what!these!
roles! meant.! So,! the! dynamic,! the! charge! of! research,! was! coming! from! between! the!
children!and!myself.!!
4
The! participatory! ‘dance’! between! adultSresearcher! and! child!
participant!
!









rejected.! There!may! be! an! assumption,!which! I!myself!made! at! times,! that! providing! a!
space!for!children!to!express!and!explore!their!ideas!with!a!researcher!is!in!itself!enough!
for! children! to! want! to! participate! in! research! activity.! During! my! fieldwork,! my!
experience! demonstrated! that! there! was! a! complex! mix! of! desirability! and! power!










the! young! children! I! was! working! with,! not! in! terms! of! their! rigidity! but! through! coS
constructed,!ethical!exchanges!or!encounters.!The!data!in!this!assemblage!demonstrates!
the! complexities! within! this! approach.! It! suggests! that! research! opportunities! with!
children!develop!within!unique!moments,!often!fleeting!and!transitional,!where!flows!of!









regularly! through! letters! home,! and! verbally! as! the! fieldwork! progressed,! about! my!
background,! my! research! focus! and! aims,! and! what! I! was! going! to! do! with! the! data.!
Within! these! communications,! I! positioned! myself! as! a! professional! researcher! and!
provided! information! for! informed! consent.! However,! as! the! fieldwork! progressed,! I!
began! to! recognise! that! ethical! considerations! needed! to!be! interrogated!much! further!
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than! simply! providing! regular! and! clear! information! to! participants! and! their! families.!






to! play! a! ‘least! adult! role’! or! assuming! that! by! giving! children!methods!of! participation!




knowledge6 of6 the6 child6 as6 a6 writer?! My! questioning! focused! on! the! processes! or! the!
‘workings’! in!which! knowledge!was! being! constructed! and! shared.! The! ‘how’! questions!
enabled! me! to! explore! the! nuances,! complexities,! ebbs! and! flows! within! this! process.!
They!allowed!me!to!recognise!that!although!the!researcher/research!participant!may!be!
positioned! in! terms! of! structural! binaries! (adult/child,! responsible/immature,!




participants.! Research! relationships! changed! suddenly,! appearing! like! a! tug! of! war,!
formed!between! and! around! people! and!material! objects,! such! as! physical! seating! and!




The! encounter! below! began! as! a! research! conversation! with! Gold! about! her!
learning! log.! It! is!based!on!an!analysis!of! the! reflective!notes! that!were!made!after! the!
conversation!and!during!the!day.!Other!data! is!related!to!this!and!interlinked!within!the!
discussion:! a! transcript! of! the! conversation! about! the! learning! log! and!writing,! and! the!




about! writing! and! how! this! is! created! through! her! responses! towards! myself! as! the!
researcher!and!the!material!environment.!Asking!how!Gold!knows6me!in!this!situation,!in!
other!words,!what!ways!she!is!making!sense!of!our!relationship!through!layers!of!action,!
provides! a!means! of! exploring! how! the! data,! based! on!what! Gold! has! said,! done,! and!
photographed,!was!being!formed!within!the!field.! In!my!discussion!below,! I!have!traced!
these! lines! that!were! crisscrossing!each!other! and! included!another!narrative,!my!own,!







was! the! school!book!where!her!official! teacherSplanned! learning,! including! some!of!her!
writing,!was!evidenced.!Through!her!first!movements!towards!me,!her!gesture,!gaze!and!






keen6 to6 interact6 with6 me,6 responding6 and6 listening,6 and6 was6 particularly6 interested6 in6
‘playing’6 with6 the6 technology6 that6 I6 was6 using.6Gold6 was6 very6 interested6 in6 the6 iPad,6













appears! that! the! research! tools! were! a!motivating! factor! for! Gold! within! the! research!
activity;! the! ‘handsSon’! physical! process! of! holding,! touching! and! controlling! was!
important! to! her.! Recent! research! by! Flewitt! et! al.! (2014)! has! shown! that! touchS
responsive! technologies! are! particularly! conducive! in! stimulating! concentration! and!
engagement! with! young! children,! and! that! practitioners! who! observed! children! using!
iPads!noted!children’s!sense!of!wonder!and!motivation!to!use!them.!Whether!the!use!of!












doing,! quickly! moving! through! the! photographs! before! I! could! ask! her! any! further!
questions.!Her! voice!was! animated! and!punctuated! regularly! by! the! rapid! beeps! of! the!
camera.!Although!I!had!deliberately!asked!her!to! ‘take6some6photos6about6writing6in6the6
class’,! there!was! little! reference! to!writing! as! an! activity! in! our! conversation! about! the!
images!she!had!collected.!Instead,!Gold!pointed,!talked!and!laughed!at!the!photos,!telling!
me!where! her! friends!were! and!what! they!were! playing!with.! Gold!wanted! to! see! the!
other!photographs!that!had!been!captured!by!the!other!children!and!talk!about!those!too.!
The! subject! of! writing! was! lost,! but! as! a! research! participant,! she! was! organising! and!
checking!the!data,!and!directing!attention!to!what!she!felt!was! important.!The!ability!to!
do! this,! and! explain! her! ideas,! was! essentially! rooted! within! a! physical,! sensory!





exploration! of! nursery! children,! children! themselves! participated! in! their! own!material!
production!as!‘doing!bodies’!through!material!and!affective!practices!of!touch,!embodied!





be!distributed!more! fairly! through!being!deposited! in! the!hands!of! participants;! rather,!
Gold!had!become!a!research!participant!because!she!was!able!to!‘do’!participation,!able!







the!pages,!briefly!describing!her!drawings,! for! example! telling!me! ‘that’s6 traction6man’.!
She! read!out! a! list! of! numbers! that! she! had!written,! telling!me! she!needed! to! practise!
them,!and!read!out!her!own!name!repeating!it!again!and!again,!until!we!were!both!saying!
it!together,!as!a!game.!She!also!sounded!out!the! letters!she!wrote!when!she!was! in!her!
phonics!group!doing!a! ‘Letters6and6Sounds’! session.!Gold!began! to!move!around!on! the!
chairs!outside!of!the!classroom!as!our!conversation!continued:!!















This! extract! of! Gold’s! voice! may! not! necessarily! reveal! much! about! her!
experiences!of!writing;! in!fact,!her!verbal!responses! in!explaining!her!use!of!sound!mats!
are! partial,! but! she! was! clearly! engaged! in! the! activity! of! questioning! both! the! adult!
responses!to!her!writing!and!checking!that!the!device!recording!her!was!still!active.!She!
necessitated! the! continuation! of! the! conversation,! although! eventually! she! became!
distracted! from! talking! about! her!writing! and! instead! the! conversation!moved! towards!
shopping,!packed!lunch!boxes!and!the!displays!in!the!corridor.!!
The! activity! of! the! research,! the! instruments! and! the! learning! log,! as! material!
objects,! appeared! to! be! the!most! important! aspects! of! Gold’s! participation;! her! use! of!
language! within! the! activity! to! explain! her! writing! activity! was! limited! in! comparison.!
Gold’s!bodily!movements!were!integral!to!her!language!responses!and!to!focus!purely!on!
what!her!verbal!utterances!meant!or!represented!was!not!enough!to!show!how!she!was!
physically! interacting!within! the! research!space.!A! sole! focus!on! the! language! that!Gold!
was!using!within!this!written!transcript!of!data,!rather!than!these!other!elements,!might!
imply! that! she! could! not! elaborate! her! ideas,! but! this! was! clearly! not! the! case.!
Alternatively,! I! have! considered! the! language! that!Gold! is!using!as! an!embodied6way6of6
thinking6 about6 the6world,! not! separate! from! her! bodily!movements! with!materials! but!
integral! to! it.! This! analysis! has! alerted!me! to! the! fact! that! the! knowledge! that! Gold! is!
forming! of! school! is! not! bounded! within! traditional! language! practices,! but! formed!
through! relationships,! tools! and! physical! spaces.! It! also! supports! MacLure’s! (2013a)!
critique!of!the!privileging!of!language!within!research!methodology,!which!can!limit!what!
is! seen! and! heard! from! research! participants! when! it! is! their! material! and! embodied!
existence!that!needs!to!be!attended!to!as!well.!!
It! is! also! important! to! recognise! the! importance! of! ‘discourse’! here.! Discourse!
offers!us!not!a!way!of!seeing!language,!but!a!way!of!seeing!how!language!is!operational6
within6 the6 context6 of6 social6 relationships6 and6 materials.! It! is! not! what! is! said! but! that!
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which! enables! or! constrains!what! is! said! (Barad,! 2007,! p.! 146).! The! research! tools! and!
materials! offered! Gold! a! possible! way! in! which! she! could! express! her! interest! in! the!
research;!they!enabled!what!could!be!said!about!her!participation!in!the!research.!These!
material!elements!of!the!encounter!created!‘boundary6making6practices’!(Barad,!2007,!p.!
148)! framing! the! discourse! of! research! activity.! These!material! elements! should! not! be!
discounted!in!how!we!are!able!to!listen!to!children,!as!they!are!essential!to!the!creation!of!
a! research! discourse.! The! communicative! technologies! within! this! encounter! were!















that! she! could! enjoy! using! tools! for! communication! as! shown! above.! So,! although! we!






not!a!process!of!merging!our! ideas! into!one;! rather,! it!was!an!acceptance!of!difference!
and! a! respect! of! that! difference,! through! proper! acknowledgement! of! the! actions! and!
communications!of!children!as!separate.!There!was!no!totality!and!unity!in!the!knowledge!




itself’! (Deleuze,! 2004a,! p.! 36).! Although! we! were! bound! within! the! same! time! and!
material!space,!Gold!and!I!had!no!symmetry!between!us.!Our!intentions!in!being!engaged!
in! research!activity!were! converse.!Gold’s! focus!on! the! technological!possibilities!of! the!
iPad! and! the! digital! camera! was! a! distraction! from! my! research! aim,! which! was! the!
potential! exploration! of! her! as! a! writer.! The! primacy! of! the! research! experience!
demonstrated! that,! even! within! such! close! proximity! to! each! other,! there! was! no!
resemblance!in!our!intentions!and!actions;!instead,!our!singularity!remained.!
The! ethics! of! respecting! this! difference,! a! consideration! that! Gold’s! intentions!
were!a!product!of!her!own!unique!desires!and!may!contradict!my!own!worldview,!mean!
that! I! can! confirm! and! create! a! space! for! alterity,! or!otherness.! Rather! than! seeking! to6
know6 the6 other,! which! would! mean! that! I! would! make! the! other! an! object! of! myself!
(Levinas,!1991),! I!have! instead!regarded! truths! related! to! the!other!as6unknowable,!and!
alternatively!considered!my!own!responsibilities!within!faceStoSface!encounters.!This!is!a!
‘respect6 for6 the6 other’s6 heterogeneity,6 a6 shift6 from6grasping6 the6 other6 to6 respecting6 the6
other’6 (Dahlberg! et! al.,! 2003,! p.! 39).! Essentially,! the! ‘ethics! of! an! encounter’,! how! we!
avoid! appropriation! of! the! child! by! retaining! and! confirming! difference,! mean! that! we!










to! the! fore!my!own!concerns!about!protecting!our! research! relationship!and!my!ethical!
responses.!I!noted!the!following:!










andStumble! interaction!with!an!element!of!physical! force!exerted!over!another,! I! found!
her!physical!attention!towards!me!uncomfortable.!As!an!adult!in!a!classroom,!this!would!
be! seen! by! other! adults! to! be! inappropriate! professional! interaction! with! a! child,! and!
intuitively!I!felt!that!this!physically!controlling,!wholeSbody!movement!by!Gold!in!order!to!
contain!me,!alongside!clear!verbal! instructions!to!prevent!me!from!doing!what!I!needed!






only6wanting6to6play6the6role6of6collaborator6when6 I6want6 it,6not6when6she6wants6 it;6 this6
seems6very6unfair,6but6I6have6a6very6different6role6in6all6this6–6my6motivation6is6different.6I6
feel6 that6 I6 need6 to6 tell6 her6 to6 stop6 being6 silly6 and6 to6 not6 do6 this,6 but6 I6 know6 that6 I6



















by! her! as! a! gesture! of! friendship.! In! the! position! of! a! powerful! adult,!my! concern!was!
whether! I! had! inadvertently! developed! a! pseudoSfriendship! with! her,! a! pretence! of!
equality!in!status!and!sameness!of!intentions.!I!was!concerned!that!this!was!detrimental!
to!a!research!relationship!that!was!based!on!respect!and!care!towards!children.!My!adult!
responses!were!driven!by! guidance!on! the!duty!of! care! enshrined!within! the!university!
research! framework,! and! the! school! policies! to! protect! children! and! keep! them! safe;!
however,! this! physical! interaction!was! far!more! complex,! and! the! issues! arising! from! it!
could!not!be! solved!by! following! rules! alone.! I! needed! to! look!beyond! these! structures!
and! consider! the! ethics6 of6 value.! As! Nutbrown! (2011,! p.! 11)! argues,! in! our! gathering,!












to! Gold’s! actions,! a! role!more! akin! to! the! other! adults! within! the! room! but! one! I! was!
familiar! with! as! a! parent! and! teacher.! This! was! based! on! an! intuitive! reaction,! or!
biographical! and! personal! feelings! and! heightened! sensations! towards! the! situation,!
combined!with!a!conscious!recognition!of!my!responsibilities!towards!her!wellbeing!and!
safety.! This! analysis! concurs! with! arguments! presented! by! Claxton! (2006)! about! the!
importance! of! intuition! in! locating!whether! things! feel! ‘right’! or! not.! This! alignment! of!
intuitive! sensitivity! derived! from! heightened! attentiveness! and! notions! of! caring!
demonstrates! the! importance! of! unpicking! the! personal! ‘location’! of! the! researcher! as!
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they!make!ethical!decisions!within!the!research!process.!Noddings! (1984)!uses!the!term!
‘engrossment’! to! describe! the! thinking! needed! about! someone! else! (in! this! case! the!
research!participant)!to!gain!a!deeper!understanding!of!their!situation!and!so!determine!
what! the!appropriate!action! towards! them!should!be.! It! is! a! course!of! action! to!ensure!
that! the! researcher! is! hearing! or! attending! to! what! the! participant! needs.! There! is! an!
assumption!in!Noddings’!argument!that!the!researcher!as!the!‘carer’!has!responsibility!to!
give!to!the!participant!as!a! ‘taker’.! I!would!argue!that!care!within!research!relationships!




ethical! research! with! children! can! be! provided! if! we! give! critical! attention! to! personal!
feelings!and!responses.!It!is!important!to!consider!the!affective!nature!or!the!unconscious!
sensations! which! flow! between! adults! and! children! within! these! research! encounters.!
Intuition,! defined! as! a! sudden! perception! of! the! world! which! gives! rise! to! our! unique!
ability!to!make!creative!connections!(Janesick,!2001)!occurring!in!the!moment!of!action,!is!
useful! in!making! sense! of! these! sensorial! elements! that! have! influenced! how! research!
data! is! constructed.! In! her! actions,! Gold! expressed! herself! not! through! language! but!
through! her! physical! responses,! her! intensity! towards! technological! objects! and! to!me,!
and!my!gestures!were! formed! in! relation! to! this.!Shouse!writes! that!affect!provides! the!
‘background6intensity’!of!our!everyday!lives,!our!interactions!and!relationships!with!each!
other:!‘affect6is6what6makes6feelings6feel.6It6is6what6determines6the6intensity6(quantity)6of6a6
feeling6 (quality)’! (2005,! online).! The! anxieties! that! I! felt! about!my! research! relationship!
with! Gold! were! checked! against! previous! feeling! and! certainties! around! behavioural!
norms,!situated!within!a!preSconscious!moment!of!affect,!an!embodied!reaction!to!events!
that! provided! a! sense! of! urgency! or! necessity! to! respond.! Affect! here! plays! a! role! in!
establishing! the! relationship!between!our!physical! gestures,!our!environment! (including!
the!objects!within!it),!and!others.!We!can!see!from!this!encounter!that!the!unstructured!
physical! movements! and! transmission! of! ideas! between! myself! as! the! researcher! and!









‘roadStested’!map,!where!the!route!followed!my!research! intentions.!Rather,! it! took!the!
form!of! a!movement! or! trek,!where!we! travelled! from!one! point! to! another,! exploring!
feelings! as! a! result! of! the! transmission! of! affective! qualities! contained! within! the!
encounter!and!shifting!towards!a!sense!of!meaningSmaking.!As!I!altered!my!responses!to!
Gold,!she!changed!in!her!response!to!me,!and!through!this!process,!new!spaces!opened!
up! that!were! unpredictable! but! contained! possible!meaningSmaking! opportunities.! This!
movement! can! be! described! as! nomadic,! indicating! a! free! distribution! rather! than!
structured! organisation! of! events! (Deleuze! and! Guattari,! 2004,! p.! 419).! Nomadic!
judgements! are! immanent! in! that! they! are! contained! within! the! actions,! and! as! a!
response! to! these! actions,! they! are! also! contained! within! the! event! or! research! space!
itself!(Deleuze,!2004a,!p.!37).!
Nomadic!research!is!a!process!where!the!production!of!research!does!not!solely!
rely! on! external! organisation! and! structures! for! decisionSmaking.! This! is! not! to! dismiss!
ethical!frameworks!and!school!policies,!as!these!are!existent!structures!within!the!context6
of! research! and! are! therefore! embedded! within! the! research! activity,! unable! to! be!
separated!from!but!integral!to!how!research!practices!operate.!However,!even!by!setting!
out!to!follow!fixed!procedures,!the!unwritten!and!as!yet!unformed!research!activities!will!
come! into!existence!within! the!moments! in!which! they!are!created,!and!are!continually!
operational! as! a! creative! and! continual! entanglement! of! materials,! places! and! people!
(Ingold,! 2011).! Careful! attention! to! the! participants’! and! researcher’s! social,! emotional!
and! affective! actions! are! needed! as! a! way! of! working! towards! ethical! responses! and!
decisionSmaking.!Nomadic! research! recognises! that! the! boundaries! between! adults! and!
children! within! the! research! are! porous! and! movable,! contingent! to! events,! and! that!




the! research! space! that! gives! research! encounters! their! particular! quality.! Considering!
research! space! as! nomadic6 space! rejects! research! spaces! that! are! marked! out! with!
particular!intentions!or!research!as!striated6space.!Colebrook!(2010,!p.!187)!describes!the!
difference! between! nomadic! and! striated! space! using! the! analogy! of! chess! pieces! on! a!
board.! Like!a! chessboard,! striated! research! space! is!preSarranged! into! systematic! areas,!
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limited!by!the!edges,!and!the!pieces!existent!within!the!space!that!have!prescribed!moves!
assigned! to! them.!The!positions!of! the!players!and! the! lines!between! them!are!created!
through!these!approved!movements.!However,!this!approach!may!either!intentionally!or!
unintentionally! close! down! and! restrict! the!movement! of! participants.!My! interactions!
with! Gold! within! this! encounter! existed! with! an! awareness! of! accepted! and! expected!
working! practices;! however,! the!movements!went! beyond! this.! There!was! no! prepared!
script!for!me!to!follow!in!response!to!the!corporeal!aspects!of!Gold’s!communication!with!
me!that!would!have!been!in!tune!ethically!with!her!as!a!separate!entity.!The!‘participatory!





Acknowledging! the!nomadic6movement! and!difference! that!exists!between!myself!as!an!




has! been! important! to! trouble! over! actualities! of! the! research! encounter! itself:! the!
contextual,! generational! and!material! structures! that! constrain! children’s! activities,! and!
how! these! sociocultural! and!material! elements!may! create!new!possibilities! for! data! to!
emerge.!Recognising!that!children’s!experience! is!different! from!adults,!and!different! to!
each! other,! means! that! the! writing! activities! that! children! are! engaged! in,! as! I! have!
demonstrated! in! these! research! encounters,! form! a! unique! encounter! of! difference.!
Diverse! meanings! flourish! within! these! encounters! and! should! be! explored! through!
analysis! and!discussion.!Considering! the!questions! I! posed!as! I! brought! this! assemblage!
together!–!how6did6the6child6know6me,6and6how6was6I6forming6knowledge6of6the6child?!–!
has! helped! me! to! understand! how! it! is! the! between6 spaces,! the! connections! and!
disconnections! that! exist! in! this! ‘inbetweenness’,! that! illuminate! the! constructive!
processes!of!data!creation,!analysis!and!conceptualisation.!What! I!have!assembled!here!




Alongside! this,! recognising! the! complexities! of! affect,! researcher! intuition! and!
ethical6difference! as!emerging!aspects!of! research! relationships!has!allowed!me! to! tune!
into! Gold’s! ideas! about! writing! and! her! actions! as! a! writer! more! sensitively.! The!
ethnographic!process!of!writing!reflective!field!notes!has!helped!me!to!articulate!certain!
features! of! this! story! and! ask! further! questions! in! relation! to! my! positionality,!
responsibilities!and!responses.!By!exploring!these!elements!of!the!researcher!role!and!the!
relationships! that! are! becoming! in! research! activity,! rather! than! ignoring! them! as!








language! for!young!children!and!how! it! is!expressed!through!the!body.! It!has! led!me!to!




unravels! the! changing! connections! existent! between! data,! the! researcher! and! the!










This! assemblage! focuses! on! Green! and! the! research! conversations! we! had! about! his!
classroom! learning! log! and! his! personal! notebook! during! one! day.! The! assemblage! has!
been! constructed! through! an! analysis! of! selected! vignettes:! audio! recordings! and! their!
textual!transcription,!photographs,!and!reflective!field!notes.!During!the!time!I!spent!with!
Green,!and!through!my!subsequent!reading,!revisiting!and!reimagining!of!the!visual,!aural!
and! textual!data,! ‘moments6of6wonder’6 (Massumi,!2002;!MacLure,!2013b)!emerged,! the!
data!appearing!to!have!a!significant!and!constitutive!force!upon!me!(Hultman!and!Taguchi,!
2010).! These! significant! novel! moments,! both! effective! and! affecting,! have! been!
developed! into! an! exploratory! portrait! of! the! relationship! between! the! embodied! and!
material! aspects! of! Green’s!writing! activity.! The! discussion! that! has! emerged! to! create!
this! assemblage! –! a! bringing! together! of! vignettes! of! data,!my!own!exploratory!writing!
and! theory! –! has! provided! an! insight! into! the! materiality! of! writing! activity.! This!
assemblage!points!out! the!attention!that! is!needed! in!determining! the!role! that!objects!





By! using! an! analysis! that! acknowledged!my! own! position! in! association! with! the! data,!
where!data!is!recognised!as!having!an!effect!on!my!thinking,!I!have!been!able!to!explore!
the! concept! of! intraEactivity6 where! my! potential! responses! to! data! as! a! material!
substance!are!recognised.!The!term!‘intraEactive’!has!been!used!by!Barad!(2003,!p.!822)!
to!refer!to!the!blurred!boundaries!between!what!can!be!described!as!human!or!living!and!
nonShuman! material.! This! idea! has! been! discussed! in! my! review! of! literature! as! an!
approach! to! the! materiality! of! young! children’s! writing.! It! is! also! a! useful! way! of!
understanding!how! researchers!engage!materially!with! research!data! that! is! created!by!
human! activity! and! becomes! an! inextricable! part! of! the! researcher’s! interpretative!
analysis.!The!material!data!that! I!have!analysed!was!constructed!as!Green!and! I!worked!
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together,! through! speech,! physical!movement! and! touch;! traces! of! this! prior! existence!
were!still!seen!and!felt!in!the!objects!of!data!that!I!subsequently!handled!and!interacted!
with,! through! the!different! stages! of! analysis.!My! analytical! thinking! became!entangled!
with! the! physical! creation! and! later! handling! of! these! data! objects,! which!were! bound!
together!with!certain!memories!of!their!material!production.!!



















objects,! appeared! significant! to! me.! Reflecting! on! these! observations! raised! questions!
that!helped!to!form!further!critical!enquiry!into!the!nature!of!writing!activity!in!relation!to!
writing!objects.!
When! the! observation! below! occurred,! there! was! a! consensus! between! the!
adults!in!the!room!that!Green!was!finding!it!difficult!to!settle!in!to!school.!Much!of!these!








meant! he! had! to! let! go! of! something! or! give! way! to! others.! Green’s! behaviour! was!
interpreted!by!the!teachers!as!signifying!his!desire!to!control!others!and!the!environment.!
Although!his! behaviours!were! commonly!observed! in!other! children! in! the! class,!Green!
was! becoming! more,! not! less,! resistant! to! the! social! rules! of! sharing! with! others,!
exhibiting! growing! anger! and! physical! force! in! encounters! with! his! peers.! There! was!
concern! from! the! adults! about! his! ‘separateness’! from! the! other! children,! and! his!
domination!of! the! communal! resources! and! spaces! around!him.!By! the! second! term!of!
school,!the!teacher!had!arranged!a!meeting!with!his!parents!to!discuss!his!behaviour!and!
find!ways!to!support!him!to!integrate!into!classroom!life.!!
During! this! time,! I! also! observed! Green! playing! very! successfully! alongside! the!
other!children!in!role!play!scenarios,!small!world!play!and!construction!activities.!In!these!




















From!my! observation,! I! deduced! that! Green! attached! great! importance! to! the!
management! and! use! of! material! objects.! He! used! these! as! a! way! of! extending! the!
narrative!that!he!was!part!of,!and!expressed!anxiety!when!the!story!was!disrupted!due!to!
the!problems!he!encountered!in!using!the!objects.!For!example,!he!was!agitated!when!he!























I! began! to! identify! connections! with! this! and! other! data! that! indicated! that! Green!
afforded! important!meanings! to!material!objects!within!particular!play! spaces,!and! that!
the!relationships!he!had!with!other!people!in!the!class,!both!positive!and!negative,!were!
often! in! response! to! the! importance! he! assigned! to! particular! things.! Volosinov! (1986)!
argued!that!the!words!to!describe!a!‘social!tool’,!or!material!objects,!are!significant!to!the!
particular!context! in!which!the!tool! is!being!used.!For!example,! in!a!school!classroom,!a!




language,! as! it! is! used!within!a! social! situation! to! convey! shared!meanings!with!others,!
and! through! this! usage,! the! ‘theme’! of! the! pencil! appears.! SocioSconstructivists! would!
argue!that!it!is!this!process6of6mediation!which!is!worthy!of!study.!How!does!the!pencil!or!
other!apparatus!become!the!carrier!of!specific!social!and!cultural!meanings!around!school!
writing! and! drawing! for! children,! and! what! does! this! mean! for! children’s! writing! and!
drawing! development?! However,! Green’s! encounters! with! tools! and! objects,! which!







These! ephemeral! objects! could! be! understood,! as! Rogoff! (1990)! and! Wertsch!
(1994)! have! argued,! as! being! appropriated! by! the! children! to! carry! social! and! cultural!
meanings! and! used! to! transmit! ‘themes’! to! others.! It! appeared,! however,! that! these!
adaptable!objects!of! play! and!writing!were!doing! something!else! that!was!particular! to!
the! individual! circumstances! within! the! space! they! were! being! used:! they! were!
transforming! the! children’s! actions,! but! not! necessarily! in! a! predictable! manner.! In!
concurrence! with! Pahl’s! (2002)! research! on! children’s! literacy! play! in! homes! with!
ephemeral! objects,! Green’s! clipboard! as! a! precious! recording! tool! became! meaningful!
through! its! different! uses,! transforming! his! thinking! and! actions.! This! corresponds!with!
multimodal! arguments! that! children’s! writing! activity! is! dependent! on! the! material!
resources.! The! tools! that! Green! was! using! signified! the! potential! they! offered! (Kress,!
2010;!Mavers,!2011).!However,!as!Green!was!so!keen!to!protect!his!clipboard!from!others,!
perhaps!it!had!certain!qualities!that!emerged!not!only!from!his!usage!of!it!but!also!in!how!




and! in! his! physical! desire! to! protect! it.! So,! how! far! were! the! objects! that! Green! was!
engaged!with! (mediational! tools! in!his!writing! activity)! socially! constructed! through!use!
and!transformative!of!thinking!and!activity?!Or!alternatively,!did!these!objects!pertain!to!
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something! unique! that! existed! outside! of! this! social! appropriation! that! enabled! this!
transformative!change?!!
My!understanding!of!the!extent!to!which!writing!objects!that!exist!as!part!of!the!
material! world,! external! to! the! child’s! thinking,! was! being! challenged.! I! began! to!
problematise!the!‘separateness’!of!the!child!and!the!writing!thing,!and!consider!to!what!
extent!children!were!experiencing!writing!as!a!material!activity.!This!moved!my!thinking!
beyond! socioSconstructivist! theory,! where! the! connection! between! children! and! their!
writing!materials!as!social! tools! for! learning!are!viewed!as!a!purely!cognitive! interaction!
separating!the!internal!mind!from!the!external!social!world.! I!could!understand!how!the!
children’s! activity!with! objects!was! a! process! of! intraEaction! in! which! the!material! and!
human! aspects! of! children’s! writing! production! merge.! Here,! the! writing! object! is! an!
extension! of! the! human! body.! The! child! therefore! thinks! about! the! world! as! a! writer!
externally! together! with! writing! objects,! rather! than! internally! as! a! purely! cognitive!
process.!!
This!assemblage!continues!as!a! critical!exploration!of! these! ideas!by!detailing!a!




The! vignettes! of! data! presented! have! been! selected! as! they! encapsulated! ‘moments6 of6
wonder’6 in!my!analysis!(MacLure,!2013b,!p.228).6They!were!a!catalyst!for!me!in!thinking!
about!how!objects!are!shaped!and!are!continually!shaping!children’s!writing!experience.!






At! the!beginning!of! the!day,! I!was! sitting!at!a! table!with!a!group!of! children!and!Green!
arrived!at!my!side.!We!said!‘hello’.!I!was!intrigued!that!he!had!sought!to!find!me!as!he!did!
not! usually! do! this.! He! showed! me! a! pink! A4Ssized! notebook! that! opened! out! into! a!





an! indication! that! she!wanted! everyone! to! sit! on! the!mat.! Later! I! saw! that! Green!was!




talking! quietly.! He! was! engaged! with! this! intraSactivity! through! the! entirety! of! our!






things6 out6 (the6 pens6 and6 paper)6 and6 put6 the6 things6 back,6 and6 talked6 about6where6 they6
should6go.6He6was6very6particular6about6ordering6these6items.6Telling6me6how6he6has6used6








mapping! and! writing,! rather! than! to! talk! about! it.! Speech! punctuated! this! writing! and!
drawing!activity,!but!was!generally! a! supplement! to! the!writing,! a!way!of!exploring! the!
story!that!surrounded!his!‘doing’!of!it.!The!words!he!used!described!the!actualities!of!his!
immediate!writing!engagement!rather!than!providing!a!structured!commentary!of!how!he!





















































and! then! reappearing,! but! the! drawing,!mapping! and!writing! in! Green’s! notebook!was!
continuous.! Green’s! conversation! with! me! took! the! form! of! communicative! gestures!
which!articulated!his!story!telling!on!the!page!into!speech,!but!were!also!interwoven!with!
the!production!of! the! story! through!his!drawing!and!mapping,! and! there!was!a!distinct!
rhythm! of! movement! between! these! aspects! of! our! communication.! Our! conversation!
was!integral!to!the!mapSmaking!and!drawing;!the!talk!we!were!engaged!in!created!a!way!
of!exploring!a!shared!understanding!of!its!meaning.!The!forms!of!language!existent!within!
these! different!modes! of! production! can! be! identified! as! separate! literate! activities! or!
modes! of! communication,! but! only! came! into! existence! in! relation! to! each! other,! the!
purpose!being!to!create!a!shared!narrative!within!the!emerging!story.!It!was!multilayered!





The! writing! encounter! was! also! particular! to! the! social! situation! we! were!
occupying.!Sitting!outside!the!classroom!on!a!beanbag!with!objects! from!home!was!not!
‘normal’! school! activity! for! Green.! It! was! not! bounded! by! other! children! or! adult!
expectations,! and! apart! from!myself,! it!was! not!modified! by! the! actions! of! others.! The!






map,!which!we!did! jointly,! and! then! I! too! became!engrossed! in! the! quiet! and! studious!
business!of!moving!his!emergent!story!forward.!The!language!and!tools!we!shared,!both!
within! our! conversation! and! drawing,! supported! the! construction! of! shared! thought!
(Vygotsky,! 1986;!Wertsch,! 1998).! This! ability! to! work! together,! in! response! to! an! idea!
(Green’s!story),!demonstrates!that! language!expression! is!embedded! in!a!combined!and!
interlinking! ‘whole’! (Goodman,!2005).!Green!was!not!creating! language!alongside!me! in!
separated! parts;! its! meaning! was! not! compartmentalised! but! developed! through! the!
connections!between!all!the!modes!of!communication!that!he!was!utilising.!!
The!quietly!relaxing,!sensory!aspects!of!the!experience,!or!the!material!effect!of!
making! the! drawing! together,!was! an! essential! part! of! this.! The!material! ‘doing’! of! the!
story!using!writing!tools!had!primacy!within!the!shared!social!practice;!a!space! in!which!
Green’s! ‘knowing’! about! drawing! and! the! extent! of! his! use! of! it! as! a! communicative!
practice! was! being! explored! and! becoming6 something! new.! This! activity! created! an!
emotionally! enhanced! experience,! involving! a! particular! state! of! immersive!
concentration;! although! communal! in! nature,! it! has! parallels! with! Csikszentmihalyi’s!
theory! of! intrinsic! flow! and! emotional! engagement! (1995)! and! helps! identify! the!
emotional! qualities! that! Vygotsky! (1999)! noted! in! his! thoughts! about! perezhivanie6
(emotional! learning),6which!he! argued!was! an! essential! feature!within! the!processes! of!
children’s!learning!within!activity.!!




2011)! together! with! Green’s! imagination,! which! in! turn! was! fuelled! by! characters! and!
stories! from!other!media.! Each! element! of! communication,! as! separate!modes! (i.e.! the!
talking,! drawing,! and! gesturing),! came! into! being! through! the! responsive! associations!
created!between! them.!Kress!and!Leeuwen! (1996)! suggest! that!by!echoing!or!using! the!
voice! of! other! multimodal! texts! within! their! own! writing,! children! are! able! to! explore!
interesting!combinations!of!word!and!sound!images.!Green’s!exploration!of!the!narratives!

















aware!of!what! he!was! doing! as! a!way!of! carrying!me! along!within! the! activity.!He!was!
articulating! that! his! writing,! drawing! and! mapSmaking! actions! were! not! a! random!
thoughtless! process! but! something! he! was! taking! care! to! do! and! which! had! social!
importance.! Cremin! and!Myhill! (2012,! p.! 38)! contend! that! talk! is! a! tool! that! allows! for!
ideas!to!be!generated!and!shaped!during!written!composition;!talk,!therefore,!is!a!way!of!
formulating!thinking!which!is!closely!linked!to!the!design!of!text.!Importantly,!talk!as!the!






I’ve6 got6 to6 draw6 Jake,6 he’s6 in6 my6 bag.6 I6 think6 he6 can6 help6 me6 do6 it6 because6 I6 can’t6
remember6what6he6looks6like6(this6is6a6toy6that6Green6has6brought6into6school)6
Kate:6so,6drawing’s6good,6is6it?6








Green! provides! a! metaSnarrative! within! his! speech! of! his! drawing,! not! only!














that! this!notion!of!writing!activity!as!socially!constructed! is!helpful! in!analysing! talk!and!
shared! thought,! close! analysis! of! Green’s! activity! shows! that! what! he! was! engaged! in!
went! beyond! this! structural! understanding! which! focuses! on! cognitive! thought.! He!
remained!silent!at!times,!and!these!silences!were! just!as! important!to!his!compositional!
process! as! the!words! he!used! in! the! transcripts! discussed.!He!was! also! affected!by! the!
colours!he!was!using,!and!linked!his!sensory!response!to!colour!with!the!materiality!of!the!
pen!from!which!the!colour!could!be!drawn.!I!had!witnessed!this!in!other!children’s!use!of!
pens,! crayons,! paint,! etc.,! where! colour! and! other! sensory! experiences,! such! as! smell,!
were! linked! to! the! objects! from! which! they! emanated.! Green! demonstrated! that! his!
composition!was! formed! in! relation! to! the! restrictions! and!possibilities!of! the!materials!
that! he! was! encountering,! for! example! the! colour! that! the! pen! could! offer! him.! The!







Green! indicated! throughout! the! encounter! that! the! pink! notebook,! as! an! object! for!
writing!and!drawing,!was!important!to!him!and!had!a!special!status.!He!concentrated!on!it!












Was! this! importance! something! that! he! had! attributed! to! it! so! that! the! notebook! had!
become! significant! through! the! meanings! that! he! had! transferred! onto! it?! ! Was! it! a!















of! ‘specialness’! related! to! Green’s! personal! history! and! relationships! that! were! not!
separate!but!integral!to!his!writing!activity.!In!other!words,!the!important!meanings!of!the!
notebook! came! about! through! his! intraEactivity! with! it,! rather! than! it! having! been!
afforded!certain!meanings!that!it!was!then!able!to!transport!into!different!contexts.!The!
possible! uses! that! the! pink! notebook! and! the! pens! that! Green! was! using! lie! in! the!
‘existence’!that!these!objects!have!had,!and!will!have!in!the!future.!Green’s!writing!came!
about!through!the!movement!or!usage!that!was!able!to!exist!because!of!the!materials!he!
was!using.! So,! it! is! this!entanglement! (Barad,!2003,!p.!33)!between!objects!and!people,!
viewed! as! a! ‘whole’! process! rather! than! separated! into! distinct! elements,! that! could!
support!further!understanding!of!children’s!writing.!!
I! needed! to! look!more! closely! at! how! the! objects! he!was! using!were! not! only!
spoken!about!but!materially!engaged!with,! functioning!not!only! in! symbolising!meaning!
but!also!in!creating!meaning!themselves.!Green!indicated!the!‘specialness’!of!the!objects!
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he!was!using! throughout! the!encounter:! the!pen,! the!stickers,!even! the!pinkness!of! the!
notebook.! This! ‘specialness’!was! spoken! about! in! relation! to! and! as! part! of! the! special!
relationships!he!had!with!his!family.!The!pink!notebook!and!the!pens!belonged!to!these!
emotional! ties,! rather! than! being! afforded! them.! As! the! objects! held! particular! special!
abilities,! they! allowed! him! to! explore! his! familial! relationships! further! and! bring! the!
connections!with!his!parents! together!within!other! text!making! in!school.!By!doing!this,!
drawing!together!relationships!and!objects,!he!was!transforming!his!own!thinking!about!
the! possibilities! that! writing! and! drawing! could! hold.! These! objects! from! home! held!
resonances! or! traces! of! important! literate! events! for!Green,! namely! experience!he!had!
with!his!family!of!writing,!drawing!and!playing!games.!!
To! summarise! these! arguments,! the! pink! notebook! had! particular! functions! in!
extending! and! elaborating! Green’s! imaginative! world! that! corresponded! with! the! role!
play!and!small!world!play!that!I!had!observed!him!engaged!with!over!the!previous!months.!
It! also! offered! him! the! opportunity! through! social! interaction!with! others,! for! example!
with! me! at! school! and! his! family! at! home,! to! join! together! very! different! modes! of!
communication! for! very! different! purposes.! The! mapSmaking! and! story! telling! that! I!
encountered!with!Green!was!a!very!different! textSmaking!practice! to! that!of!writing!his!
name!and!playing!noughts!and!crosses!with!his!parents.!The!notebook,!as!an!object!that!
had!been!afforded!particular!changeable!uses,!enabled!him!to!explore!the!possibilities!of!
textual! communication!with! different! people! in! very! different! contexts.! Therefore,! as! a!
material!object,!it!gave!Green!an!opportunity!to!explore!a!range!of!modes!which!afforded!
specific! functions! for! him.! However,! these! were! dependent! on! the! communicative!
opportunities!of!unregulated!time!and!space!on!offer!to!him!by!others.!He!was!able!to!use!













children.! He! told!me! that! he!wanted! to! talk! to!me! about! his! learning! log,! which! I! had!







the!children!and!annotated!by! the!adults.!The!activities! that!were!noted! in! the! learning!
log! represented! all! areas! of! the! curriculum,! but! the! work! was! mostly! text! based! and!
generally! contained!writing! and! drawing! as! evidence! of! numeracy! and! literacy! activity.!
Other!means!of!recording!and!assessing!the!children’s!learning,!for!example!photographs!
and! observations,! were! kept! separately! as! part! of! the! children’s! assessment,! the! Early!
Years!Foundation!Stage!Profile.!!
The! learning! log! was! a! document! used! by! the! adults! in! the! class! to! identify!
features! of! children’s! learning! and! verify! the! extent! to! which! the! Early! Learning! Goals!
(ELGs)!had!been!met!by!the!individual!children.!I!had!already!had!conversations!with!the!
other! participant! children! about! the! writing! activities! that! were! evidenced! in! their!
learning!log!books;!I!had!also!taken!photographs!of!the!text!within!each!book!and!this!had!
enabled! an! exploration! of! the! cultural! significance! that! each! book! was! afforded! as! a!
material! object! that! conveyed! particular! features! of! school! literacy,! which! will! be!
discussed! in!the!next!chapter!(Assemblage!three).!However,!the!conversation!I!had!with!
Green! opened! up! other! insights! into! how! his! thinking! about! writing! was! created! as! a!
process!of!intraEactivity!with!material!objects,!where!the!object!was!valued!in!relation!to!
the!aims!of!the!school!curriculum.!
Spending! time! with! Green! and! his! learning! log! was! a! strikingly! different!
encounter!to!the!one!we!had!with!the!pink!notebook,!as!my!field!notes!indicate:!
























































Again,!Green’s!ability! to!express! the!meaning!of!his!writing! is! in! relation! to! the!
significant! familial! relationships! that! he! has,! either! within! real! events! or! through! the!
imaginative!play! that!he!explores!with!his! father.! In! contrast,!he! struggles! to!express! in!





significance! is! not! something! that! Green! is! able! to! articulate! or! even! has! any!
understanding!of.!As!the!words!he!had!written!occurred!as!part!of!the!situated!learning!in!
the!classroom,!they!signified!a!particular!discourse!about!writing!which!the!adult!teachers!
were! leading.! This! is! evidenced! by! the! photographs! that! I! took! of! each! page! of! the!
children’s! learning! log,! which! contained! adult! comments! related! to! assessment! coding!
systems,!written!in!different!coloured!pen.!This!corresponds!with!Cole’s!(1996)!argument!
that!cultural!objects!are!‘carriers’!of!cultural!meaning.!As!an!object,!the!learning!log!was!
able! to! extend! the! meanings! that! were! given! to! writing! activity! in! the! classroom.! It!
appears! that! the! teachers! were! using! the! log! to! extend! assessment! and! curriculum!

































felt! in! the! stagnant! research! encounter! that!we!were! having,! and! the! lack! of! response!
that! I! was! getting! in! all! modes! of! communication! from! Green.! I! wanted! him! to! have!
gained!some!sense!of!meaningSmaking!from!the!conversation!that!we!were!having,!and!
therefore! I! was! leading! the! direction! of! the! conversation,! perhaps! taking! on! a! more!
knowledgeable!adult!role.!Interestingly!though,!at!the!end!of!this!exchange,!Green!raised!















Although!Green!was!able! to!move!beyond! this!boundary!by! creating!connections! to!his!
own!family!life,!the!opportunities!that!Green!and!I!had!to!extend!these!shared!meanings!
were!limited!by!the!structural!definitions!ascribed!to!the!log!book’s!classroom!usage.!!As!a!
writing! object,! the! learning! log! appeared! to! create! distinct! boundaries! where! Green!




and! existed! in! their! use! of! the! log! to! record! and! comment! on! the! children’s!writing! in!
response! to! curriculum! expectations.! The! material! reality! of! the! learning! log,! as! an!




the! two! or! was! just! not! interested,! as! evidenced! in! his! limited! ability! to! communicate!
about!it.!He!appeared!to!remain!separated!from!the!cultural!values!within!the!learning!log,!
which! reflected!other! activities!he!was!engaged! in! that!positioned!him! in!opposition! to!
others.!Further!questions!need!to!be!raised!about!the!significance!of!books!and!logs!that!
children! write! in! at! school,! both! their! role! as! cultural! artefacts! and! in! holding!
communicative! potential! as! a! textSmaking! object.! The! question! needs! to! asked! about!
whether! these! objects! create! possibilities! for! children’s! writing! and! communication,! or!
limit!them!through!the!cultural!meanings!that!are!assigned!to!them.!
!
The4 materiality4 of4 writing4 –4 The4 writing4 object4 as4 the4 stuff4 of4
writing4
!
What! is! clear! from! these! two! encounters! is! that! writing! tools! can! be! described! as!
mediational.!As!children!appropriate!them!for!uses!in!different!contexts!and!for!different!
purposes,! they!provide!opportunities! to!extend!and!compound!children’s! thinking.!They!
are! also! culturally! defined! and! are! given!meaning! in! terms! of! the! cultural! value! that! is!
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assigned! to! them.! However,! close! analysis! of! Green’s! activities! with! writing! tools!
questions! the! extent! to! which! the! external! tool! and! the! internal! mind! are! separate!
identities! within! the! thinking! processes! necessary! in! text! composition.! The! material!
objects! themselves! appear! to! carry! extensive! vitality! (Bennett,! 2010),!which!words! and!
cultural!usage!are!not!able!to!describe.!Theories!that!maintain!the!dualism!between!the!
mind!and!the!body!–!where!the!embodied!experience,!although!relational,!is!distinct!from!
the!construction!of! cognition!–!may! limit!our!opportunity! to!understand!how!children’s!
writing! experiences! are! encounters! with! the! material! world,! where!matter6 matters6 to6
them.!!






space!and! time! (Barad,!2003;!Deleuze!and!Guattari,!2004;! Ingold,!2011),! some!of!which!
created! potential! for! further! productive! opportunities,! others! not.! The! textSmaking!
activities!that!Green!had!with!these!objects!were!to!differing!extents!sensory,!emotional,!






Although! both! the! pink! notebook! and! the! learning! log! were! similar! objects! in!
shape,! size! and! functionality,! the! pink! notebook! held! potentially! creative! textSmaking!
opportunities!for!Green;!it!was!an!object!with!fluid!and!responsive!uses.!The!learning!log!
had!a!purpose!in!relation!to!adult! intentions,!representative!of!the!structures!of! literacy!
learning! in! school! where! there! was! an! expected! ‘right’! way! of! writing;! it! had! limited!
meaningSmaking!potential.!Green’s!experience!of!writing!and!drawing,!his!thinking!as!an!







Silence6 –6 the6 importance6 of6 silence6 and6 gaps6 in6 the6 conversation,6 like6 in6 a6 painting,6 the6
empty6space6says6a6lot.6It6appears6empty,6but6isn’t.6Green6created6spaces6as6locations6for6
‘doing’6 his6 writing6 in6 his6 notebook6 earlier,6 and6 empty6 spaces6 appeared6 as6 pages6 in6 his6
learning6log6–6he6has6chosen6the6spaces;6they6have6meaning6for6him.66
(Field!notes!4/2!r)!
Corresponding! with! the! analysis! from! the! previous! assemblage,! the! writing!
encounters!within!this!chapter!demonstrate!the! importance!of! looking!beyond!language!
within! research.! In! this! assemblage,! there! were! empty! spaces! within! vignettes! of! data!
that! were! as! meaningful! as! speech! and! other! physical! gestures.! Interpreting! what! is!
experienced! by! the! child! in! a! writing! encounter! in! purely! representational! terms,!
signifying! something! else,! assumes! that! meaningful! writing! and! drawing! activity! is! a!
process!of! internal! thinking! structured!by! language.!This! then! relies!heavily!on! talk!as!a!
tool!in!which!it!can!be!explored.!However,!as!has!already!been!explored,!text!creation!is!
an! embodied! material! activity,! so! it! is! not! surprising! that! talk! as! a! language! tool! may!








By! exploring!Green’s! experience! of!writing! through! objects! as! intraSaction,! it! is!
possible!to!argue!that!writing!is!a!material!expression!of!entangled!relational!forces,!or!in!
Deleuze’s!vision,! it!can!be!seen!as!an! ‘assemblage6of6desire’! (Livesey,!2010,!p.18)!that! is!
productive! and! creates! new! functions.! Traces! of! other! people,! previous! literacy!
encounters,! and! the! affective! and! sensory! nature! of! these! are! tied! together!within! the!
writing! object! encountered! and! expressed! through! its! usage.! Green’s! desire! to! explore!
material!possibilities!and!create!meaning!through!material!objects!was!interpreted!by!his!
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teachers!as! signifying!his!problems!with!other! children!and! the! social! rules!of! ‘give!and!
take’! in! a! classroom! environment.! It! is! important! to! caution! against! a! reliance! on!
signification!of!children’s!action!where!meanings!of!children’s!actions!are!reduced!to!the!

















children’s! literate! activity.! A! focus! on! material! intraSactivity! may! provide! a! fuller!
understanding!of!children’s!writing!activity!instead.!Focusing!on!the!materiality!of!writing!
objects! has! shown! that! writing! tools,! resources! and! equipment! are! able! to! transform!
children’s! thinking! and! show! researchers! how! different! discourse! is! created.! To!
understand!how!this!occurs,!we!need!to!take!note!of!the!materiality,!the!actual!makeSup!
and! organisation! of! the! object,! as! this! matters! in! how! children! encounter! them.! This!
argument!extends! the!multimodal! idea! that! children!afford!objects!potential!by! shifting!
the! perspective! so! that! language! is! not! privileged! in! understanding! the! meanings! of!










Young! children! encounter!writing! through! regularly! occurring! literacy! activity! in! school.!
Activities! that! are! commonplace! in! a! Reception! classroom! provide! organised! time! and!
spaces!in!which!understandings!of!writing!for!children!can!emerge.!This!chapter,!split!into!
two! sections,! seeks! to! unpick! two! of! these! routine! writing! encounters! that! were! a!
dominant!feature!of!classroom!activity!within!my!data!construction.!Within!the!discussion,!
I!will!explore!how!writing!activity,!as!part!of! language!learning!within!school,! is!often!an!
act! of! representation.! I! also!provide!evidence! that! children! seek! to!make! it! a! relational!
activity,!where!differing!elements!combine!to!form!multiple!meanings!for!children.! I!will!





This! assemblage,! using! an! amalgam! of! small! and! large! vignettes! of! data! from! writing!
encounters,! is! an! analysis! and! discussion! of! children’s! textSmaking! activity! within! two!
regularly! occurring! school! writing! events:! name! writing! and! writing! within! synthetic!
phonic! group! instruction.! These! different! activities! had! common! features:! the! children!
experienced! both! these! activities! daily! as! part! of! the! structured! timetable! of! literacy!
events,!and!the!focus!in!both!was!on!practising!the!signifying!components!of!writing!as!a!
graphic! code,! i.e.! correct! letter! shape! formation! and! sound! symbol! recognition.! These!
encounters! were! clearly! separated! from! other! literacy! activities,! although! the! teachers!
often! reminded! the! children! verbally! to!make! links! between! these! practices! and! other!
writing! activities! within! the! class.! The! broader! purpose! in! planning! and! teaching! these!
activities!was!that!the!children!could!transfer!these!segmented!and!discrete!elements!into!
their! broader! literacy! learning.! So,! although! compartmentalised! aspects! of! literacy!
teaching!were!planned,!a!‘whole!view’!of!language!underpinned!it.!
These! two! literacy! activities,! name6writing! and!what! I! will! loosely! term! phonic6
writing,!being!habitual!writing!experiences!for!the!children,!formed!much!of!their!writing!
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production.! However,! what! was! noteworthy! and! why! I! reSformed! them! into! an!
assemblage! through! my! analysis! was! that! although! the! intention! of! both! of! these!
activities!was! similar! (i.e.! to! increase! the! knowledge! and! skills! that! the! children! had! of!





classroom!experienced!writing.! The! analysis! and!discussion!of! these! two! regular! events!
demonstrate!that!for!children!to!be!armed!effectively!with!the!material!tools!of!symbolic!







These! observations! took! place! during! an! activity! that! was! known! to! the! children! as!





Below! is! an! observation! of! Yellow! that! illustrates! the! activity! of! the! children! during! a!
‘Letters!and!Sounds’!session:!
Yellow6sits6crossElegged6and6sways6from6side6to6side.6She6stretches6her6legs6and6holds6onto6
her6 toes.6 She6 rocks6 back6 and6 forth.6 She6 quietly6 blows6 raspberries6 with6 her6 mouth.6 She6


























beginning! of! the! session,! and! as! time! progressed,! she! responded! to! the! teacher! as!




doing! this.! She! had! integrated! the! physical! dimensions! of! phonics! learning! by! bringing!




However,! not! all! children!were! able! to!move! between! these! different! physical!
states!so!easily!within!these!teaching!sessions:!






and6forth6over6the6whiteboard6 in6 front6of6him.6The6teacher6 is6asking6the6children6to6read6
‘tap,6pan,6pin,6 tin’6after6writing6 them6on6 the6 classroom6whiteboard.6Green6 rubs6his6 eyes6
and6squints6down6at6the6board6in6his6hands.6He6pokes6his6friend6gently6in6the6back6with6his6
pen,6rubs6his6eyes6again,6uses6the6board6rubber6so6that6 it6presses6his6pen6down6onto6the6
























asked! to!draw!when!he!was! left! alone! to!work! independently.!He!was!disengaged!with!
the!teacher’s!voice!and!actions,!and!was!not!able!to!reproduce!or!mirror!these.!!
He! was,! however,! searching! for! some! other! desirable! activity,! one! that! was!
forming!different!kinds!of!attachments,! connections!and!responses! that!appeared! to!be!
more! fulfilling,! despite! the! teacher’s! explicit! instructions! to! go! in! a! different! direction.!
Throughout!this!activity,!Green!was!looking!to!connect!to!his!environment,!through!intraS
activity!(Barad,!2007)!with!the!objects!and!spaces!he!could!manipulate.!He!was!active!in!a!
different!way,!not!by! reflecting!or! representing! the! teacher’s! knowledge,!as!Yellow!had!





Sellers! (2013)! argues! that! how! children! compose! learning,! as! a! desirous! assemblage,! is!
essential!for!teachers!to!explore,!as!this!is!how!they!themselves!are!performing!or!making!
the! curriculum.! She! cites! Dewey’s! ideas! about! the! importance! of! the! living! and! acting!
spirit! within! children’s! learning,! through! the! notion! of! free! movement! and! operation,!
where!ideas!can!be!connected!to!form!whole!bodies!of!knowledge!(Sellers,!2013,!p.!33).!
With!this!in!mind,!how!are!the!free!movements!of!Yellow!and!Green!being!responded!to!
in! forming! the! curriculum?! By! looking! at! this! in! more! detail,! it! is! possible! to! see! very!
different!types!of!learning!composition!here.!!
Green!was! performing! the! curriculum,! or! the! physical! space,! the! time! and! the!
resources!available!to!him,!in!a!particular!way,!but!this!‘acting!spirit’!was!not!following!the!
lines!of! the!teacher.!He!was!not!building!the!phonic!knowledge!expected!by!tracing!the!
pathway! placed! before! him;! instead,! he! was! performing! the! curriculum! on! offer!
differently.! The! phonemes! and! graphemes! and! their! associated! meanings! as! language!
tools! were! not! part! of! the! assemblage! that! he! was! engaged! in! composing,! one! that!
emerged!from!a!physical!and!material!desire!to!experiment!within!the!confines!in!which!
he!is!placed.!Green!was!constructing!some!understanding!of!what!these!phonic!sessions!
mean! through! this!assemblage!of! connections,!but! the! links!he!made!did!not! represent!
the! universal! structured! curriculum! that! the! teacher! was! concerned! with.! Green! was!
making!the!curriculum!rhizomatically!(Deleuze!and!Guattari,!2004,!p.!23)!by!constructing!
knowledge!which!is!not!representative!of! ideas!being!given!by!others!but! instead!allows!
for! variations! and! expanding! connections! with! the! material! objects! at! hand.! This!
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Yellow,!on! the!other!hand,!was!making! these! connections! in!her!writing!within!
the! phonic! session! by! signifying! the! facts! about! literacy! being! presented,! as! was!
identifiable! through! her! gestures,! actions! and! speech.! Green! had! formed! no! such!
connection!but!was! actively!making! sense! of! the! time,! space! and! resources! differently.!
Using!Deleuze!and!Guattari’s!(2004,!p.!421)!ideas!here,!Yellow!was!working!within!striated6
spaces,! enclosed! physically! and! tracing! predetermined! pathways,! whereas! Green! was!
working!within! a! smooth6 space,! which! had! no! determinates,! or! borders,! but! offered! a!








not! name:! a! tap.! This! uncoupling! of! thought! and! language! and! lack! of! relationship!
between! meaning! and! action! was! deeply! unsettling,! almost! a! perversity! of! language!
learning.! It! is!particularly!problematic!as!drawing!activity! is!essentially!a! communicative!
gesture!that!needs!to!say!something!about!how!we!understand!the!world!(Kress,!1997).!It!
was! difficult! for! Green! to! express! the! necessary! meaning! and! understanding! that! are!
essential! elements! of! drawing’s! communicative! purpose! (Ring,! 2006).! The! limited!
reference!given!to!the!meaning!of!the!word!‘tap’,!the!function!and!purpose!of! it,!during!
the!teaching!input!had!not!helped!Green!to!construct!the!connections!needed!to!develop!
the! contextual! narrative! for! its! meaning! to! come! to! fruition! (Einarsdottir! et! al.,! 2009).!
Unfortunately,!ignoring!an!explanation!of!the!meanings!of!words,!for!example!by!making!
sense!of!words!within! the! context!of! relatable! sentence,! is! common!within! this! type!of!
phonic!teaching!(Juel!et!al.,!2003).!The!SSP!teaching!strategies! I!observed!demonstrated!
that!the!exclusive!focus!on!letter!sounds!meant!that!there!was!limited!reference!to!whole!
word! meanings.! The! relationships! between! phonemes,! graphemes,! whole! words! and!





argument! that! words,! as! a! semantic! part! of! language,! are! created! in! response! to! the!
machinery! of! thought,! as! meanings! of! words! come! into! being! in! relation! to! wider!
language!uses!and!functions!(Gee,!2004;!Halliday,!2007).!As!the!wider!contextual!thinking!
surrounding! the! word! ‘tap’! had! not! been! explored! during! the! session,! Green! was!
struggling!to!find!what!meanings!he!could!make!in!association!with!it.!His!drawing!of!the!
tap,!as!a!sign,!was!conveying!a!different!social!meaning,!one!where!the!drawing!signified!a!
‘water! thing’! that! he! was! drawing,! because! he! had6 to,! rather! than! signifying! the!





remains!about!whether! that!will! support!her! to!write! in! the! future.!MacLure! (2013a,!p.!
663)! argues! that! although! there! is! a! need! to! research! the! materiality! of! language,! as!
something!issued!from!the!body!and!affecting!other!bodies,!language!is!always!something!




able! to! construct! further! connections! to! it!which!will! support!her! future!writing?! Is! she!
able! to!escape!beyond!the!structured!and!stratified!grid!of! representation! (Deleuze!and!
Guattari,!2004)! to!explore!a!more!expansive! form!of! language!within!a! range!of! literate!
activity?!
What! Green! was! doing! within! his! physicalSmaterial! intraSactivity! can! offer! an!
explanation! of! how!he!was! constructing! knowledge,!which!was! very! different! from! the!
process!of!signification!that!Yellow!was!successfully!doing.!The!observed!phonics!activity!
had! allowed! him! little! ability! to! construct! or! form! new! knowledge! about! writing! using!
phonemes.!However,!he!was!forming!other6knowledge6about!what!writing!activity!meant!
in! school,! through! his! body! and! environment:! a! rhizomatic! formation! of! knowledge,! or!






where! knowledge! is! constructed! through! cumulative! developmental! stages.! There! is! an!
assumption!within!this!strategy!that!the!phonic!knowledge!that!the!children!are!able!to!
represent! (just! as! Yellow! had! done)! will! be! transferable! to! other! literate! encounters!
within! classroom! writing! activities.! So,! it! is! hoped! that! these! discrete! elements! –! the!
phonemes,!with!the!additional!skills!needed!to!recreate!them!in!writing!–!will!be!applied!










to!make! verbal! sense! of! the! writing! that! they! had! done! in! the! phonic! sessions.! There!
appeared!to!be!a!disconnection!between!what!they!had!written!and!what!they!were!able!
to! say! about! it;! the! transfer! of! knowledge! gained! in! phonics! activities! into! new! arenas!
through!speech!was!limited.!For!example,!the!vignette!presented!below!of!extracts!from!
video!elicitation!with! Yellow!and!my! reflective! comments! demonstrate! that! Yellow!was!

















see6 the6 other6 people6 with6 her6 on6 the6 video.6 The6writing6 she6was6 doing6was6 led6 by6 the6
teaching6assistant,6and6Yellow6shows6persistence6by6transferring6from6writing6in6the6air6to6




Conversation!and!discussion!were!not!part!of! the!phonics! sessions! the! children!
experienced,!as!these!sessions!were!dominated!by!teacher!instruction.!Often!the!children!
were!asked! to! say!words!and!sentences!where! the!phonic! sound!appeared,!and! limited!
discussion!in!the!group!sometimes!took!place!around!what!the!words!or!sentences!could!
be.!Most!speech!was! limited!to!the!phonemes!that!were!being!taught,!and!the!children!
did! not! talk! to! each! other! or! the! teacher! in!ways! in!which! they! had! to! reflect! on! their!
learning!or!relate!it!to!other!aspects!of!their!lives.!Juel!(2006,!p.!418)!argues!that!there!is!a!
connection! between! the! more! words! children! learn! to! speak! and! their! phonological!
‘attunement’.! So,! speech! and! vocabulary! building! are! important! elements! of! language!
that!help!support!the!connections!necessary!for!children’s!understanding!of!phonemes!in!









extend! their! compositions.! They! also! note! that! the! restrictions! of! time! in! school!mean!
that!children!are!often!asked!to!begin!writing!before!they!have!had!a!chance!to!develop!
their! ideas.! In!concurrence!with!their!argument,! the!aspects!of! thinking!that!Yellow!and!





















































The! letters! and! sounds! writing! –! the! grapheme! representation! and! associated!
words! that! Gold! has! encountered! during! these! sessions! –! remained! fixed! within! the!
contextual! space! in! which! she! had! experienced! them! and! stayed! there.! There! was!
nowhere! for! these! abstract,! floating! pieces! of! knowledge,! which! incidentally! Gold! had!
remembered!extremely!well,! to!go;! they!had!no! further!meaning! for!her.!Even!as! tools,!


























Kate:6 what6 have6 you6 learnt6 in6 Minnows6 class6 about6 writing6 since6 you6 started,6 do6 you6
think?6
Red:6letters6and6sounds6




‘Phonic! writing’! within! these! letters! and! sounds! activities! offered! limited!
opportunities! for! the! children! to! construct! further! meaning! and! expand! their!
understanding! of! writing! beyond! the! abstract! and! representative.! If! meaningSmaking!
within!writing!activities!means!being!involved!in!processes!of!dialogue!around!it,!of!critical!
reflection! drawing! on! concrete! human! experience! (Dahlberg! et! al.,! 2003,! p.! 107),! then!
these!meaningSmaking! elements!were!missing! from! these! daily! writing! experiences! for!
children!in!the!class.!However,!the!children’s!desires!to!explore!and!make!meanings!in!the!
classroom! as! multimodal! expressions! were! able! to! be! realised! in! other! opportunities!
within! the! classroom.!Writing! activity! that! could! be! described! as! copying! offered! both!












be6 ‘good6writers’6 by6writing6 down6 the6 sounds6 that6 they6 have6 learnt6 correctly.6 Then6 the6
group6is6asked6to6read6some6‘tricky6words’6(not6phonetically6spelt)6and6asked6to6write6them6
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Later6 I6 ask6Red6why6 she6didn’t6 have6her6 learning6 log6 to6write6 in:6 ‘were6 you6 supposed6 to6
have6it?’6I6say.6She6looks6down6and6smiles.6
















Red:6 sometimes6 I6 don’t6 know6how6 to6do6 letters6 and6 the6 teachers6 don’t6 tell6me,6 because6
they6want6me6to6know,6and6my6friends6don’t6know6




















needed! to! then! ‘copy’.! Drawing! on! my! own! pedagogical! ideas! as! a! former! teacher,! I!
encouraged!her!to!utilise!writing!resources!to!aid!her!thinking;!however,!it!was!clear!that!
this!was!not!what!she!wanted!me!to!say!or!do.!Her!last!comment!above!demonstrates!her!




‘I6 notice6 from6 her6 body6 language6 that6 she6 is6 still6 unsure6 of6 what6 to6 write;6 perhaps6 it6
doesn’t6make6sense6or6she6is6frustrated.’!
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‘Red6 is6writing6over6 the6 letters6 she6has6already6written6and6 looks6at6 the6other6 children’s6
work.6She6lies6the6top6half6of6her6body6on6the6table6over6the6paper.’6
(Field!notes!17/12!b)!
This! copying! over! already! written! letters! or! whole! words! was! a! common!
behaviour! in! many! of! the! children.! It! occurred! when! they! were! caught! or! ‘wedged’!
between!what!they!had!written!already!and!what!to!write!next.!Like!a!record!in!the!same!
groove,!they!often!went!over!the!same!marks!again!and!again.!For!Red,!there!appeared!to!
be! a! fear! of! jumping! forward! into! the! unknown,! into! untested! and! uncertain! territory.!
Unfortunately,!the!outcome!of!this!encounter!was!that!sometimes!the!intense!scratching!































engagement! in! the!writing! that! she! did,! but! her! frustration! here!was! evident.! She!was!
looking!for!the!solution!to!the!complexities!of!thinking!that!writing!entailed!for!her!from!
me;! she! was! trying! to! locate! the! known! structured! framework! in! which! her! thoughts!
could! be! organised.! The!writing! that! the! children!were! asked! to! do! by! the! teacherwas!
often! a! combination! of! dissatisfaction! and! enjoyment,! shifting! as! it! did! in! response! to!
social! and! contextual! elements:! friends’! comments,! the! intended! audience,! and! the!
attention!that!their!writing!was!given.!
Red’s!insistence!on!being!directed!to!the!‘correct’!elements!to!copy!in!making!her!
writing! ‘right’! can!be! linked! to!her!experience!as!a!writer!within! the! letters!and! sounds!
activity.! She!had! learnt! to!use! this!approach,!a! reliance!on!copying!as!a!way!of!doing! it!
properly,!accurately!and!with!regard!to!the!adult!expectations;!it!was!a!winning!strategy!




Red! was! seeking.! She! understood! that! her! writing! as! an! artefact! was! going! to! be!
measured! against! a! cultural! ideal! (Cole,! 1996).! However,! these! cultural! expectations!
appeared! to! limit! her! riskStaking! as! a! writer.! These! understandings! of! writing! were!











and! how! to! do! it,! was! shaped! by! social! and! cultural! values,! and! so! this! complex!
transformational! thinking! was! being!mediated! by! ideas! about! how!writing! should! look!
and! what! was! acceptable,! informed! by! cultures! of! school! literacy! and! the! curriculum!
framework.!Copying!another! text! that!was! imbued!with! cultural! correctness!helped! the!
children!to!find!a!way!to!fit!the!‘image’!of!the!child!writer!that!was!being!encouraged!in!
the!classroom.!!
‘Good6 learning’,! a! phrase! often! used! in! the! classroom,! could! be! identified! as!
writing! that! was! ‘to! task’! and! with! the! hopedSfor! outcome,! which! was! able! to! be!
individually!assessed!in!line!with!curriculum!documentation.!The!teacher!modelled!‘good6
learning’!by!displaying!examples!of!children’s!‘good!writing’!on!the!wall.!It!was!also!clear!
in! the! teacher’s! writing! in! the! children’s! learning! log,! as! has! been! described! in! the!
previous!assemblage.!Photographs!show!quite!how!visible!this!‘good6learning’!is,!through!
the!choice!of!red!and!green!pens.!As!well!as!comments!made!by!the!teacher!as!a!dialogue!
with! the! children! individually,!which! shows! interest! in! their! ideas,! the! teacher’s!writing!
also! included! a! metaScommentary! for! other! adults! in! relation! to! assessment! criteria.!

































Blue! was! relating! his! writing! to! the! progress! he! had! made! and! hoped! to! be!
making!in!the!future.!Writing!for!him!had!an!important!meaning!related!to!improvement!
and! advancement.! Unlike! the! other! children! in! the! group,! he! was! very! aware! of! the!





that! indicated! the! stage! he! had! reached! in! the! reading! scheme! or! the! teacher’s!
authoritative!marks!on!his!work.!!
As! a! learner,! he! recognised! himself! as! both! being! and! becoming,! tallying! with!
Uprichard’s! (2008)! research! that! demonstrated! children’s! awareness! of! their! own!
temporality! as! future! becoming! adults.! The! conversation! with! Blue! also! indicated! his!
connection!to!the!concept!of!the! ‘ideal’,!as!something!to!be!obtained! in!the!future,!and!
this!links!again!to!Cole’s!(1996)!premise!that!the!activity!of!producing!writing!as!a!cultural!










The!definition!of! copying! is! problematic! as! it! can!be!used! to!describe! a!wide! variety!of!
textSmaking!activities!at!the!same!time!as!being!loaded!with!disapproval!as!an!educational!
term.! Some! copying! allows! for! creative! reinvention;! other! copying! activities! limit! the!
potential! for! new! transformations! in! thinking.! The! copying! that! Red! did! in! her! phonic!
writing!discussed!earlier!was!controlled!by!the!intentions!of!the!teacher,!the!goal!for!that!
session,!and!the!material!resources!available!to!her!in!representing!those!intentions.!The!
possibilities! for! Red’s! own! representation,! as! a! process! of! redesign! and! modification!
involving! elements! of! difference,! were! thwarted.! Reproducing! the! teacher’s!
representations! of! writing! did! not! enhance! Red’s! text! making;! rather,! it! was!
impoverishing!it,!and!Red!struggled!with!the!mixed!message!that!this!type!of!copying!was!
acceptable!for!some!writing!encounters,!such!as!phonic!writing,!but!not!valued!in!others.!!
Different! types! of! copying! within! the! classroom! were! seen! to! afford! more!
pleasurable!engagement! than!copying! for! correctness!or! copying! to! seek! the! ideal.! This!
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entailed!children!using!a!variety!of! tools!and!objects,!and! included!copying! from!books,!










an! official! space! where! discourse! around! the! children’s! writing! was! created! through!
formative! feedback!and!written! comments.! So,! as! a! completed!and!assessable!artefact,!
writing!activity!as!a!result!of!adultSdirected!activity!and!recorded!within!the!log!book!was!
given!more!value!by!the!adults!than!other!writing!activity.!Conversely,!copying,!which!was!
often! created! spontaneously! or! left! unfinished!on! scraps!of! paper,! occurring!outside!of!





accuracy,!enjoying!keeping! the!pen!mark!on! top!of! the! line!of! the! letter!shape,! rubbing!
them! all! out!when! completed,! and! beginning! again.! Perhaps! there!was! something! safe!
and!secure!within!the!boundaries!of!this!activity!that!they!were!searching!for!within!other!
writing! activities.! Phonic! writing! activity! offered! them! similar! copying! practice,! but! the!
copying!they!did!on!the!boards!offered!them!more!opportunity!to!practise!precise!hand–












! Children! often! come! to! school! as! writers! armed!with! the! ability! to! write! their!
name,! and! all! the! children! that! I! worked!with!wrote! their! name!when! entering! school!
confidently,!with!differing!degrees!of!accuracy.!Most!described!or!referred!to!writing!their!
name!as!‘easy’,!often!falling!back!on!doing!this!when!they!got!stuck!writing!other!things.!
The! children! found! numerous! places! in! which! to! write! their! names;! for! example,! they!
wrote! their! names! by! the! side! and! on! top! of! other! texts,! perhaps! as! a! gesture! of!
ownership! and! possibly! as! a! sign! of! experimentation! with! space! and! design,! an!
exploration!of!how!familiar!text!could!sit!on!the!page.!They!also!enjoyed!photographing!
their! names.! These! actions! correspond!with! Pahl’s! (1999)! research! which! noted! young!
children’s!expression!of!enjoyment!and!absorption! in!copying! their!names.!Kress! (1997)!




He6 finds6 his6 learning6 log6 and6 turns6 the6 pages6 slowly,6 looking6 at6 the6 things6 he6 has6 done6
previously.6He6finds6a6space,6though6not6on6a6clean6page,6one6with6some6teacher’s6writing6
on,6 and6 a6 picture6 he6 has6 previously6 drawn6with6 red6 pencil.6 He6writes6 his6 name6as6 a6 list6




Green! must! have! been! aware! of! the! design! already! imprinted! on! the! page,!
including! the! lines!below!and!blank! space!on! top;!however,!he!decided! to! redesign! the!
space! with! his! name.! His! name! writing! gave! him! the! opportunity! to! be! the! designer,!
something! that! Kress! and! Van! Leeuwen! (2006)! have! argued! is! an! essential! aspect! of!
writing.!
In!addition! to! regularly!writing! their!name! for!authorship!purposes!and!general!
enjoyment,! name!writing!was! something! the! children!were! asked! to! do! every!morning!
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when!they!entered!the!classroom.!Made!into!a!regulated!activity,!name!writing!involved!
the! copying! or! tracing! over! of! the! children’s! names! that!were!written! on! a!wipeSclean!
piece!of!card!that!the!children!kept!in!their!individual!trays.!The!children!were!responsible!
for!finding!their!name!each!morning!and!choosing!a!space!to!write! in,!either!sitting!at!a!
table! or! on! the! floor,! either! tracing! over! their! name! or! producing! a! copy! of! it! in! their!
learning!logs,!and!sometimes!on!a!scrap!of!paper.! It!was!an!exercise! in!handwriting,!but!
this!writing!activity,!structured!and!controlled!as!it!was,!offered!freedom!for!the!children!
to! socially! interact! with! each! other! and! to! move! between! different! spaces! within! the!
classroom.!This!writing!activity!was! sanctioned!copying,!but!with! less!order!and! control!
than! other! representational! activities,! such! as! ‘Letters! and! Sounds’.! The! teachers!
encouraged!and!talked!to!the!children!on!an!individual!basis!about!their!individual!letter!














them6 all6 on6 the6 line.6 She6 traces6 the6 letter6 shapes6 accurately,6 all6 in6 correct6 formation,6
concentrating.6The6rest6of6the6children6on6the6table6begin6to6sing6a6song6from6a6children’s6
TV6 programme.6Gold6 looks6 up6 but6 doesn’t6 join6 in.6 Red6 sits6 down6and6watches6what6 the6
group6is6doing.6She6leans6over6and6tells6Gold6that6her6writing6is6‘really6good’.6
(Field!notes!19/11)!
There! is! a! sense! of! camaraderie! within! the! children’s! experience! of! writing!
activity! here,! an! opportunity! for! them! to! share! something! together,!which! then! erupts!
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into! song;! however,! within! this! space,! Gold! was! still! able! to! find! a! place! to! fully!
concentrate!on!writing!the!letter!shapes!correctly.!Red’s!admiration!was!not!surprising!as!
she!herself!chose!to!spend!lots!of!time!in!the!classroom!tracing!over!the!sound!mats.!The!
children! also! wanted! to! take! photographs! of! their! names! and! steered! me! towards!
recognising! the! value! of! this! as! writing! production.! They! often! engaged! me! in!
conversation! about! their! names,! and! name! writing! activities,! seeking! me! out! to!
demonstrate!their!activities.!For!example:!
Silver6came6up6to6me6before6registration6and6showed6me6his6name6writing.6He6sounded6out6




writing! practice,! the! teachers! and! children! responded! differently! to! the! names! being!
written.!There!was!also!no!classroom!culture!of!universal! ‘correctness’! in! the!writing!of!
their!names,!apart!from!being!encouraged!to!form!letters!accurately,!as!each!child’s!name!
was!unique,! joined! together!differently,! and! followed!different!patterns!of! letter!order;!
practising! them! was! a! different! experience! for! each! child,! and! it! was! not! possible! to!
create!unity!of!sameness.!





much! more! difficult! for! either! the! adults! or! children! in! the! classroom! to! make! a!
judgement!about! ‘correctness’.!As!a!reflection!of!this,! the!teacher!talk!with!the!children!





The! practice! of! writing! names! is! often! researched! in! relation! to! emergent! literacy! and!
phonic!awareness!(Drouin!and!Harmon,!2009;!Puranik!et!al.,!2011;!Puranik!and!Lonigan,!
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2012).! In! these! studies,! name! writing! has! been! shown! to! support! knowledge! of! some!
letter! sounds,! but! not! the! broader! knowledge! of! letter! sounds! needed! to! spell! other!
words.! The! argument! presented! is! that! individual! letter! writing! is! a! better! indicator! of!
children’s! emergent! literacy! (their! developing! spelling! ability)! than! name! writing.! This!
presides!within!a!theoretical!perspective!that!conceives!the!formation!of!writing!as!linear!
and! individual,! with! preconceived,! universal! measurable! outcomes.! Here,! learning!
individual!sounds!is!a!measurable!process!where!identifiers!can!be!named.!However,!this!
approach!ignores!the!importance!of!name!writing!as!a!way!in!which!children!are!able!to!
make! connections! socially,! culturally! and! materially! with! their! friends,! family! and! the!
wider!community.!!
Name! writing! happened! in! the! classroom! as! a! social! activity,! and! helped! to!
develop! the! children’s! social! worlds.! Writing! names! was! a! socially! functional! activity.!
Children!wrote! their! names!within! social! groupings,! corresponding!with! Dyson’s! (1989,!
2013)! argument! that! writing! is! a! means! to! develop! peer! culture.! The! dialogue! that!
children! formed!around! this! type!of!writing,! the!encouragement!and! commentary! from!
each!other,! validated! their!work!and!made! it! into! something! that!had!a! social!purpose.!



























and!her! friend!are! transforming! the!meanings!of! the!paper!shapes!by! redesigning! them!
with!important!words!added.!Now!these!shapes,!having!been!modified,!contain!additional!
elements!related!to!the!children’s!identities!(Pahl!and!Rowsell,!2005).!This!vignette!shows!










given! cultural! value! in! school! are! framed! and! bounded! by! the! idea! that! knowledge! is!









The! ‘phonics!writing’! activities! that! I! observed! and! that! the! children! talked! about!were!
encounters!where!children!were!writing!to!accurately!represent!what!had!come!before,!a!
process! of! writing! as! repetition,! where! the! parts! of! language! were! systematically! and!
intentionally!separated!and!detached!from!each!other.!These!segmented!parts,!although!
connected! in! their! structural! dimensions,! remained! unconnected! to! other! essential!
features! of! writing,! either! as! a! social! instrument! or! as! a! fundamentally! physical! and!
material!experience.!The!associations!being!constructed!by!the!children!remained!within!
the!boundaries!of! the! activities! themselves,! and! their! ability! to! transfer! this! knowledge!
appeared!stilted!and!limited.!!
This!type!of!writing!was!concerned!with!accuracy!and!correctness,!repeating!the!
known,! and! signifying! and! symbolising! knowledge! about! letters! and! sounds,! with! an!
underlying! assumption! that! these! segments! of! language! could! be! transferred! to! other!
writing!activities.!However,!as!a! language!tool,! it!was!restricted!by!the!structures!of! the!
activity! in! which! the! children! experienced! it.! It! was! a! physically! bounded! experience!
framed! within! the! carpet! space! and! was! limited! to! the! common! resources! available;!
movement! and! exploration! were! constrained.! As! a! writing! activity,! it! was! purely!
representational! about! showing! or! performing! correct! mark! making.! For! some! of! the!







In! writing! their! name,! children! were! also! practising! correctness! and! accuracy,! but! the!
space!in!which!it!occurred!and!the!attachments!that!surrounded!it!were!constructed!from!
their! own! lived! experience,! connected! to! meaningful! relationships,! identities! and!
potential!usage.!The!children’s!name!writing!activities!were!generally!unmonitored!by!the!
adults! in! the! class! and! were! not! formally! assessed.! Name! writing! occurred! frequently,!
took! place! in! many! different! contexts,! and! had! elements! of! free! choice! of! resources,!
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spaces! and! design.! Children! often! talked! about! their! name! and! wrote! their! name!
unprompted,!making!links!between!home!and!school.!!
Their! name!writing! practice!was! reSrepresentative! of! personal! connections! and!
networks,! not! merely! a! correct! representation! of! something! external! to! them.! Their!
names!were!both!signs!that!carried!changing!meanings!and!also!tools!for!experimentation!
and! exploration.! Name! writing! was! essentially! desirable! due! to! its! function! as! a!
networked! and! relational! practice,! where! links! to! other! writing! experiences! could! be!
created,! and!where! the! potential! for! transformation! could! be! clearly! traced,! within! its!











children!represent!knowledge!through!performance:! learning!as! ‘correctness’! in!relation!
to!‘ideals’.!The!image!of!the!writing!child!held!by!adults! in!name!writing!activities! is!one!
where!the!child!is!an!emergent!writer,!an!individual!constructor!of!knowledge!progressing!







shown! to! be! either! confined! within! stratified! events,! where! the! material/dialogical!
features! of! writing! are! controlled,! or! it! can! expand! concrete! and! practised! meaningS!






actual! practices! of! doing! them! and! doing! them! differently.! Writing! phonemes! and!
graphemes!should!be!something!that!is!‘connected6to’,!rather!than!‘transferable6to’,!other!
necessary! modes! of! language! and! communication.! The! children! within! these! ‘copying’!
writing! encounters! indicated! that! it! is! this! process,! one! where! personal! and! social!
relational! links! can! be! made,! that! is! most! productive! in! playing! with! and! therefore!










CHAPTER! SEVEN:! Assemblage! four! –! Writing! as!





In! this! chapter,! four! playful! writing! encounters! have! been! gathered! together! as! an!
assemblage! to! form! a! discussion! about! the! different! aspects! of! writing! as! playing,! or!






during! this! study.!The!data!produced!by! recording! these!encounters!demonstrated!how!
the! writing! and! drawing! events! within! play! were! sensorial! and! pleasurable! for! the!
children.! These! elements! developed! as! they! intraSacted!with!materials! and! each! other.!
This!playful!type!of!writing!encounter!is!often!unnoticed!by!adults,!due!to!the!momentary,!
passing! and! ephemeral! nature! of! both! the! activity! and! the! artefacts! that! are! created.!
However,!as!will!be!shown,!these!encounters!are!richly!literate!events.!!
This! chapter! illustrates! the! importance! of! understanding! the! generative!
‘playfulness’!within!children’s!writing!activity:!play!as!playing,4 in!the!present.! It!suggests!
that!there!is!value!in!writing!in!play!within!the!moment!it!occurs,!rather!than!in!how!it!can!
demonstrate! children’s! ‘growth’! in! relation! to! predetermined! stages! of! cognitive,!
emotional! or! social! development.! I! will! show! how! playful! writing! involves! propagative!







Observing! children’s! playful! writing! –! researcher’s! writing! as!
becoming!
!




reSwritten!parts! to!articulate!more!clearly! for! the! reader! (for!example!by!correcting! the!
grammar)!what!was!happening!within! the!encounter.! This!data!as! a! vignette,! alongside!
others! in! this! chapter,! is! presented! as! an! illustration,! a! writing! up,! of! the! transitory,!
associative! aspects! of! playful! writing! encounters,! within! a! given! time,! gathered! as! a!
‘bundle6 of6 relations’! (Sellers,! 2013,! p.! 110).! By! pondering! over! the! presentation! of! this!
encounter,!I!came!to!‘tune!into’!how!the!children!were!learning!about!writing!in!their!play,!
























wiggle6on6 the6chair,6 rising6slightly6up6and6down6with6excitement;6 they6 lean6 forward6and6
back6laughing.6Yellow6is6making6letter6shapes6quickly;6she6is6moving6her6head6up6and6down6
and6 side6 to6 side6as6 she6writes,6her6head6gesturing6 the6words,6 catching6Blue’s6eye6at6 the6
same6time,6occasionally6elbowing6him6to6keep6up6with6her6and6grabbing6his6arm.6
When6the6boys6are6gone,6I6ask6Yellow6if6I6can6take6a6photo6of6her6board6and6ask6her6what6
the6 marks6 are.6 She6 says6 ‘I6 can’t6 read’.6 I6 say6 ‘What’s6 it6 about’.6 She6 says6 ‘it’s6 about6 the6









telling6 the6 story.6 The6 marks6 appeared6 not6 only6 to6 be6 symbolic6 of6 the6 children’s6 shared6
ideas,6 thoughts,6 and6 emotions,6 but6 the6 use6 of6 the6 pens6 and6 boards6 themselves6 was6
important6 to6 how6 this6 was6 expressed.6 It6 was6 action6 led6 and6 frantic6 at6 times,6 involving6
movements6 in6 their6 social6 relationships,6 between6 the6 real6 or6 material6 world6 and6 their6







In! reSpresenting! this! data,! I! recognise! the! extent! to! which! my! reflective! field!
notes! were! written! with! an! analytical! tone,! providing! a! deeper! description! of! what! I!
thought! were! the! significant! aspects! of! the! event.! My! reflective! writing! was! merging!





















and! sharing! a! drySwipe! board! on! which! they! were! making! marks,! as! ‘action! writing’,!
almost! in! unison.! Their! actions! as! a!way! of! consolidating! their! relationships! provided! a!




they! were! producing.! Their! text! making! within! the! encounter! was! generated! not! as! a!
result!of!official!writing!practices,!but!as!a!direct!result!of!their!peerStoSpeer!relationships,!
demonstrating! their! ability! to! create!writing! experiences! that,! although! unofficial,! have!
cultural! significance! to! them! within! their! friendship! group! (Dyson,! 1989,! 2008).! The!




understood! through! its! process! of! production,! it! is! important! to! note! how! this! occurs!
within! a! multiple! and! moving! assemblage! that! is! not! limited! to! social! and! cultural!
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elements! but! is! a! combination! of! multiple! connective! factors.! To! understand! how! the!
generation!of! their! shared! cultural!writing! experience! came! into! existence,! as! part! of! a!
social!friendship!group,!we!need!to!recognise!how!these!forces!work!as!one!component,!
within!other! relational! connections,!both!material! and!human.!The!children’s! friendship!
towards!each!other!provided!an!energy!within!the!play,!but! it!was! in! joining!this!energy!
with! other! elements,! which! are! discussed! below,! where! mark! making! emerged.! It! is!
possible! therefore! to!argue! that! children’s! socially! shaped!writing!activity! resulted! from!
something!akin!to!a!‘meshwork’!(Ingold,!2007,!p.!81),!consisting!of!interwoven!trails!made!
of! threads! and! traces! along! which! lives! are! lived,! and! where! ideas! and! objects! ‘knot’!
together:!!




The! children’s! playful!writing! viewed! in! this!way! –! as! an!entanglement! of! their!
bodies!and!tools,!other! texts! they!had!encountered,!and!shared!sensations!–!created! in!











move! together.! They! elbowed! each! other! and! expressed! their! joy! by! bouncing! on! the!
chair,! and! this! movement! was! replicated! in! how! they! moved! the! marker! pens! on! the!
board.!The!chair!had!been!selected!by!the!children!because!of!this!physical!potential;!as!a!























The6 dryEwipe6 object6 is6 really6 important6 to6 Silver;6 clearly6 the6 feel,6 the6 touch6 makes6 a6
difference6to6how6he6can6‘get6on’6with6writing.6 It6holds6much6more6meaning6to6him6than6
how6 it6 can6 be6 used.6 The6 whiteboard6 has6material6 significance,6 and6 this6 is6 linked6 to6 his6




The! materiality! of! the! wipeSdry! board! appeared! to! have! an! effect! on! Silver!






object! became! centrally! important! to! how! Silver!was! able! to! draw.!His! actions!were! in!
response!to!the!materials;!if!the!board!had!been!replaced!by!paper!or!a!touchscreen,!then!










To! understand! playful! writing! activity! as! socially! constructed! and! situated,! we!
should! incorporate! the! significance! of!material! elements! and! recognise! how! they! offer!
different! socially! desirous! and! culturally! affective! possibilities! for! children.! This! concurs!
with!Rautio!and!Winston’s!argument!that!practices!of!play!are!‘complex6entanglements6of6





As! playful! writing! encounters,! these! were! unplanned! events! and! illustrate! Lieberman’s!





myself.! Although! unrehearsed,! the! first! encounter! with! Silver,! Blue! and! Yellow! was!
performance! led,! and! this! performativity! appeared! to! give! the! children! pleasure.! For!
example,!when!Yellow!tells!Blue!to!‘get!working’!and!‘you’re!rubbish!at!it’,!his!response!is!
not! to!be!upset!but! to! enjoy! these! forceful! exertions! as! a!new!dimension! in! the! game,!
allowing!the!game!to!be!drawn!forward!in!a!new!direction.!The!children!did!not!take!on!
clearly!defined!roles!within!their!play,!and!therefore!the!possibilities!for!what!happened!
were! not! delineated.! Rather,! they! were! experimenting! with! the! potential! that! a!
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performance! might! offer.! Blue! found! it! fun! to! be! challenged! by! Yellow! in! this! socially!
unconstrained!way;!it!enabled!further!excitement!and!dared!him!to!respond,!challenging!
him! to! be! resourceful! in! keeping! the! performativity!within! the! game! alive.! This! can! be!
understood! as! a! performance! movement,! both! moving! towards! and! away! from! each!
other,!a!way!of!ensuring!the!flow!of!the!game!(Sellers,!2013,!p.!114).!!
Silver!also!adds! to! the!performance!by! showing!his!drawing!of! stars!and! telling!
the!others!that!this!is!his!name,!which!they!find!funny.!However,!Silver!then!sits!outside!
of! this!performance,! trying! to!bring! in!external! social! structures! in!which! to! control! the!
movement! within! the! play! by! telling! the! children! it! is! tidy! up! time.! The! performance!
movement!he!offered,!a!subversion!of!his!representational!drawing,!was!reined!back! in.!





of! the!game.!The!performance! level!was!heightened! from! then!on,!as!my!actions!as!an!
observer! of! their! writing! provided! the! possibility! of! merging! pretence! and! reality.! This!
reaching!out!beyond!the!boundaries!of!the!play!purposefully!destabilised!our!established!
roles.!I!was!known!to!the!children!as!an!adult!interested!in!their!writing;!therefore,!with!
glee,! they! performed! as! ‘writers’,! busily! producing! lines! that! they! knew! would! not! be!
considered! ‘real’! writing.! This! succeeded! in! challenging! and! confusing! my! role! as! an!
observer.! The! children! had! invented! ‘substitute! writing’,! which! could! be! described! as!
ornamental! (Deleuze!and!Guattari,!2004,!p.!444),!as!a! feature!of! their!performance!and!
playfulness,! not! symbolising! anything! or! inscribing! something! else,! but! generated! as! a!
way! in! which! to! tease! apart! the! binary! roles! that! had! been! assigned.! This! provided!
humour!and! risky!excitement! for! the!children!but!unnerved!me.!My! role!as!an!external!
researcher!separated!from!the!children’s!play!performance!had!become!dubious.!!
Considering! the! implications! of! this! performance! writing! in! play! helps! us! to!
understand! how! children! are! actualising! the! connections! needed! for! writing,! or!
responding!to!them,!traversing!across!recognisable!ways!of!being!and!bringing!about!new!
thinking.!This!is!described!by!Deleuze!and!Guattari!(2004!p.556)!as!creating!‘lines6of6flight’,!
in! other! words,! producing! ‘thought6 movements’.! The! children! were! creating! thought!
movement! as! writers! by! constructing! relational! forces! with!me,! and! importantly! these!
movements! were! mutating! and! nonSstatic.! By! being! unconstrained! by! organising!
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principles,!this!play!activity!allowed!for!power!flows!to!be!disrupted,!enabling!the!crossing!
of! internal–external! play! boundaries.! The! children! were! not! constrained! by! their! play;!
rather,! it! was! the! opposite.! Their! actions! were! unexpected! and! to! a! certain! extent!
subversive! of! authority.! Observing!writing! as! part! of! play! allowed!me! to! consider! how!
young! children’s! unregulated! actions! were! occurring,! something! that! Gallacher! and!
Gallagher! (2008)!have!argued! is!needed! in! researching! children’s!experience! to! counter!
the!imposition!of!further!regulatory!‘participation’!onto!children.!Play!may!not!be!a!tool!in!





process! between! them.! The! children! were! activating! the! power! they! had! within! their!
performance! as! relational! to! the! powers! of! each! other! (Colebrook,! 2010,! p.! 216).! This!







Deleuze! and! Guattari! have! proposed! that! we! ‘paint,6 sculpt,6 compose,6 and6 write6 with6
sensations’!(2004,!p.!166).!It!is!important!to!note,!however,!that!for!Deleuze,!the!notion!of!
sensation!is!inextricably!linked!to!biology!and!occurs!prior!to!discovering!the!true!meaning!
of! something! through! reasoned! cognition! (Conley,! 2010).! If! young! children’s! writing!
activity! is! defined! purely! in! terms! of! representational! action,! as! a! process! of! reasoned!
cognition,!it!means!that!sensation!for!the!writer!can!only!have!meaning!through!the!use!
of!signified!language,!rather!than!as!a!physical!act.!A!Deleuzian!argument!would!propose!
that!this! is!sensation!as!an6afterEthought,! rather!than!sensation! itself,!and!suggests! that!
an!understanding!of!writing!needs! to!be!more!closely!aligned!with! the! initial!embodied!
sensations!within!writing!production.! In!the!encounters! I!observed,! I!would!suggest!that!
young! children’s! writing! activity! as! part! of! their! play! does! have! considerable! sensorial!




effect.6 These! effects! took! place! in! their6physical!movements,! touch,! speech! and! verbal!
sounds,! facial! expressions! and! gesticulations.! This!was! both6 the!effect6 of6 sensation6 and6
sensation6itself!as!a!continuing!process.!The!children!were!sensing!and!at!the!same!time!
being!affected!by!these!sensations,!and!then!displaying!them!to!others;! it!was!how!they!
played! together.! They!were! clearly!writing!with! sensations! and! this! sensory! experience!
was! combined6with! the! representational! act! of!making!marks,! rather! than! being! a! preS
cursor! to! it.! It!was! difficult! to! see! how! the! sensation! of!writing! as! an! embodied! action!
could!be!divorced!from!the!gestural!element!of!representational!mark!making.!
Particularly!noteworthy!was!the6sensation!of!the!motioning!rhythms!of!marks!on!
the! page! produced! by! Blue! and! Yellow! as! part! of! their! dramatic! performance.! The!
sensation!was! fundamentally! linked!to!the!physical!movement!of! the!pen,!producing6an6
effect! which! the! children! wanted! to! continue.! The! fast! scribbling! of! Yellow,! her! eye!
contact! with! Blue,! their! laughter! and! physical! approximation! to! each! other! were! all!
intertwined! as! affective! forces! within! this! sensorial! activity.! The! children’s! continual!




primarily! a! series! of! bodily! sensations:! an! embodied! experience.! This! analysis! suggests!







It! is! the!essential!element!of! spontaneity!or! changeability!within!playful!writing!
that!encourages!sensation!to!be!brought!into!existence!within!it.!It!is!primary!force!within!
the! play! and! is! extended! to! the!writing! that! occurs! as! an! aspect! of! it.! Young! children’s!
writing! that! comes! into! fruition!within! a! playful! context! has! the! opportunity! to! engage!






Studying! writing! encounters! as! lines! of! sensation! can! help! us! to! trace! how! children’s!
writing!has!been!created!as!an!entanglement!between!language!and!the!body!(MacLure,!
2011).! Olsson! has! written! that! ‘sense6 is6 on6 the6 border6 of6 language’6 (2009,! p.! 53),6
indicating! that! it! is! possible! to! consider! sensation! as! another! dimension! of!
representational!language!that!is!vital!to!its!process!of!production.!As!I!have!shown!above,!
young! children’s!writing! viewed! as! productive! activity! is! sensory,! so! perhaps! there! is! a!
need! to! consider! further! how! children’s! physical! sense! of! writing! not! only! borders!
language,! but! is! a! force! within! it.! The! sensorial! elements! of! Yellow’s! writing! can! be!
understood!as! issuing! from! the!body! (MacLure,! 2013a).! So,! rather! than!working!on! the!
margins! of! language,! the! physical! sensation! of! it! is! fundamental! to! how! it! is! produced.!
This!is!demonstrated!in!how!Silver!and!Blue!encountered!writing!with!the!wipeSdry!boards!
in!the!second!encounter.!!
Within! the! first! play! encounter! between! Silver,! Yellow! and! Blue,! the! children!
were!engaged!in!writing!play!that!was!not!concerned!with!representing!and!signifying!the!
symbols!of!written!language;!this!is!clear!from!Yellow’s!confused!response!to!my!question!
about! whether! the!writing! was! representative! of! a! dragon.! They! did! not! appear! to! be!
practising! and! imitating! adult! writing! behaviour! as! part! of! an! emergent! process! or!
developmental! stage!of!preSwriting,!which! is!often!how!children’s!early!mark!making! in!
play! is! interpreted! (Clay,! 1975;! Teale! and! Sulzby,! 1994).! Their!writing! in! this! encounter!
involved!more! complex! and!overlapping! forces! that! brought! together! the! sensations! of!

















and! touch! –! to! shape! the! use! of! their! shared!materials.! This! could! be! interpreted! as! a!
response!to!the!affordance!that!materials!offer!for!meaningSmaking,!or!signifying!thought.!
However,!as!shown!above,!the!‘shaping’!of!meaning!within!the!social!context,!understood!
in! terms! of! how! the! materials! the! children! were! using! were! socially! and! culturally!
regulated! between! them,! also! needs! to! recognise! this! as! a! materially! embodied!
experience!which!fused!together!the!children’s!sensory,!material!and!physical!movements!
between! different! modes.! As! Scollon! and! Scollon! write,! ‘no6 mode6 of6 communication6
operates6in6a6monomodal6fashion,6even6if6it6is6useful6to6abstract6a6mode6from6the6context6
for6the6purposes6of6close6analysis’6(2011,!p.!180).!!
Although!my! focus! is! on! children’s! text!making! and!writing,! analysing! how! the!
multimodal! experience! of! the! children! comes! together! as! an! ensemble,! where!
relationships! between! the!modes! are! combined,! furthers!my! understanding! about! how!
the! writing! mode! of! communication! has! come! into! existence.! By! looking! at! how! this!




So,! rather! than! modes! showing! organised! and! regulated! usage,! we! see! modes! being!
socially!and!culturally!transgressive.!This!would!indicate!that!the!children!were!aware!of!
the!social!signs!associated!with!the!modes!that!they!are!playing!with,!but!their!actions!as!









(Deleuze! and! Guattari,! 2004)! in! which! children! can! respond! to! each! other! and! the!
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to!be!continuously6developing6 in6 form.! The!generative!encounter! itself! should! therefore!








how!movement!was! an! integral! aspect! of! young! children’s!writing! activity.! Silver’s!map!
making:! the! marks! he! made! on! the! paper,! his! physical! movements! in! and! out! of!
geographical!spaces,!and!the!gestures!towards!others,!had!a!fundamental!moving!quality!
about!them.!Tracing!these!movements!demonstrated!how!his!writing!line!‘goes6out6for6a6












Silver6points6 to6 the6 top6and6 the6beginning6of6 the6 line6he6has6drawn.6He6circles6 in6 the6air6









(Silver6 gives6 me6 his6 first6 picture6 and6 then6 uses6 a6 red6 pen6 to6 make6 circular6 swirls6 in6 a6
repeated6pattern6and6rolls6the6picture6up.)6
Silver:6this6one6is6for6the6café6(pause),6no6stage6
(He6runs6to6his6 friends6playing6 in6the6role6play6area6which6 is6set6up6 like6a6stage.6Then6he6






writing! activity! often! takes! place! within! rigidly! segmented! spaces.! Lines! are! placed! to!
firmly!mark!out!the!boundaries!of!these!writing!activities,!plotted!from!the!coordinates!of!





pattern! already!mapped,! a! joining! of! the! dots.!Writing! activity,! once! completed!within!
these! lines,!has!nowhere!else! to! go,!no! travels!beyond,! apart! from!onto!another! set!of!
predefined!connecting!lines!(Ingold,!2007,!p.!74).!!
However,!writing!activity!in!play!is!something!different,!as!it!has!no!such!plotting!




contained! no! specific! references! to! places! or! objects,! and! therefore! did! not! appear! to!
signify! to! others! particular! elements! of! reality.! Nor! did! it! represent! multiple! ideas! or!
layered!meanings,! as!Mavers! was! able! to! explore! through! her! interpretations! of! older!
children’s!map!drawing! (2011,! p.! 89).! So,! if! Silver’s!map!was!not! intended! to! represent!
ideas!to!others,!what!was!it!for?!To!understand!this,!I!want!to!highlight!the!importance!of!
how!the!map!is!made,!and!within!that!production,!the!importance!of!movement.!
Silver’s!map! is!made!of!a!continuing! line!which!circles!around!and!about,!a! line!
that!is!not!limited!to!the!media!of!the!crayon,!or!pen!and!paper.!For!example,!he!shows!it!







who! noted! that! children! engage! in! movement! through! time! and! space! as! they! play,!
arguing!that!this!is!another6dimension!in!which!children!are!able!to!transform!modes!and!
transcend!the!expectations!within!school!literacy!discourse.!
The! lines! Silver! has! produced! here! are! very! different! to! other! lines! within! the!
classroom;!they!are!able!to!grow!and!move,!and!as!shown!in!this!encounter,!they!are!also!
able! to!do!what!Klee!aspires! to!do! in!drawing:! to!continually!extend,!grow!and!have!no!
definite!point!of!origin!or!destination! (Klee,!1961).! Silver’s!map!drawing! is! a!movement!
which!goes!beyond!the!marks!he!is!making,!and!takes!him!into!different!geographical!and!
thinking! spaces.! It! is! a! movement! which! links! together! other! movements! –! i.e.! the!
travelling!of!his!crayon!across!paper,!the!motioning!of!his!finger!in!the!air,!the!running!of!
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his! body! across! the! classroom! –! all! combined! within! the! mapSmaking! encounter! as! a!
changing,!repositioning!activity.!!
But! how! does! the! movement! intrinsic! to! the! drawing! of! maps! relate! to! the!
writing!of!text?!Ingold!(2007,!p.!132),!by!using!Chinese!calligraphy!as!a!reference,!argues!
that! drawing! and! writing! are! both! essentially! about! rhythmic! movements! and! delicate!
gestures!which!are!brought!forth!by!the!writer’s!observations!of!movements!in!the!world!
around! them.! In! writing,! as! a! second! order! thinking! process,! these! gestures! or!
movements! have! been! fixed! (Vygotsky,! 1978),! but! writing! is! still! gestural! and! so! still!
related! to!physical!and!material!acts!which! involve!motion.!As!a!writer,! Silver! is!able! to!





The!movement! in! Silver’s!mapSmaking! was! evidenced! in! numerous! ways:! the! constant!
change! of! the! materials! he! was! using,! his! physical! transfer! into! different! geographical!
spaces,! and! the! fluid! associations! continually! created! between! his!map! and! the! people!
who!mattered! to! him.! This!was! a! relational!movement!which! diverged! throughout! the!
encounter.!Movement!in!terms!of!his!relationships!to!others!can!be!seen!in!how!the!map!
as!an!artefact! takes! shape.!Having! shown!his!map! to!his! friend,!a! reciprocal! interaction!
where! he! took! careful! note! of! how! his! friend’s! map! had! been! drawn,! he! became!
motivated!to!respond!and!drew!a!second!map.!His!attention!shifted!to!a!new!mapSmaking!








signs! and! his! social! relationships.! At! times,! these!movements! deviated! from!what! was!
initially! intended,! as! shown! when! the! maps! at! the! end! of! the! encounter! were! found!
abandoned,! even! though! Silver! had! previously! expressed! his! desire! to! give! them! to! his!
mum.! When! these! trails! of! relational! movements! were! charted,! it! became! clear! that!
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Silver’s! imperative! was! not! fixed:! his! intentions! digress! and! wander.! This! relational!
movement!is!something!intrinsic!to!children’s!mark!making,!an!essential!part!of!how!the!
lines!are!able!to!be!produced.!




trail!maker,!Silver’s!actions!show!pathways!in!his! learning.!It! is! important!that!we!follow!
his! trail! so! that! we! can! understand! how! his!mark!making!was! generated! and! how! the!
desires!he!had!as!part!of!a!process!of!construction!have!led!to!its!production.!There!is!a!
need! to! value!how!children! ‘make! the! trail’! as!writers,! as! series!of!movements!both! as!







illustrates! that! the! notion! of! movement! in! children’s! mark! making,! as! original! line!




friend6****6have6played6with6on6and6off6 throughout6 the6day.6From6a6distance,6 I6 can6see6






Gold6 and6 Emily6 are6watching6 our6 exchange.6 They6 come6 over6 to6where6 I6 am6 sitting6 and6















texts,! shown! in! how! they! remade! their! drawings! and! my! visitor’s! label.! They! were!
merging! different! modes! to! create! something! unique.! The! children! were! shifting! the!



















multimodal6 quality6 of6 play6 offers6 children6multiple6ways6 to6 expand6 the6meanings6 of6 the6
messages6they6produce.6When6a6message6is6conveyed6in6several6modes,6the6combination6
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of6 modes6 amplifies6 and/or6 complicates6 the6 separate6 strands6 of6 monomodal6 meanings’!
(2008,!p.!128).!!
However,! caution! needs! to! be! taken! in! how! we! read! intentionality! into! the!
children’s! actions! as! designers,! regarding! them! as! purposefully! creating! significant!
meanings!within! this!encounter.! If!we!employ!a!more!open!approach! to! this!encounter!
with!text!and!include!children’s!movements!in!relation!to!how!texts!are!produced,!we!can!
see!that!although!there!may!sometimes!be!social!aims!and!clear!objectives!in!their!actions,!
not! all! aspects! of! their! textual! encounters! are! intentionally! symbolic.! For! example,! the!
children! jumping! behind! me! to! put! stickers! on! my! hands! and! cheeks,! far! from!
intentionally! signifying! meaning! to! others! as! representative! of! something,! were! being!
reactive! and! spontaneous,! and! their! actions! occurred! because! they! were! physically!
thrilling;! it! was! a! resistance! to! the! ‘expected’! use! of! the! letter! stickers.! It! may! not! be!
possible! to! translate! these!movements! as!meaningful! of! something! else! or! as! a!way!of!
purposefully! redesigning,! but! this! vignette! demonstrates! that! there! were! important!
bodily! entanglements! with! people! and! texts! within! this! encounter! which! may! not! be!
representative!or!necessarily!about!intentionality,!but!were!desirous!in!the!actualities!of!
their!production.!
This! encounter! was! about! an! embodied6 redesigning6 of6 text,! less! predictably!
patterned!but!reactive!to!the!unique!flows!of!movement!in!the!encounter,!that!emanated!
from!a!particular!combination!of!elements:! relationships,! signs,!power,!materials,!etc.! It!
was! not! just! about! transforming! one! signifying! text! into! another.! The! stickers! were! a!
resource!that!allowed!the!children!to!extend!their!understanding!of!what!text!could!do!in!
relation! not! just! to! other! representative! texts,! but! also! to! their! physical! bodies! which!
were! creating! connection! to! these! material! texts.! As! the! children! reSdesigned! or!
constantly! adapted! and! changed! the! texts! they! were! playing! with,! as! a! process! of!











Although! I!understand! this!assemblage!as!a!neverSending! circulation!of! ideas,! I!will! end!
here!by!accentuating!the!potentiality!that!unrehearsed!play!offers!us!in!researching!young!
children!as!writers.!To!do!this,!I!want!to!finish/start!with!an!interrogation!of!Deleuze!and!
Guattari’s! concept! of! becoming! in! relation! to! playful! writing! to! provide! a! way! of!
understanding!the!action!of!its!production,!as!potential!movement,!thereby!viewing!what!
children!do!as!dynamic!writEing.4!
The! children,! as! becoming! writers! in! these! playful! writing! encounters,! were!
becoming!differently.!They!were!not! reSrepresenting!a!known!world!of!writing!and! text,!
although!they!referenced!it,!but!instead!moving!between!different!events,!people,!spaces,!
materials,! texts!etc.! to!explore!the!multiple!possibilities! that! text!and!drawings!have! for!
them.! It! was! through! these! relational! entanglements! with! materials! and! objects,!
therefore,!that!their!mark!making!emerged.!Without!these!embodied!material–discursive!
encounters,!which! essentially! involve!movement! and! transformation,!writing!would!not!
have! come! into! existence;! this! corresponds! with! Taguchi,! who! argues! that! it! is! the!
connectivity!in!life!that!creates!life!(2011).!!
The! movement! of! connective! elements! in! young! children’s! writing! can! be!
understood! by! adopting! the! Deleuzian! conceptualisation! of! becoming! as! the! ‘very6
dynamism6of6change’!(Stagoll,!2010a,!p.!26).!It!is!useful!to!understand!the!process!of!text!
production! in! terms! of! becoming! if! we! value! this! movement.! This! assemblage! has!
demonstrated! that! as! successful! and! creative! writers! in! these! play! encounters,! the!
children! were! becoming.6 Considering! children’s! writing! or! text!making! within! informal,!
dynamic! and! playful! activity! in! terms! of! unique! arrangements! of! elements! and!
intertwined!forces,!as!an!assemblage6of6becoming(s),6recognises!the!complex,!expansive!
and! multimodal! ways! in! which! children! create! text! as! expressions! and! sensations.! It!
enables!us!to!realise!that!playful!writing!goes!beyond!the!representational,!as!children!as!
desirous!writers!want!to!engage!with!practices!that!are!physical,!sensory,!relational!and!
material.!Also,! these! aspects!of!writing! as!becoming! are! in! a! constant! state!of! flux;! the!





they! could! bring! about! new!ways! of! thinking! and!doing! as!writers.! As! pure!movement,!
their! becoming! can! be! understood! not! in! the! events! themselves,! but! in! the! changes!
evident! between! the! events! (Stagoll,! 2010a,! p.! 26).! This! is! where! the! exceptional!
moments!of!production!can!be!explored,!and!where!the!lines!of!flight!can!be!traced.!
This!‘playful!writing’,!or!‘writing!as!play’,!can!be!understood!as!a!‘smooth6space’;!
although! the! space! exists! in! relation! to! regulated! language! structures,! and! how! these!
structures!are!used!to!create!shared!meanings,!ultimately!the!space!operates!beyond!the!
assertions!of!what!Hodgson!and!Standish!claim!to!be!‘regimes6of6language’6(2007,!p.!115).!









examined! without! the! restrictions! of! the! operational! systems! that! hover! above! it! (the!
structures!of! language)!or!the!partitions!and!stages!in!which!play!may!be!interpreted!by!
adults! in! the! classroom! (the! curriculum! framework).! This! opens! up! the! possibilities! of!
interpretation! that! prioritise! elements! of! difference,! rather! than! continuity,! and!offer! a!









through! each! stage! of! my! research.! It! aims! to! demonstrate! conclusive! arguments! in!
relation!to!other!thinkers!and!researchers!in!the!field!of!study!and!beyond.!The!empirical!
findings!presented!here!are!organised!as!a! response! to! the!research!questions!posed! in!
the!first!part!of!this!study.!These!will!provide!evidence!for!the!conceptual!conclusions!that!
have!been!developed!as!a!result!of!the!research!process.!The!limitations!of!the!study!will!







In! an! attempt! to! disrupt! structural! conceptualisations! of! young! children! in! school! and!
their! writing! activity,! as! futureSoriented! ‘becomings’,! my! research! focused! on! six!
children’s!participatory!activities!as!text!makers!within!a!Reception!classroom!during!one!
school! year.! I! framed! this! exploratory! study! by! drawing! on! sociocultural! theories! of!
language,!multimodal! theories! of!meaningSmaking,! and!multiple! literacies! of! embodied!
material! connectivity.! The! aim! was! to! travel! around! some! of! the! unseen! spaces! of!
research!with!children!by!adopting!different!ways!of!conceptualising!children!as!becoming!
writers!in!school.!
Researching! young! children’s! experiences! as! writers! in! the! classroom! through!
close!analysis!of!their!activities!had!two!important!purposes!for!me.!First,! it!gave!me!an!
opportunity! to! know! more! about! how! young! children’s! understanding! of! writing! was!
being! formed! through! regular! writing! practices,! and! from! this! gain! a! sense! of! how!
children!were!being!enabled!or!not!as!writers!in!Reception!classrooms.!In!doing!this,!my!
intention!was!then!to!negotiate!these!findings!with!others! in!early!childhood!education,!











Although! my! research! is! presented! here! as! a! linear! piece! of! work,! the! process! of! its!
development! has! been! one! of! continual! raking! back! and! forward! through! literature,!
methodology! and! analysis.! In! doing! this,! my! theoretical! gaze! has! shifted! and! moved!
direction! as! this! study! progressed.! I! began! with! assumptions! about! mark! making! and!
writing! as! a! socially! communicative! act,! an! expression! of! thinking! informed! by!




My!knowledge!of!young!children!and! their!writing!has!not! shifted! in!a! radically!
different!theoretical!direction.!My!understanding!of!multimodal!activity!has!gained!clarity,!
and! my! sociocultural! perspective! has! become! sharper! and! more! able! to! consider! the!
complexities! of! how! thought! may! be! structured! by! ‘ideals’! within! language! practices;!
moreover,! I! have! also! gained! an! insight! into! how! children’s! writing! production! may!
demonstrate!other!ways!of!becomingEwith! language.!By! ‘plugging! in’!Deleuzian! thinking!
(Jackson! and! Mazzei,! 2013)! and! adopting! a! reSconceptualisation! of! children! in! the!
classroom!as!becoming6different,!and!by!taking!a!rhizomatic!approach!to!data!analysis!to!
unpick! sociocultural! participatory! understandings! of! language! and! writing,! I! have! been!
able!to!see,!and!hear,!young!children’s!writing!in!the!classroom!in!a!new!way.!!
The! arguments! that! have! emerged! from! this! research! stemmed! from! the!
empirical!data! itself! and!my! intraEaction!with! it.!By! immersing!myself! in! the! richness!of!
ethnographic!data!to!find!out!where!that!could!take!me,!I!wrestled!with!questions!about!
where! to! look! and! puzzled! over! inconsistencies! within! it.! I! had! not! anticipated! the!
difficulties!of!working!with!such!a!large!and!diverse!quantity!of!ethnographic!‘stuff’,!and!
how!this!material!could!disrupt!my!professional!and!theoretical!assumptions.!Throughout!
















was! then! further! broken! into! subSquestions.! These! subSquestions! were! developed! in!
response!to!the!review!of!literature!so!that!elements!within!children’s!writing!activity!that!
could!be!described!as! facets!of! their! ‘becoming’! in!a!Reception!class!could!be!explored.!
These! were! identified! as! the! children’s! social,! cultural! and! material! associations! and!
movement! within! writing! activity,! and! the! questions! focused! on! how! the! children!
assembled!writing!as!making,!crafting,!composing!and!producing:!!




• What4 connections4 are4 young4 children4 creating4 through4 writing4 activity4 at4
school?44
The6 findings! have! been! organised! below! into! responses! related! to! these! subsequent!





SubSquestion! 1.! How! are! young! children! constructing! knowledge!
about! ‘school! writing’! with! others! (including! researchers)! through!
classroom!writing!encounters?!!
!
Writing! activities! planned! by! adults! with! curriculum! outcomes! at! the! fore,! were! often!
segmented! into! units! of! language! occurring! in! specific! spaces! and! time! periods.! An!
example!of! this! type!of! ‘marked!out’!or!striated!writing!activity!occurred!during!the!SSP!
sessions.! Within! these! encounters,! the! knowledge! that! the! children! were! forming! of!
writing!became!an!act!of!representing!fixed!meaning;! this!was!demonstrated!within!the!
children’s!talk!which!‘stalled’!during!conversation!about!their!‘Letters6and6Sounds’!writing,!
and! was! also! observed! in! how! they! had! learnt! to! copy! as! an! act! of! universal!
representation.! The! range! of! children’s! writing! tools! and! their! potential! modification!
within!these!activities!were!limited!due!to!the!restricted!‘spaces’!in!which!they!occurred.!




This! organisation! of! literacy! activity! as! fragmented! ‘parts’! meant! that! the!
children’s! actions! as! writers! became! abstract,! or! floating;! they! were! unable! to! move!
beyond!a!fixed!and!operational!space,!concurring!with!Deleuze!and!Guattari’s!description!
of! ‘striated6 space’! (2004,! p.! 524).! The! children! struggled! to! transpose! knowledge! of!
writing! from! these! sessions! into!different! language! forms,! such!as! speech.! This! concurs!
with!‘whole!language’!arguments!that!state!that!segmenting!children’s!language!learning!






during! these! encounters.! In! contrast,! he! was! able! to! make! meanings! and! create!
connections! in! his!writing! in!more!open!ended!encounters!where! curriculum!outcomes!
were!not! the!priority,!as!demonstrated! in!his!use!of!his!personal!notebook!discussed! in!
chapter!five.!
Some!children!recognised!their!school!log!book!as!a!cultural!artefact!with!‘ideal’!




writing,! where! ‘real’! writing! was! given! value! by! both! teachers! and! other! children! in!
response! to! this! curriculum! ‘ideal’.! Some! children,! but! not! all,! were! adept! at!
understanding! the! curriculum! expectations! of! writing! activities;! they! were! able! to!
articulate! a! conceptualisation! of! their! own! ‘becoming’! in! terms! of! the! externally!
structured! framework.! This! supports! Uprichard’s! (2008)! argument! that! children! have!
temporal!understanding!of!themselves!as!both!‘being’! in!the!moment!and!‘becoming’! in!
the!future.!
The! words! that! children! used! about! writing! sometimes! parroted! the! literacy!
language! that! surrounded! them;! for! example,! they! adopted! technical! terms! such! as!
digraph! to! ‘tell’! about! writing.! Their! spoken! ‘voice’! as! writers! was! in! response! to! the!
voices! of! more! powerful! people,! namely! adults,! who! were! articulating! the! associated!
cultural!rules!of!being!and!behaving! in!relation!to!the!curriculum.!This!corresponds!with!
Bakhtin’s! argument! (2011)! that! speech! is!used! to! reSdescribe! the! social! context,! always!
occurring!in!response!to!what!has!come!before!as!well!as!anticipating!what!will!come!next.!
However,!the!language!that!children!adopted!about!writing!in!more!fluid,!multimodal!and!
materially! rich! encounters! such! as! play,! where! the! external! outcomes! were! less!
prescriptive,! were! different.! Here,! the! adult! discourse! that! surrounded! ‘school! writing’!
appeared! less! influential,! and! the! children! expressed! themselves! as! writers! differently,!
utilising! the!materialSdiscursive! possibilities!within! these! ‘spaces’! to! build! other! literacy!
connections!and!to!‘voice’!their!writing!knowledge!in!multiple!ways.!!
4
SubSquestion! 2.! How! do! young! children! engage! with! mediational!





modal! affordances! that! the! children! gave! to! them.! The! children! were! observed! many!
times! adapting! writing! materials! for! particular! social! uses,! for! example! the! wipeSclean!
boards,!notebooks,! and! stickers.! Sociocultural!perspectives!on! the!appropriation!of! tool!
use! (Wertsch,!1994,!1998;!Claxton!2002),!and!multimodal! theories!of!affordance! (Kress,!
2000a,! 2010,! 2011;! Jewitt,! 2011;!Mavers,! 2011)! have! helped! to! explain! throughout! the!
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previous! chapters! the! children’s! usage! of! objects! and! their! reSdesign.! Additionally,! the!
children! were! exploring! the! material! makeSup! of! these! objects! to! extend! their! ideas,!
which!suggests!that!their!engagement!with!writing!was!materially!significant.!The!‘things’!
the!children!were!using!to!write,!draw,!and!mark!make!with!were!shaping!their! ideas!of!
what! writing! could! be! used! for.! This! is! concurrent! with! Malafouris’s! (2013,! p.180)!
argument! that! writing! can! be! shown! to! be! an! ‘evolving6 enactive6 cognitive6 system6 of6
material6engagement’.!!
Significantly,! the! materials! the! children! used! radiated! particular! meanings! to!
them! that!went! beyond! the! social! and! cultural! signification! assigned,! to!what! could! be!
described! as! a! ‘specialness’,! or! ‘life6 force’6 (Bennett,! 2010,! p.2).! The!writing! objects! the!
children! engaged! with! appeared! to! resonate! with! the! children’s! relationships,! cultural!
experiences,!and!other! literacy!encounters.!These!personal!histories!were!ingrained!into!
the! object’s! molecular! makeSup.! For! example! in! Green’s! encounters! with! his! pink!
notebook,! the! opportunities! for! writing! and! drawing! came! directly! from! the! relational!
qualities!that!were!existent!in!the!writing!object,!how!it!could!be!moved!around,!and!how!
the!pens!inside!it!could!be!ordered.!The!interaction!between!the!tool!for!writing!and!the!






When! the! children! had! the! opportunity! to! explore! materials! in! unstructured! social!
contexts!for!learning,!for!example!within!some!of!the!more!playful!activity!and!in!routine!
name! writing,! they! engaged! in! overlapping!multimodal! activity! as! part! of! their! writing!
production.!They!organised!text,!drawing,!mapSmaking,!colour,!shape!and!space,!together!
with! gestures,! talk,! laughter! etc.,! into! an! ‘ensemble’! of! modes! in! the! same! way! that!
Mavers! (2011)! has! described! in! her!work.! The! children! changed! their!modes! of!writing!
activity!as!a!way!of!pursuing!and!strengthening!relationships:!social,!cultural!and!material,!
connecting! modes! of! writing! from! home! with! school! writing,! and! with! other! literacy!





and! writing! were! organised! into! different! spaces! within! the! learning! logs,! at! different!
times,!the!children’s!desire!was!to!redesign!elements!of!writing!as!combined!expression,!
as! Lankshear! and! Knobel! (2011)! and! Kress! (2000b,! 2003)! have! described.! The! children!
merged!modes!of!communication!to!create!different!modal!ensembles!that!overruled!this!
external!demarcation,! reconfiguring!writing!materials! in! response! to!new!opportunities.!
This!is!evidenced!in!how!Gold!modified!her!stickers!for!different!social!uses!and!how!Red!
and! Gold! explored! letter! tracing! on! the! wipeSclean! boards.! These! changes! of! modes!
allowed! for! new! ideas! to! emerge! and! transformation! of! meaning! to! occur,! as! Kress!
(2000b),!Pahl!(2001)!and!Mavers!(2011)!have!all!demonstrated!in!their!own!research.!
!




When! the! children!wrote! symbols,! names,! squiggles! etc.,! they! indicated! that! the! smell,!
texture! and! touch! of! the! materials! and! tools! they! were! using! were! important.! They!
appeared!to!be!keen!to!write!due!to!the!sensorial!qualities!that!writing!could!offer!them,!
just! as! the! children! that! Masny! (2013)! and! Sellers! (2013)! worked! with! demonstrated.!














Children! found! many! opportunities! outside! of! adultSled! activity! to! incorporate!
writing,!drawing,!and!mapSmaking!activities!within!open!and! flexible! ‘spaces’!within! the!
classroom.!This! corresponds!with!Deleuze!and!Guattari’s! description!of! ‘smooth6 spaces’!




2013)! has! found! in! her! studies! of! children’s! writing! and! drawing.! For! example,! in!
spontaneous!play,!the!children!were!able!to!physically!move!around,!rearrange!resources!
and! explore! what! writing! could! do! so! that! the! activity! could! be! more! exciting! and!
imaginative.!!
Writing! encounters! in! ‘smooth6 spaces’! offered! children! the! potential! to! make!
useful! literate! connections! and! assemble! sensations,! materials,! friends,! and!





Methodological! findings:! Children’s! research! participation! as!
‘difference’!
Christensen’s!(2004)!argument!that!adultSresearchers!should!play!an!‘ambiguous’!role! in!
carrying! out! research! with! children! was! evident! in! my! reflexive! writing.! However,! this!
ambiguity!was!not!only!related!to!how!the!children!viewed!me!but!also!to!how!I!viewed!
myself!as!an!adapting!and!changing!presence!in!the!classroom.!
Children! were! autonomous! and! capable! within! the! research,! in! line! with! the!
UNCRC’s!(1989)!conceptualisation!of!them!as!active!meaningSmakers,!decisionStakers,!and!
influencers;!they!were!able!to!involve!me!in!their!spontaneous,!coSconstructed,!dialogical!
research! activities,! as! Hedegaard! and! Fleer! (2008)! have! argued.! However,! the! physical!
and!material!aspects!of!their!participation,!which!affected!the!formation!of!the!research!
relationship,! was! surprising! in! their! physical! contact! and! material! desires! and! moved!
beyond!a!purely!dialogical! encounter.! Children’s! speech!was! at! times! limited!and!other!




The! participation! that! the! children! engaged! in! departed! from! my! own! desire! as! a!
researcher.!For!example,!Gold!wanted!to!participate!because!of!the!affordances!that!the!
technological! research! tools! offered! her! rather! than! sharing! my! need! to! answer! the!
research! questions.! There! was! an! essential! ‘lack! of! sameness’! that! existed! between!
myself! as!adultSresearcher!and! the!children!as!participants.!This! ‘difference’,! as!Deleuze!
(2004a)!would!describe!it,!corresponds!with!the!notion!of!the!child!as!‘other’!that!Levinas!
(1991)! proposes.! Our! differences! were! acknowledged! not! only! by! me! but! also! by! the!
children.! For! example,! in! chapter! seven! the! performance! level! of! the! children! was!
heightened!in!peculiar!ways!by!them!knowing!that!they!were!being!observed.!They!then!
destabilised!my! authoritative! adult! role! by! playing!with!my! expectations.! At! times,! the!
children!did!not!participate! at! all:! they!were! silent! or! turned!away,! a! demonstration!of!







Theoretical! implications! have! been! drawn! from! these! empirical! findings! to! help! form!
further!conceptual!understandings!of!young!children!as!writers!in!their!first!year!of!school.!
These!conclusive! ideas,!which!contribute!to!a! theoretical!knowledge!of!young!children’s!




Activity! as! language:! Young! children’s! writing! extending! beyond!
representational!language!structures!!
6
As! shown! in! the! findings! related! to! subSquestion! 1,! the! external! curriculum! structures!
existent!in!school!classroom!contexts!framed!these!children’s!internal!understandings!and!




demonstrate! that! for! the! children,! writing! activity! could! be! an! expressive,!multimodal,!
desirous!thing!to!do,!involving!not!only!representational!elements!but!also!exploration!of!
sensation! and! material! intraSaction.! When! writing! was! confined! to! actions! of!
representational! thinking!within!discrete! literacy!sessions,! these! ‘unbounded’!aspects!of!
writing! activity! were! quashed.! Alternatively,! they! were! seen! to! flourish! within! openS
ended!activity,!where!the!children!were!able!to!construct!connections!between!different!
elements!within! its!production.!The! findings! imply! that!writing!as! language! is! clearly!an!
act! of! social! and! cultural! representation,! but! as! it! is! also! a! physical! and!material! act! of!
creation! it!may! not! be! able! to! be! described! fully! in! terms!of! its! signification! alone.! For!
example,! the! sensorial! aspects!of!writing,! and! the! intraSactivity!between! the!writer!and!
the! writing! materials,! are! more! than! representative! thought! processes.! The! findings!
demonstrate! that! young! children! are! able! to! extend! and! explore! the! possibilities! that!
writing!as! language!offers! them! if! these!associated!elements! (materials,! sensations! and!
representations)!are!able!to!be!brought!together!and!connections!made!between!them.!
This!is!something!that!the!children!within!this!study!appeared!to!be!desirous!to!do.!
! Considering! these! points! further! in! respect! of! the! theoretical! approaches!
adopted,! I! have! been! able! to! develop! conceptual! ideas! about! young! children’s!
engagement! with! writing! activity! within! Reception! classrooms.! These! conclusions! offer!
support! and! evidence! for! known! theoretical! ideas,! but! also! extend! the! way! in! which!







In! sociocultural! approaches,! the! embodied! nature! of! young! children’s! encounters! with!
writing! is! understood! to! be! a! process! of! distributed! cognition.! Here,! physical! objects,!
sensation! and! language! (essential! elements! of! writing! activity)! are! seen! to! extend! the!
child’s!thought;!the!mind!is!understood!to!be!linked!to!but!remain!separate!from!the!body.!
However,! this! body/mind! dualism! privileges! the! mind! over! the! bodily! experience;! it! is!
thinking! as! expressed! through! the! body! as! a! tool.! The! conceptualisation! of! writing!
developed!within! this! research! is!different,! as! children! in! their!actions!as!writers!within!
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the! data! appeared! to! embody6 writing.! For! these! children,! the! physical! elements! of!
producing! writing! were! essentially! sensorial,! moving,! and! could! even! be! described! as!
animal.!How!these!children!produced!writing!as!a!physical!and!sensorial!activity!cannot!be!
completely!explained!as!a!representational!process!of!thought,!as!these!sensations!were!
not! always! clearly! linked! to! thinking! processes.! The! sensorial! elements! of! their! writing!
appeared! to! be! necessary! aspects! of! its! production,! one! which! was! a! fundamentally!
physical! activity!with!materials.! This! argument! also! counters!Deleuze’s! (2004b)! position!
that! sensation! is! a! precursor! to! writing,! and! that! the! act! of! writing! ‘flattens’! human!



















Children,! in! their!writing!activities,! are!attempting! to! find! connections!between!people,!
places,! objects! and! prior! events.! As! writers! in! school,! they! desire! to! link! different!
components!of!writing!that!are!meaningful!to!them.!When!they!write,!they!are!creating!
an! assemblage! of! interconnecting! elements! (friendships,! cultural! signs! and! symbols,!
feelings,! sensation,! memories! etc.).! It! is! through! this! process! of! assembling! different!
elements! that! children! are! able! to! know! what! writing! is,! or! has! the! potential! to! be.!
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Writing!can! therefore!be! seen! to!be!essentially!a! relational!activity,!done! to!connect! to!
other!people!and!things.!Deleuze!and!Guattari’s!(2004)!theoretical!argument!around!what!
it!is!to!be!a!wolf!can!help!to!explain!this.!The!wolf,!they!argue,!is!able!to!be!a!wolf!because!
it! is! ‘wolfing’!within!a! connected!pack.!Without! the! connective!activity!of! the!pack,! the!
wolf!will! cease! to! be! a!wolf.! Children! are! able! to! be!writers! and! engage! successfully! in!
writing! if! it! is! a! connective! activity!with! other! elements! related! to!what! it! is! to! ‘write’.!
Therefore,! the!associations!of!writing!activity! that!children!are!making!–! to! their! family,!
friends,! geographies,! materials,! etc.! –! as! they! are! producing! it! are! essential! for! its!
existence!and!needed!for!writing6as!an!action!to!occur.!It!is!possible!therefore!to!perceive!






young! children’s! writing! not! in! terms! of! fixed! outcomes,! but! as! a! movement! between!
things,! people! and! places.! As! young! children! write,! elements! are! drawn! together! and!
children!traverse!between!these!different!constituents.!Ingold!(2010,!2011)!has!explored!
people!who!have!made!marks!on! the!world! throughout!history! and! culture! in! terms!of!
their!wayfaring.!Within!this!conceptualisation,!it!may!not!be!the!destination!of!the!writing!
that!is!important!in!understanding!the!writing!process!but!instead!the!movement!that!the!
child! is! taking!between! these!constituent!elements,!and! the!growth!and! transformation!
existent!within!these!relational!networks.!!
As! they! travel,! child! writers! are! weaving! modes! of! expressions! together! to!
construct!a!social,!cultural!and!material!resource.!Children!as!embodied,!material!writers!
who!are!constructing!meanings!between!social!and!cultural!signs!are!therefore!becomingE
with! others,! cultures! and! materials;! constantly! shifting! and! repositioning! rather! than!
engaging! in!purely! representational! processes!with! fixed!end!points.! This!was! shown! in!




not! fixed! to! language! structures! alone.! Given! their! infinite! possible! connections! and!
constant!movement,!even!when!previous!activities!are!woven!within!them,!each!writing!
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Young! children! and! adultSresearchers! continually! adapt! and! alter! within! their! research!
relationships.!Recognising!this!means!that!a!rigid!approach!to!spaces,!roles!and!methods!
would!not!provide!an!adequate!methodology.!In!this!study,!it!was!important!to!recognise!
the! shifting! judgements! necessary! within! the! research! activity! with! children.! These!
processes!could!be!described!as!a!series!of!immanent!movements!within!the!moment!of!
research! or! a! ‘nomadic! venture’.! Rather! than! delineating! space,! it! is! vital! to! embrace!
nomadism! through! roles! and! relationships.! The! possibilities! for! the! children’s!
participation,! the! data! constructed! and! the! ethicality! of! the! encounter!were! contained!
within!the!events!of!each!research!activity!itself!and!a!shifting!or!nomadic!response!was!
needed.! Considering! oneself! as! a! nomadic! researcher!means!moving! along! the! path! of!
research!rather!than!focusing!on!the!different!points!that!are!externally!demarcated!and!
can!be!crossed!off.! It! is!the!researcher’s!nomadic!movement!that!enables!them!to!‘tune!







with! children! may! reflect! previously! formed! researcher! assumptions.! Children! express!
themselves! not! only! through! speech,! but! in! multiple! ways! using! their! bodies! and! the!
objects! that! they! encounter.! Hearing! children! as! participants! within! research! needs! to!






to! identify! layers! of!meaning!within! the!writing! encounters.! It! is! by! exploring! both! the!
child’s!and!the!adult’s!intraEactive6becomingEwith!materials,!as!expressions!of!what!can!be!
known!about!children’s!activity,!that!ensures!that!differenceEinEitself,!rather!than!unity!of!
what! is! already! known,6 is! able! to! be! acknowledged.! Other! methods! that! trace! the!
embodied!and!sensory!aspects!of!research!with!children!may!also!provide!valuable!ways!





Research!methodology! that!embraces6 smooth6 space,! as!a! continued!variation!of!action,!
unlocks!opportunities!to!hear!children.!Unfortunately,!methodology!that!creates6striated6
space,! as! sedentary!and!with! fixed!possibilities,! closes! these!possibilities!down! (Deleuze!
and! Guattari,! 2004).! Within! the! classroom,! the! children’s! writing! was! often! limited! to!
representational! acts!within! striated6 spaces! of! activity.!However,! children’s!writing! as! a!











This! research! was! completed! in! the! planned! timescale,! created! positive! research!
relationships!with!others,!and!provided!extremely!rich!data!to!work!with.!My!general!aim!






Initially,! I! imagined! that! I! would! be! observing! a! ‘process’! in! children! of! their!
becoming!a!writer.!In!retrospect,!how!I!envisioned!this!‘process’!seems!rather!vague.!I!am!
still! unsure! about! what! ‘process’! may! mean,! although! I! now! view! it! as! a! rather!
mechanistic!description!of!writing.!Initially,!like!a!lot!of!literacy!researchers,!I!was!focused!
on! cognition! and! the! processes! of! the!mind.! As! my! work! progressed! and! I! recognised!
children’s!writing!as!production,!distributed!through!multiple!elements,!I!instead!adopted!
terms! such! as! construction,! association! and! connection! to! describe! children! as!writers,!
encompassing! a! more! extensive! understanding! of! what! children! are! doing.! A! fuller!
explanation!of!these!terms,!i.e.!how!they!come!to!fruition!to!form!assemblages!of!writing!









I!was! able! to! follow! certain! trails! and!explore!opportunities! that!were!presented.! I! did,!
however,! trouble! over! the! creation! of! a! definition! of! ‘writing’! for! some! time! so! that! I!
could! ‘look’! for! it! in! the! classroom.! This! was! helpful! as! I! had! to! consider! how! other!
thinkers!and!researchers!conceptualised!writing,!both!in!theory!and!practice.!I!made!the!







This! research! has! raised! rather! than! solved! the! question! of! whether! writing!
should! be! understood! as! an! act! of! representation,! as! sociocultural,! multimodal! and!
multiliteracy! theorists! have! argued,! or! as! something! that! is! sensory,! embodied! and!
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material,!as!Deleuzian!and!new!materialist!theorists!have!claimed.!For!the!children!in!this!
study,! there! is!evidence! to! show! that! it! is!both.! It! appeared! that! their!everyday!writing!
was!not!necessarily! an6 act! of! representation,! although! these!acts!were!apparent! in! the!
data,! but! could! instead! be! understood! to! be! a! series! of! connective!movements! in! the!
world!with!important!stuff.!
In! the! same! way,! I! am! not! entirely! convinced! of! the! extent! to! which! young!
children,!in!their!use!of!tools,!are!either!mediating!cognition!with!the!resources!they!are!
engaged!with!and!affording! them!meaning! through!their! social!use,!or!doing!something!
which!may!challenge!the!privilege!given!to!humans!over!materials.!It!appeared!in!my!data!
that! children! were! intraSacting! and! ‘melding! together’! with! the! materials! they! were!
encountering!on!a!very!sensory,!physical!level,!and!this!raises!some!demanding!questions!
about!our!human/material!existence.!My!research!showed!that!children!could!be!seen!to!
be! both! affording! objects!meaning!and! intraSacting!with! the!material! elements! of! their!






then! their! research! will! obscure! essential! questions! and! limit! potential! answers.! This!
research!is!successful!in!revealing!the!responsibilities!that!adultSresearchers!have!to!make!
transparent! the! conceptualisations! they!hold! about! the! children! they! are!working!with,!
and!how!this!then!might!affect!the!construction!of!knowledge!about!children’s!lives!that!
is!being!formed.!!Questioning!the!universal!assumptions!around!what!children!do,!as!I!did,!






Policies! and! practices! that! limit! the! potential! for! young! children’s! multimodal!
opportunities! by! articulating! a! discourse! which! values! certain! aspects! of! writing! more!
than!others!are!problematic.!Informed!arguments!based!on!research!evidence!need!to!be!




and!words! in!young!children’s!experience!of!writing! in!school!over!other!modes! ignores!
children’s! authorship! as! an! overlapping! ensemble:! a! way! of! expression! which! utilises!
many! different! modes.! Planning! and! assessment! of! young! children’s! writing! activity! in!
their! first! year! of! school! needs! to! recognise! and! foster! the! diverse! ways! that! young!
children!explore!communicative!possibilities!as!writers.!!
Teaching!young!children!phonemes!and!graphemes!to!support!their!writing!is!an!
essential! part! of! learning! about! how! codes! and! symbols! are! used! within! the! writing!
system.!However,!this!needs!to!be!connected!more!visibly!to!children’s!other!literacy!and!
language! activities! and! their! modes! of! expression,! and! not! be! placed! within! discrete!
sessions!where! these! connections! fail.! Children’s!writing! activity!within! segmented! SSP!
activity,!where!they!are!limited!in!their!material!intraSaction!and!social!interactions,!lacks!
literate! functionality.! Because!of! this,! the! knowledge! that! children! experience! does! not!
move!with!them!beyond!the!carpet!space!in!which!it!is!transmitted.!Young!children!need!
to!construct!knowledge!about! sound/symbol! relationships!and!how!to!write! letters! in!a!










keyboards!etc.! should!be!selected!because!of! the!associations! that!young!children!have!
either!made!with! them!previously!or!will! be!able! to!make!by!building!new!associations!
through!their!usage.!
The! relational! aspects! of! young! children’s! text!making! and! drawing!mean! that!
connections!need!not!only!to!be!recognised!but!promoted!between!writing!in!school!and!
other!writing!activity,!e.g.!at!home!or!in!play.!Rather!than!seeing!this!writing!as!an!‘add!on’!
that! may! support! the! child’s! movement! through! the! formalised! curriculum,! classroom!






and! fleeting,! is! significant! in! children’s! learning! about!writing.! Assessment! of! children’s!
writing! should! not! be! limited! to! what! is! evidenced! in! an! official! learning! log,! as! other!
exciting! learning! in! which! children! are! able! to! demonstrate! complex! ideas! within! their!
writing!will!be!missed.!Playful!experiences!offer!children!more!openSended!and!resourceS
rich! environments! where! they! can! explore! writing! through! materially! embodied!
sensations;!these!sensations!are!important!elements!within!writing!experience!for!young!
writers.!Playful!writing!in!classrooms,!perceived!as!a!frivolous!rather!than!valueSladen!act,!
is! freed! from! adult! expectations,! and! for! some! children! who! may! find! the! curriculum!




different! as! they! construct! new! connections,! associations! and! relationships! between!
themselves,!others!and!materials.!They!have!knowledge!to!share!about!this!process,!but!
what! they!are!able! to! say!and!what! is!heard! is! constrained!within! the!generational!and!
curriculum!structures!of!the!school!classroom.!Policy!and!practice!are!needed!that!moves!
young!children’s!writing!beyond! literacy!viewed! in!terms!of!curriculum!only.!This!means!

















There!was! no! intention! to! create! generalisations! from! this;! rather,! I!wanted! to! allow! a!
depth!of! knowledge! to!emerge! through! the!ethnographic!data!over! the!year.!However,!
there! are! implications! for! this! in! relation! to! what! arguments! can! be! made.! It! is! not!
possible!in!this!research!to!assume!that!the!experiences!of!these!children!are!common!to!
other! children! in! other! Reception! classrooms.! Further! studies! across! classrooms! are!
needed!to!test!whether!these!conclusions!can!be!corroborated!in!other!contexts.!!
Due! to! my! methodological! and! ethical! problematising,! this! research! is! high! in!
validity!but!low!in!reliability!and!therefore!also!low!in!generalisability.!As!I!have!taken!an!
analytical! approach! based! on! rhizomatic! logic,! where! linkages! have! been! traced! rather!
than!bringing!forward!specific!themes,!this!study!is!not!able!to!argue!that!children,!even!
in! the! same! class,! may! share! these! experiences! as! they! are! exclusive! to! particular!
encounters.! As! an! inductive! piece! of! research,! it! is! not! possible! to! repeat! and! test! out!
elements!of!the!research!to!strengthen!the!findings!and!refine!the!conclusions.!!
I! decided! to!only! invite! children! to!be!participants! in! this! research,! rather! than!
teachers!and!parents,!and!have! justified! this!because!children’s!voices! in! the!context!of!
school! research! are! rarely! heard,! and! if! they! are,! they! are! usually! as! an! adjunct! to!
teachers’! voices.! However,! there! is! an! argument! that! as! an! ethnographic! study,! having!
children’s! voices! as! ‘singular’! provides! only! a! partial! account! rather! than! a! fully!
comprehensive!exploration!of! the!social!and!cultural!context.!As! indicated! in! the! data,!
the! children’s! relationships! and! interactions! with! their! parents,! teachers! and! friends!
formed! part! of! their! meshwork! of! writing! activity.! In! hindsight,! exploring! these!
associations!by!encouraging!participation!of!other!children,!family!members!and!adults!in!
the! classroom!may!have!provided! further! layers!of!understanding! in!how! the!children’s!
knowledge! of! writing! was! being! formed.! Alongside! this,! what! I! have! been! able! to! say!
about! young! children’s! writing! is! limited! to! the! classroom! context.! The! conclusions!
demonstrate!that!children!seek!not!to!be!confined!in!their!writing!activity!within!bounded!
spaces,! and!wish! to! create! links!between!writing!experiences! in!different! contexts.! This!
research! did! not! look! in! detail! at! how! children! were! writing! in! the! other! geographical!
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spaces,! for! example! their! home,! and! therefore! I!was! not! able! to! trace! the! connections!
more!definitively.!
Additionally,! this!research!was!not!able!to!give!any!conclusions!about!children’s!








Young! children! in! England! engage! in! writing! activity! as! part! of! regular! SSP! activities! in!
school! every! day.! Research! that! demonstrates! whether! these! programmes! improve!
children’s! reading! abilities! is! contested,! but! what! is! even! more! alarming! is! that! no!
substantial! evidence! has! been! provided! to! show! that! these! activities! improve! young!
children’s! writing! in! school.! This! is! a! significant! omission! in! research! about! young!
children’s!literate!lives!today.!My!smallSscale!study!demonstrated!that!the!children!were!
not! advantaged! as!writers! through! these! approaches.! The! SSP! programmes! throughout!
English!schools!share!very!similar!pedagogical!approaches,!so!there!is!an!imperative!that!
future!research!explores!the!impact!that!these!programmes!are!having!on!other!children!
as! writers! in! school.! Further! studies! with! larger! samples! in! more! diverse! classroom!
environments! are! needed! in! order! to! question!whether! these! strategies! are! enhancing!
children’s! writing! activity,! and! to! what! extent! children! are! able! to! transfer! knowledge!








knowledge! from! the! home! is! built! upon.! Successful! strategies! include! the! sharing! of!
culturally!significant!home!objects!(Feiler!et!al.,!2008;!Scanlan,!2012).!By!bringing!homeS
based! artefacts! into! the! classroom,! children! are! able! to! explore! key! aspects! of! their!
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literate! identities! (Scanlan,! 2010).! Research! that! looks! more! closely! at! the! relational!
associations!that!children!are!making!in!their!writing!outside!of!school!is!important!as!this!
will! help! teachers! to! recognise! learning! as! a! connected! activity! and! literacy! in! broader!
terms,!as!more!than!‘schooled’!literacy.!This!research!has!demonstrated!that!the!cultural!
significance! of! an! object! allows! children! to! build! essential! connections! necessary! to!
motivate!and!extend!literacy.!Further!examination!of!the!associations!attached!to!objects!
from!home! specifically! looking! at! how! children! form! literate! connections!may!have! the!
potential!to!challenge!‘assigned’!writing!behaviours!within!situated!learning!contexts,!and!




suggest! that! as! a! starting! point,! research! could! be! carried! out! to! look! at! how! young!
children!select!material!resources!within!classrooms,!what!they!do!with!them,!and!what!
effect! they! have! on! their! understandings! of! literacy.! A! detailed! examination! of! these!
questions! would! enable! a! fuller! understanding! of! whether! resources! and! tools! have!
import,! either! due! to! the! affordance! they! offer! children! or! because! of! how! children!
physically! and! affectively! intraSact!with!materials.! The!question! could! be:!What! are! the!
qualities!of!literacy!materials,!and!how!do!they!support!young!children’s!literacy?!!
! Further! ethnographic! research! into! young! children’s! literate! lives! needs! to! be!
carried! out! that! utilises! a! range! of! modes! to! ‘hear’! children! as! readers! and! writers.!
Methodologies! that! rely! on! representational! language! alone,! based! on! transcripts! of!
conversation! or! dialogue,! limit! what! young! children! are! able! to! tell! researchers! about!
their!experience.!AdultSresearchers!using!multimodal!approaches!have!been!effective!for!
some! time! in! employing! video! as! a! method! to! show! that! young! children’s! bodily!
movement,! gaze! and! gesture! are! expressions! of! language! within! classrooms! (Flewitt,!
2006;! Cowan,! 2014).! It! is! important! to! utilise! these! methods! of! data! construction! to!
demonstrate!young!children’s!dynamic!multimodal!communication.!However,! to!adhere!
to!the!participatory! ideas!presented,! there! is!a!need!to!avoid!merely!viewing!video!as!a!
way! of! ‘looking! at’! what! children! are! doing! to! make! meaning! of! their! experience.! An!
ethical!participatory!methodology!that!seeks!to!listen!to!children!effectively!should!clearly!
consider!multimodal!methods! to! do! this.! The!methods! chosen! should! reflect! children’s!
position!as!coSconstructors!who,!as!they!go!about!creating!data!differently!to!adults,!need!
the! opportunity! to! both! demonstrate! their! multimodal! movements! and! provide! them!






experience! as! sensorial.! These! sensorial! qualities! are! contained! within! the! physical,!
material! and! relational! action! in! the! moment.! Prospective! researchers! of! children’s!
literacy! should! attend! carefully! to! these! moments! and! become! ‘situation! sensitive’! to!
children’s! desires.! Researchers! need! to! recognise! their! own! sensory! and! intuitive!
responses!to!children!in!how!they!are!building!understanding!of!what!matters!as!part!of!














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































develop4 their4 understanding4 of4writing4 as4 part4 of4 their4 literacy4 development.! The!






will!be!collecting! information! from!the!children!on!how!they! learn!about!writing!by!
talking,!listening!and!observing!them!and!I!will!be!recording!this!by!making!notes!in!a!



















decided! through! discussions!with!Miss! ………! and! yourselves! as! parents.! During! the!
first! term!at! school,! I!will! be! contacting!all! the!parents!who!have!given! consent! for!

















All! data! and! personal! information! about! the! children!will! be! stored! securely!within!
Canterbury!Christ!Church!University!premises!in!accordance!with!the!Data!Protection!
Act! 1998! and! the! university’s! own! data! protection! requirements.! Observations,!
recordings!and!photographs!will!be!secured!with!password!access,!and!will!be!used!by!
myself! solely! for! the! purposes! of! this! study.! The! data! will! only! be! presented! to!
academic! audiences,! e.g.! within! my! thesis! and! at! conferences.! No4 data4 or4 visual4
images4of4children4will4appear4in4any4handouts4or4online.!Usually!all!data!collected!is!
made!anonymous;!however,!this!is!difficult!to!do!within!a!study!of!children’s!writing,!
as! how! and! when! they! write! their! names! may! be! an! important! part! of! the! data.!
Parents!and!children!will!have!a!choice!in!whether!their!names!will!appear! in!future!
publications.!!
If! you!would! like! to!view! the!data!held!on!your!child!at!any! time!or!ask! for! specific!




Towards! the! end! of! the! project,! I! will! write! a! short! report! for! the! school! of! my!
findings.!I!will!also!organise!an!evening!event!for!the!parents!of!the!children!featured!
in! the! study! to! discuss! their! children’s! development! in! writing! and! answer! any!
questions!they!may!have!about!the!project.!The!finished!project!will!be!published!as!a!






I! expect! that! you! might! have! questions! or! concerns! about! participation! and! the!























Centre!for!Research!into!Children,!Families!and!Communities,!! ! ! !
Canterbury!Christ!Church!University,!North!Holmes!Place,!Canterbury,!CT1!1QU!






























child! about! the! project! to! ensure! that! both! you4 and4 your4 child! are! happy! to!
participate!in!the!research.!When!I!first!meet!the!children,!I!will!explain!the!project!to!


























































8th September 2014 
 
Dear Parent/Carer, 
Last academic year, I undertook a research project in ….. Class that focused on 
children’s writing in Reception class. Thank you for providing your consent for ……. to 
be a participant in this project. All of the children involved helped me to gather data in 
numerous ways throughout the year. For example, they took photographs of the 
things that they felt were important to them in learning to be a writer in the classroom, 
and talked to me about how they thought they learnt to be a writer in school. It was a 
privilege to spend time with them and to hear what they have to say about their 
learning, and find out about all the things that they know about writing.  
 
Throughout the research, I have been following ethical guidelines in my work with the 
children. This means that I have kept all of the data securely protected, and have 
planned the research carefully so that the children, as participants, are protected from 
harm and kept safe at all times. 
  
In the summer, I presented some aspects of the research at two academic 
conferences, one in Finland and another in Canterbury. These presentations included 
some photographs that both the children and I had taken, and some examples of their 
work. All of the names of the children discussed in the presentation were changed to 
protect their identity. When I was working with the children, I asked them if it was OK 
to share my observations and their photographs with other people. They all consented 
for me to do this. 
 
At present I am analysing the data and writing my thesis based on this analysis. I aim 
to publish the results of the study next year. The children’s names will remain 
confidential and identifiable photographs of the children will not be included in any 
future publications.  
 
! 259!
I hope that …… has settled happily into Year One and I want to thank you for allowing 
his/her voice to be heard as part of this project. I have included a thank you card for 
….... 
 
If you have any further questions regarding the study or are concerned about the 
publication and dissemination of information about your child, please do not hesitate 






Kate Smith   
k.l.smith417@canterbury.ac.uk 
Doctoral Candidate 
Research Centre for Children, Families and Communities 
Canterbury Christ Church University 




T:  01227 767700 
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